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He rangi tā matawhāiti, he rangi tā matawhānui; 
 

A person with narrow vision has a restricted horizon, a person with wide vision has plentiful 
opportunities.
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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with the historic and ongoing epistemic colonisation of Aotearoa. It 

seeks to examine the relationship of thought to the material conditions of settler colonialism 

and capitalism, and to discuss the conditions and possibilities for new, hybrid forms of 

decolonial thought and knowledges to emerge. I conceptualise the colonisation of Aotearoa as 

a meeting and entanglement of two worlds, te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā. What makes this 

meeting and entanglement colonial has been the ongoing displacement and subsumption of te 

Ao Māori by te Ao Pākehā. This occurs materially, but also epistemically, as each world has 

its own mode of thought and respective knowledges that emanate from its distinct mode of life, 

bound up with its relation to colonisation. To look at how the thought of the Pākehā world 

colonises, I have chosen to focus on economic thought, a certain form of Pākehā thought. In 

contrast to this, I have also chosen to engage with mātauranga Māori to see how it proposes a 

decolonial alternative to economic thought. 

 

Following my first chapter on methodology, in chapter two I argue that economic thought is 

situated within European thought and that it is an anatopism to apply economic concepts and 

ideas beyond Europe’s mode of life. I then trace out the development of capitalism and argue 

that economic thought is intimately part of capitalism and serves to reproduce it. In chapter 

three I critique the coloniality of economic thought by discussing its dual strategies of non-

recognition and assimilation based in the respective logics of white supremacy and capital, the 

thingification of the economy and its arrival to Aotearoa. In chapter four I look at the decolonial 

mātauranga Māori of Te Uri o Hikihiki and the colonial economic thought of the Ngātiwai 

Trust Board. In chapter five I discuss the decoloniality of mātauranga Māori by identifying 

three aspects that makes it decolonial; its materially grounded thought, relational ontology, and 
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kaitiakitanga. To conclude, I argue that for decolonial kōrero to occur in Aotearoa, Pākehā 

thought needs to understand itself as manuhiri in Aotearoa.
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Kupu Māori Glossary 

 
akiaki   encourage, persuade 

 
ao  world 

 
Aotearoa  land of the long white cloud, the collective 

name given by Māori to the islands that 
Europeans call New Zealand 
 

Atua, atua  God, god, gods 
 

hapū  kinship group, primary social unit of te Ao 
Māori 
 

hau  breath, vital essence 
 

He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o 
Nu Tireni  

 the Declaration of the Independence of New 
Zealand 
 

hongi   press noses in greeting 
 

Ipipiri  Bay of Islands 
 

Io, Io Matua Kore, Io-taketake  God, the name of the supreme being 
 

iwi  nation, extended kinship group, people 
 

kai  food 
 

kaiako  teacher 
 

kaimahi  worker 
 

kaimoana  seafood 
 

kaitiaki  guardian, steward, caregiver 
 

kaitiakitanga  guardianship, stewardship 
 

kaumatua  elder 
 

kaumātua  elders 
 

kaupapa  topic, purpose, issue, cause 
 

kaupapa Māori  Māori topic, Māori issue, Māori approach 
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kawa  protocols and customs, usually of a marae 
 

kikokiko  flesh 
 

kōrero  speak, talk, speech, narrative, story, 
discussion, discourse 
 

koruru  carved face on the gable of a meeting house 
 

koru  spiral, loop, coil 
 

Māoritanga  Māori culture, Māoriness, Māori way of life 
 

mārama  pure, clear, white light 
 

māramatanga  enlightenment, understanding, insight 
 

mātauranga  knowledge, wisdom, understanding, skill 
 

mātauranga Māori  Māori knowledge 
 

mātauranga tauiwi  non-Māori knowledge or thought, foreign 
knowledge or thought to Aotearoa 
 

mātauranga whenua  knowledge from the land. This is an 
expression that I have abbreviated from, 
mātauranga mai i te whenua 
 

mana  power, authority, prestige, control, 
influence. The ultimate source of mana is 
derived from the gods or Io, delegated to 
humans for their purposes. Mana is inherited 
through whakapapa and can be increased or 
diminished according to one’s actions 
 

manaaki  support, take care of, provide hospitality 
 

manaakitanga  hospitality, kindness  
 

mana moana  authority over the sea 
 

mana motuhake  autonomy, independence, self-determination 
 

mana tūpuna  power, authority from ancestors 
 

mana whenua  authority over land 
 

manu  bird 
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manuhiri  guest, visitor 
 

marae  open area in front of the wharenui used for 
pōwhiri and formal discussions, often 
includes the complex of buildings around the 
marae 
 

mauri  life force, life principle, life energy, vital 
essence 
 

mauri ora  healthy and well life force 
 

moana  ocean, sea 
 

mokopuna  grandchild, grandchildren, descendent 
 

motu  island 
 

ngā  the (plural) 
 

Ngā Tai Whakatū a Kupe  the upright seas of Kupe, the West Coast, the 
Tasman Sea 
 

Ngāi Tahu, Kāi Tahu  the largest iwi of Te Wai Pounamu whose 
rohe extends from Te Parinui o Whiti (White 
Bluffs) and Kahurangi south to Rakiura 
(Stewart Island) 
 

Ngāpuhi  the largest iwi of Aotearoa and Te Tai 
Tokerau whose rohe covers much of Te Tai 
Tokerau 
 

Ngāti Kahu  one of the six Muriwhenua iwi from Te Hiku 
o te Ika (the northernmost point of Te Ika a 
Māui) 
 

Ngāti Kororā  hapū of Te Waiariki 
 

Ngāti Manaia  historical iwi, named after the eponymous 
tūpuna, Manaia, that Ngātiwai claim descent 
from 
 

Ngāti Maraeariki  hāpu of Ngātiwai from Mahurangi 
 

Ngāti Rongo ki Mahurangi  hāpu of Ngātiwai from Mahurangi 
 

Ngāti Takapari  hāpu of Te Waiariki 
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Ngātiwai  one of the major iwi of Te Tai Tokerau 
whose rohe extends from Ipipiri to 
Matakanakana 
 

Ngātiwai ki Whangaruru  whānau of Ngātiwai from Whangaruru 
 

ngahere  forest, trees 
 

Ōtautahi  Christchurch 
 

Pākehā  name given to English and European settlers 
and migrants in Aotearoa by Māori 
 

Pākehātanga 
 

 Pākehā culture, Pākehāness 

pātaka  raised storehouse, pantry 
 

Papatūānuku  Earth Mother from which all living things 
originate 
 

Patuharakeke 
 

 hapū claiming descent from Ngātiwai, 
Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Whātua and Te Uri o Hau 
 

pepeha  recital of whakapapa and geographical 
connections that consist of one’s identity 
 

pono  truth, validity, honesty 
 

pōwhiri  formal ceremonial welcome on a marae 
 

pounamu  jade, greenstone 
 

Pukematekeo  the northernmost summit of the ranges of Te 
Wao Nui a Tiriwa 
 

rāhui tapu  a temporary ban or prohibition over an area 
or certain resource 
 

rangatira  chief, leader, of high rank 
 

rangatiratanga, tino rangatiratanga  self-determination, sovereignty, 
chieftainship. Tino denotes emphasis – 
absolute self-determination 
 

Ranginui  Sky Father from which all living things 
originate 
 

raranga   weave, shoal of fish 
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Rēkohu  the islands known to Māori as Wharekauri 
and to Pākehā as the Chatham Islands 
 

rohe  territory, boundary 
 

rohe moana  maritime territory 
 

Rongomaraeroa, Rongomātāne  atua of kūmara and cultivated foods 
 

rōpū   group 
 

rūnanga  council, ruling or advisory board, assembly 
 

Tāmaki Makaurau  the isthmus known to Pākehā as Auckland 
 

ta Ao Moriori (kupu Moriori)  the Moriori World 
 

taonga  treasure, anything socially or culturally 
prized including physical objects, physical 
geographical features, resources, 
phenomena, ideas and knowledge, customs 
and traditions, etc. 
 

taumata  council of leading elders 
 

taha Māori   Māori identity 
 

tamariki  children 
 

Tangaroa  atua of the sea 
 

tangata  person 
 

tangata Tiriti  people of Te Tiriti, Pākehā, tauiwi 
 

tangata whenua  people of the land, local people, Indigenous 
 

tapu  prohibited, restricted, sacred, set apart, 
forbidden 
 

tauiwi  foreigner, non-Māori living in Aotearoa 
 

tautahi  great white shark 
 

tautoko  support 
 

tchaik (kupu Moriori)  tāiko, magenta petrel 
 

tchakat henu (kupu Moriori)  people of the land, local people, Indigenous 
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te  the (singular) 
 

Te Awa Waitākere  the Waitākere River 
 

te Ao Māori  the Māori World 
 

Te Ao Mārama  the World of Enlightenment, the realm of 
existence between the earth and the sky 
where life resides 
 

te Ao Pākehā  the Pākehā World 
 

Te Au o Morunga  the current on the horizon, the name of the 
taumata kaumatua of Te Uri o Hikihiki 
named after what Pākehā call, the North-East 
Pacific Current 
 

Te Henga  a beach of Te Wao Nui a Tiriwa, also known 
as Bethells Beach 
 

Te Ika a Māui  the Fish of Māui, the North Island 
 

Te Kapotai  hapū of Ngāpuhi that also relates to Ngātiwai 
 

Te Kawerau a Maki  iwi whose rohe extends over Te Wao Nui a 
Tiriwa 
 

Te Kore  the realm of potential being, The Void, 
negative nothingness 
 

Te Moana Nui a Kiwa   the Great Ocean of Kiwa, the Pacific Ocean 
 

tekoteko  carved figure on the gable of a wharenui 
 

Te Moana a Toi  known to Pākehā as the Bay of Plenty 
 

Te Ohu Kaimoana  the Māori Fisheries Trust, a Crown 
organisation that manages Māori 
commercial fishing interests 
 

Te Pō  the realm of becoming, aeons of darkness 
and night where the multiple heavens reside 
 

te reo Māori   the Māori language 
 

te taiao  the natural world, the environment 
 

Te Tai Tokerau  the North, Northland 
 



xv 
 

Te Tiriti o Waitangi  the constitutional document signed in 1840 
between rangatira and the Crown, not to be 
confused with the Treaty of Waitangi 
 

Te Uri o Hikihiki  hāpu of Ngātiwai 
 

Te Waiariki  iwi related whose rohe extends around 
Pātaua 
 

Te Waipounamu  the Waters of Greenstone, the South Island 
 

Te Wao Nui a Tiriwa   the Great Forest of Tiriwa, the traditional 
name of what Pākehā call West Auckland 
and the Waitākere Ranges 
 

Te Whānau Whero  hapū of Ngātiwai 
 

Te Whanganui a Tara  known to Pākehā as Wellington Harbour 
 

Te Whetu Mārama  the heaven, star or planet where God resides 
 

tīmata   begin, start 
 

tītiro  look at, view 
 

tika  correct, true, just, fair, appropriate 
 

tikane (kupu Moriori)  correct, true, just, fair, appropriate 
 

tikanga  system of values, practices and procedures to 
ensure correct action and behaviour   
  

tikanga Māori  the system of correct values, practices and 
procedures of te Ao Māori to ensure balance 
and social and ecological cohesion 
 

tira   shoal of fish 
 

tūkaiaia  bullers mollymawk 
 

tōku  my 
 

tuku iho  inherited heirloom or treasure 
 

tūpuna  ancestor, ancestors 
 

tūrangawaewae  place where one can stand, place where one 
has rights of residence and belonging 
through whakapapa, home 
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utu  reciprocity to ensure balance and harmony 
 

wānanga  learn individually or collectively, institution 
of learning 
 

wairua  spirit, soul 
 

wairuatanga  spirituality 
 

wero  challenge, leaves laid down at pōwhiri as a 
challenge to manuhiri 
 

whai repo  electric ray 
 

whānau  family, extended family 
 

whanaunga  relative, relations 
 

whanaungatanga  state of being in relation, relationality 
 

whakaaro  think, thoughts 
 

whakaaro Māori  Māori thinking, or thought 
 

whakapapa  a central concept of mātauranga Māori 
through which all of creation is understood. 
It is both the intergenerational layering of 
human and nonhuman genealogies and an 
analytical method of reciting these 
genealogies to understand how things came 
to be 
 

whakataukī  proverb, saying 
 

whakawhanaungatanga  the making of new relations 
 

whare  building, house 
 

wharenui  meeting house, ancestral house 
 

whare whakairo  carved meeting house, another expression 
for wharenui 
 

whenua  land 
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Introduction 

Calls to decolonise are reverberating across Aotearoa, from the mountains to the sea, from the 

material to the mind. These calls are being made far and wide, largely led by Māori in the name 

of tino rangatiratanga and mana motuhake. Within the international context, these calls are part 

of a wider movement of Indigenous-led efforts to undo the harms of colonialism and the 

intersecting generative structures and systems that cause these harms – white supremacy, 

capitalism, patriarchy, heteronormativity, and ableism among others. Since Europe began its 

most recent colonial conquests of the globe in the fifteenth century, colonisation has occurred 

on a global scale, and has been met with resistance which stays true to this day. 

 

Indigenous peoples have always been on the front lines of the struggle against colonisation, 

being both the survivors of colonial violence, exploitation and dispossession and leaders in 

demonstrating how colonialism can be overcome in thought and in practice. From these efforts 

have sprung decolonial, pan-Indigenous discourses and discussions, thriving and flourishing in 

their often cross-disciplinary analyses and critiques of colonialism, attributed to the strength of 

their respective intellectual traditions. Resulting from this, have been more nuanced and 

theoretically sophisticated understandings of what colonisation and decolonisation are, 

building upon the theories and ideas of past decolonial thinkers. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to weave together the thought, ideas, theories, and knowledges of these 

Indigenous thinkers with a wide range of non-Indigenous thinkers. Although some of the 

thinkers that I draw upon in this thesis are already engaged with the thought of each other 

within their respective discourses, I intend to bring the diverse thought of Indigenous and non-

Indigenous thinkers from different disciplines and discourses into conversation with each other, 
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including the thought of those who lie outside of academia. Because the scope of this touches 

upon colonialism, a critique of capitalism, decolonial thought and discourse, and aspects of 

epistemology, an engagement with a wide range of thinkers is required. 

 

Commonly, colonisation is understood as the political domination and control of one people 

by another, usually for economic reasons. While colonisation should not be solely attributed to 

Europe, it is usually understood in relation to Europe’s imperialism and historical colonial 

conquests. This is why decolonisation is commonly understood and defined as the withdrawal 

of Europe’s political control of colonised nations and the granting of independence to Europe’s 

former colonies. Thinkers such as Franz Fanon have written about this aspect of decolonisation 

and have argued that the granting of independence is only achieved through decolonial struggle 

on behalf of the colonised to remove their coloniser, and that this form of colonisation has 

lasting psychological impacts for the colonised, which must be overcome.1  

 

As a precursor to Fanon, in his writings, decolonial thinker Aimé Césaire, reflected upon 

Europe’s colonialism to demonstrate that colonisation spoke more of the coloniser than of the 

colonised; to subjugate and dehumanise non-Europeans was indicative of a sick society that 

was internally colonising itself.2 This strand of decolonial thinking, among others, has led 

decolonial thought to support the understanding that decolonisation means more than political 

independence within the international political framework of liberal democratic nation states. 

For example, in settler colonial states, such as Aotearoa, simply removing the coloniser is not 

 
1  Ocean Ripeka Mercier, ‘What is Decolonisation?’ in Imagining Decolonisation, Rebecca Kiddle ed., 

Wellington: Bridget Williams Books, 2020, 40-82: pp 47-48. Franz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, 
Richard Philcox trans., New York, NY: Grove Press, 2008. Franz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, 
Richard Philcox trans., New York, NY: Grove Press, 2004. 

2  Aimé Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism, Joan Pinkham trans., New York, NY: Monthly Review Press, 
2000. 
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feasible as there exists complicated relations between settlers and Indigenous peoples that go 

beyond the coloniser/colonised binary that include, but are not limited to, non-coerced treaties 

between Indigenous nations and European nations, individuals with shared Indigenous and 

settler genealogies, and the material impracticalities of relocating millions of settlers and 

descendants of settlers back to the homelands of their ancestors. 

 

From the experience of Indigenous peoples in settler colonial states, building on the thought 

and previous works of decolonial thinkers, has lead more contemporary decolonial thinkers to 

develop an understanding of coloniality and decoloniality that goes beyond the strictly political 

and economic, expanding to the cultural, epistemological, ecological, temporal, and 

cosmological. This expanded understanding of the reach of colonisation has shown that 

colonial thinking and ways of seeing and experiencing are deeply intertwined with political 

and economic structures and systems. An implication of this is that decolonisation not only 

necessitates the return of lands, resources, and political and economic self-determination to 

Indigenous peoples, but that decolonisation also requires a decolonisation of the mind itself.3 

As Ocean Ripeka Mercier explains: 

 

‘Decolonisation involves critical self-reflection and outward observation; it seeks to 

embody pre-colonial, Indigenous and non-colonial paradigms; it unearths and addresses 

embedded colonial thinking. Decolonisation, then, takes individual and collaborative 

action to root out the weeds of colonisation and provide space for Indigenous ways of 

knowing and being – and more besides’.4 

 

 
3  Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, Decolonising the Mind: The Politics of Language in African Literature, London: J. 

Currey, 1986. 
4  Mercier, 42-43. 
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This explanation given by Mercier, implies that a plurality of ways of knowing and being exist 

and that decolonisation is an attempt to support these against the singularising of colonisation. 

As Mercier explains, critical self-reflection is necessary for this, entailing an engagement with 

thought and the mind. The mind is often the first site of decolonisation which is why many 

decolonial thinkers focus upon the importance of thought, knowledge and ways of knowing. 

Therefore, Mercier claims that, ‘In the Aotearoa context… decolonising does not mean the 

removal or withdrawal of colonial occupiers so much as a fundamental shift in the ideas, 

knowledges and value sets that underpin the systems which shape our country’.5 

 

A cognitive shift alone is not enough to challenge the material realities of colonialism, but it is 

necessary. What decolonial thinkers have successfully demonstrated is that ideas are powerful 

and can shape material conditions. For colonised peoples, knowing one’s culture, genealogy 

and history often leads to resisting colonisation and challenging its material structures and 

systems, a danger for colonialism. This is also true for non-Indigenous peoples, including 

settlers in settler colonial situations. Speaking as a Pākehā, whose ancestors were settlers four 

and five generations ago, the knowledge of what has contributed to my privileged position in 

Aotearoa, has brought with it an understanding of the injustices and unfairness of colonisation, 

and has resulted in a deep personal responsibility for decolonisation. It is in this way that 

decolonisation, as an idea, is materially dangerous for colonialism. At its core, decolonisation 

is rethinking and then acting.6 

 

The focus of decolonisation on thought, ideas and knowledge is what has primarily led me to 

write about the epistemic aspects of coloniality and decolonisation. It is precisely this 

 
5  Ibid., 51. 
6  Ibid., 42. 
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relationship between thought and practice, ideas and materiality, that drives social and political 

change. In the context of thought, as a practice, decolonisation seeks to identify colonial ways 

of thinking and knowing, and challenge them. An idea that has been central to coloniality is 

white supremacy, and it has significantly impacted European thought, with a consequence 

being the legitimation and justification of European colonisation. This violent, dangerous idea 

has had serious consequences and has caused significant harm to non-European peoples. This 

is not to imply that white supremacy has gone away or that it has been overcome, but whereas 

in the past white supremacy could express itself openly, today it is much harder to do so, and 

so white supremacy has found subtler ways to express itself. Although the legacy of white 

supremacy remains, it has become increasingly harder to defend this idea and thus easier to 

challenge it.  

 

Economic thought and its ideas are another colonial way of thinking, and like white supremacy, 

the ideas of economists permeate society. As Campbell Jones shows, ‘In a certain sense, the 

world today is fully populated with and worked over by ideas. The great idealists today are not 

philosophers or authors of fiction but economists and financial analysts’.7 The thought and 

ideas of economists structure the everyday lives of most people on the planet. Whereas the idea 

of white supremacy has been used historically to justify the deaths of non-Europeans, the ideas 

of economists play a similar role today. Through graphs and economic modelling, economists 

predict the number of deaths of non-Europeans, the poor, Indigenous, and peoples of the Global 

South necessary to sustain the global economy, justified by economic ideas such as economic 

growth and development. 

 

 
7  Campbell Jones, ‘Where Thought Is Not’ in Badiou and His Interlocutors: Lectures, Interviews and 

Responses, Adam J. Bartlett & John Clemens eds, London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2018, 177-191: 
pp.177. 
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A clear example of this is the current Bolsonaro government of Brazil and its support of 

increased deforestation of the Amazon, resulting in the violence and persecution of Brazil’s 

Indigenous peoples. Its refusal to implement measures to address the COVID-19 pandemic that 

would affect the country’s economy has also contributed to the deaths of over 600,000 

Brazilians.8 As Jones explains: 

 

‘The classic philosophical motif of “dying for an idea” then takes a perverse turn in 

which, almost universally, populations have the means of life, or life itself, extinguished 

in a process not so much of martyrdom in the name of an idea, but in a grotesque 

martyrdom for the ideas of economists’.9 

 

While the harms experienced largely by the Global South and colonised peoples should be 

traced back to the thought and ideas of economists, it is important to connect this thought and 

ideas to the material conditions that produce them. Identifying the ideas of economists as the 

root cause of these harms would be to fall prey to the same idealism that economists are 

beholden to. This is why economic thought must be understood through its relation to 

capitalism, the social system that largely determines the material conditions that economists 

reflect. Because of this, ‘it should be blindingly clear that the overwhelmingly dominant form 

of economics today is capitalist economics’, economic thought and ideas that serve to 

reproduce capitalism.10 Capitalism is more than an economic system, a system of production 

 
8  Tom Phillips, ‘“He wants to destroy us”: Bolsonaro poses gravest threat in decades, Amazon tribe says’, 

The Guardian, July 26, 2019. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jul/26/bolsonaro-amazon-tribes-
indigenous-brazil-dictatorship. Last accessed 17/10/2021. Tom Phillips, ‘Bolsonaro should be charged 
with crimes against humanity, Covid inquiry finds’, The Guardian, October 20, 2021. 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/oct/20/jair-bolsonaro-crimes-against-humanity-inquiry. Last 
accessed 17/10/2021. 

9  Jones, 177-178. 
10  Campbell Jones, ‘Rent, Interest, Profit’, Counterfutures vol. 6 (2018): 69-98, pp. 72. 
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and exchange. It extends to the cultural, legal, artistic, religious, and ideological forms of 

society.11 In this sense, the world in which we largely live today, is the world of capitalism. It 

is a world that extinguishes other worlds and ways of being. This has been achieved through 

colonialism and imperialism, and more recently with what has been termed, globalisation. 

 

Many contemporary decolonial struggles position themselves against globalisation as a 

continuation of colonialism and imperialism. A poignant example, being the Zapatista’s 

staunch opposition to the economic processes of globalisation. The Zapatistas clearly 

understand that these economic processes not only threaten their collective livelihoods and 

means of securing their material existence, but that it also threatens their Indigenous 

cosmological and intellectual traditions that patterns how they see, experience and live their 

world.12 Their world is not a world of capitalism, they are fighting to protect their world. 

To concede that we – all the peoples of Earth – are subsumed under the totality of the world of 

capitalism, is to concede to the same violent logic of capital that forcibly renders plurality into 

oneness; the heterogeneity of concrete labour into abstract labour, the multiplicity of use values 

as an excuse for exchange value, and the many different non-capitalist social relations into the 

oppressive relation of class exploitation and oppression. 

 

Conceiving of capitalism as an all-encompassing singular global world, not only contributes to 

reproducing the totality of capitalism, but is also empirically false. There is no doubt that the 

capitalist world is the dominant world, but it is not the only one. Many other worlds remain, 

despite the onslaught of capital and colonialism. The majority of these worlds are Indigenous, 

belonging to the Global South, but also the Global North, fighting for survival under settler 

 
11  Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels, ‘A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy’ in Marx Engels 

Collected Works, vol. 28, London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1986. 
12  Tom Hayden, The Zapatista Reader, New York, NY: Nation Books, 2002. 
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colonial states. These worlds represent different ways of living and relating, socially and 

political, but also ecologically and environmentally. As such, they demonstrate that there are 

alternatives to capitalism, alive and well, despite being subjected to colonisation. 

 

Here in Aotearoa, te Ao Māori, is one such non-capitalist world. For the peoples of these non-

capitalist worlds, decolonisation is the fight to protect these worlds from the onslaught of 

colonialism and capitalism. For peoples seeking to transform capitalism into a more equitable, 

fair and reciprocal world, looking to these Indigenous worlds provide living examples of how 

societal relations can be different. These non-capitalist worlds show that it is possible for 

society to not be largely structured by relations of exploitation, domination, oppression, and 

imbalances in power. The anti-capitalist struggle, therefore, is a decolonial struggle as 

challenging the expansion of capitalism lifts the boot of colonisation off the neck of non-

capitalist worlds, fighting for self-determination. Decolonisation, then, benefits all seeking to 

overcome the world of capitalism as breathing life into non-capitalist ways of being contributes 

to the liberation and emancipation of better worlds for all. 

 

My goal is to clarify what economic thought is by discussing its history and relation to the 

material development of Europe, and importantly, by discussing its relation to colonisation. I 

will do this by clarifying the aspects of its thought that attribute to its coloniality. While this 

could be done without reference to place, my intention is to do this from the place that I am 

writing, Aotearoa. As Aotearoa is currently occupied by the settler colonial state of New 

Zealand, any discussion of economic thought within Aotearoa must necessarily include in it 

the historical and ongoing colonisation occurring here. Although there are a growing number 

of thinkers in Aotearoa bridging the gap between Marxism, critical theory and decolonial 

thought which I will discuss in what follows, this is an area of literature and thought that needs 
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more attention. By this, I do not mean that Māori thinkers need to engage more with Marxism 

and critical theory, but that Pākehā and tauiwi engaged with Marxism and critical theory need 

to engage more with decolonisation, and ultimately with mātauranga Māori. This thesis has 

been written to address this issue, and it is an attempt to contribute towards this by 

demonstrating that epistemic kōrero across worlds – between te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā – 

is possible and should be strived for. 

 

This thesis should not be regarded as an in-depth engagement with mātauranga Māori, nor 

should it be seen as producing the aims of decolonial kōrero across worlds – new hybrid forms 

of knowledge and thought. It is instead an attempt to discuss what is required for this to occur, 

how economic thought prevents this, and with the chosen case study of thesis, how decolonial 

struggles between opposing ways of thinking are currently occurring in Aotearoa. Ultimately 

with this thesis, I intend to demonstrate that Pākehā, and more broadly European settlers, are 

not confined by their coloniality to reproduce their settler ways of being and relating. If 

decolonisation is to be achieved in Aotearoa, then Pākehā need to examine the coloniality of 

their own thought, and how it can be overcome. This thesis is a contribution towards addressing 

exactly that. 

 

Structure 

The thesis is divided into five chapters plus an introduction and conclusion. In chapter one I 

discuss the methodological approach that I have undertaken. As there is no single methodology 

that I draw upon, I identify and discuss four methodological principles that guide my research 

and writing. These four principles are; whakapapa, whanaungatanga, decolonial kōrero, and 

thinking in place. I dedicate a section to each of these principles, explaining what they are and 

how I have embodied them in my research and writing. In this chapter I also discuss an 
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important dimension to my research, that as a Pākehā researcher, I am engaged with 

mātauranga Māori research and writing about knowledge which is not from the culture from 

which I belong. This dimension brings with it challenges and in this chapter, as well as in later 

chapters of this thesis, I attempt to recognise these challenges and address how I will face them. 

 

In chapter two I discuss the whakapapa of economic thought and its relation to other modes of 

thought. To begin, I argue that economic thought is not universal, but a particular way of 

thinking that comes from Europe. In order to explain this, I use the concept ‘mode of life’, a 

development by Indigenous thinker, Glen Coulthard, of Karl Marx’s concept, mode of 

production. Different modes of life contain their own distinct modes of thought and economic 

thought is located within Europe’s mode of thought. I then argue that the application of 

economic thought and its concepts to describe non-European modes of life is a form of 

anatopism. With a similar meaning to anachronism, anatopism refers to spatiality rather than 

temporality. Anatopism means to be out of its proper place. To demonstrate the anatopism of 

economic thought, I discuss Raymond Firth’s use of economic terminology and concepts in his 

book, Primitive Economics of the New Zealand Maori, to describe and analyse te Ao Māori.13 

From here, I turn to providing a whakapapa of economic thought. Primarily using Eric Roll’s, 

A History of Economic Thought, and Robert Heilbroner’s, The Worldly Philosophers: The 

Lives, Times and Ideas of the Great Economic Thinkers, I discuss the rise of European 

commerce and its relation to European colonisation.14 I argue that the increasing number of 

proto-economic works being produced can be attributed to the increased trade and wealth 

accumulation occurring during the transition from feudalism to capitalism. Following from 

this, I argue that economic thought did not arise from capitalism, as Roll argues, but played an 

 
13  Raymond Firth, Primitive Economics of the New Zealand Maori, London: Routledge, 2011. 
14  Eric Roll, A History of Economic Thought, London: Faber Faber, 1992. Robert Heilbroner, The Worldly 

Philosophers: The Lives, Times and Ideas of the Great Economic Thinkers, London: Penguin, 2000. 
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active role in the historical development of capitalism. Due to the abstraction of its thought, it 

was able to articulate the economic laws of capitalism without having to include in its 

articulation the suffering and misery caused by capitalism. To conclude this chapter, I then 

discuss the economic thought of Marx and argue that it represents an opposing trajectory of 

economic thought to capitalism, reflecting the contradictions of capitalism itself.  

 

Proceeding from the whakapapa of economic thought and its relationship to the capitalist mode 

of life, in chapter three I discuss the coloniality of economic thought. Two central aspects of 

the coloniality of economic thought that I identify, are its dual strategies of non-recognition 

and assimilation. While I argue that these strategies are complimentary, they derive from the 

distinct logics of white supremacy and capital. Non-recognition, I argue, does not acknowledge 

or recognise non-European ways of thinking because its white supremacy deems these thought 

and knowledges to be primitive and inferior to European thought. The strategy of non-

recognition, then, drives economic thought to displace and replace non-European thought with 

its supposedly superior way of thinking. The other strategy, of assimilation, deriving from the 

logic of capital, instead seeks to integrate and subsume non-European into its own economic 

thought. As I argue, this leads to Indigenous concepts being subsumed by European economic 

concepts. In the following section, I argue that the coloniality of economic thought is further 

complimented by its thingification of the economy as an object of its thought. Due to its 

relationship to capitalism, I argue that the economy as a thing signifies capitalism and is used 

by economic thought to structure society in accordance with this thing. In the final section of 

this chapter, I argue that the economy arriving in Aotearoa provides a useful way to understand 

the colonisation of Aotearoa by economic thought and capitalism. The coloniality of economic 

thought is significant, therefore, because it has materially restructured Aotearoa to become 

New Zealand through its economic ideas and thing called the economy. 
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For chapter four, I have chosen a case study to illustrate the coloniality of economic thought 

upon te Ao Māori, and the resistance to this by mātauranga Māori. The case study that I have 

chosen involves Te Tai Tokerau iwi, Ngātiwai, and Te Uri o Hikihiki, a hapū of Ngātiwai. As 

I discuss in this chapter, Te Uri o Hikihiki are currently engaged in efforts to protect their rohe 

moana and maintain the mana of their hapū by asserting their tino rangatiratanga. This initiative 

was decided upon by a taumata kaumātua of Te Uri o Hikihiki, Te Au o Morunga. According 

to the mātauranga Māori of Te Uri o Hikihiki, the hapū view their mauri as integrally linked to 

the mauri of the moana, and so enacting marine protections including banning damaging 

fishing methods and establishing a marine reserve at Mimiwhangata is understood by them as 

measures that will improve the mauri of Te Uri o Hikihiki. Opposed to these efforts is the 

Ngātiwai Trust Board, who manage fishing quota on behalf of Te Uri o Hikihiki. I argue that 

the reason why the Trust Board opposes the efforts of Te Uri o Hikihiki is because enacting 

marine protections would negatively affect the profits made by the Trust Board from leasing 

its quota. As I argue, the economic reasoning for opposing marine protections shows that the 

actions of the Trust Board are attributed to economic thought. This demonstrates the coloniality 

of economic thought as it has replaced mātauranga Māori, the Indigenous mode of thought of 

Ngātiwai. 

 

In chapter five, I discuss the decoloniality of mātauranga Māori. To begin this chapter, I discuss 

my relationship to mātauranga Māori, as my subject position is particularly relevant to this 

aspect of my research. As a Pākehā researcher, I am engaging with the thought and knowledge 

of a different mode of life than my own, and so I discuss my introduction to mātauranga Māori, 

the thinkers of mātauranga Māori who have been kaiako to my wānanga of mātauranga Māori, 

as well as my reasoning for having a Te Tai Tokerau focus in regards to the mātauranga Māori 

that I engage with. I then discuss the co-constitutive worlds of te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā, 
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their relationship, and how mātauranga Māori generally functions within te Ao Māori. From 

its place within te Ao Māori, exposed to the economic thought of te Ao Pākehā, I argue that 

mātauranga Māori recognises the social and ecological harms wrought by colonialism and 

capitalism, and how these are detrimental to human and nonhuman need. I then discuss three 

aspects of mātauranga Māori that make it decolonial. These three aspects are; its materially 

grounded thought, its relational ontology, and its kaitiakitanga. Unlike economic thought, I 

argue that mātauranga Māori does not abstract away from material conditions, but instead 

keeps in mind the necessity of meeting material need as a precondition for thought. The second 

decolonial aspect of mātauranga Māori, its relational ontology, entails that mātauranga Māori 

understands its world as being interrelated. The third aspect of mātauranga Māori is its inherent 

kaitiakitanga. I argue that this ensures that as a way of thinking, mātauranga Māori orientates 

itself towards preserving the reproduction and sustaining of life – both human and nonhuman. 

 

In my conclusion, I discuss what is needed for epistemological kōrero across worlds. By this, 

I mean, what epistemological framework is required for decolonial engagements across 

different modes of thought that cease the reproduction of coloniality. A decolonial thinker that 

has developed such a framework, is Boaventura De Sousa Santos, and I discuss his proposed 

interrelated procedures of an ecology of knowledges and intercultural translation from his 

book, Epistemologies of the South: Justice Against Epistemicide.15 While the framework 

provided by Santos is integral to the global project of epistemic decolonisation, I argue that 

epistemic decolonisation in Aotearoa requires drawing upon mātauranga Māori to provide a 

framework for engagements between mātauranga Māori and mātauranga Pākehā. I argue that 

mātauranga Māori already has a framework for this which can be achieved by applying Moana 

 
15  Boaventura de Sousa Santos, Epistemologies of the South: Justice Against Epistemicide, Boulder, CO: 

Paradigm Publishers, 2014. 
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Jackson’s analogy of Aotearoa as a marae, to thought. Drawing upon Jackson and tikanga 

Māori, I liken the arrival of Pākehā and tauiwi to Aotearoa as guests arriving on the marae, 

whose role is that of manuhiri. Māori, as Indigenous, are tangata whenua and host these 

manuhiri. In order for epistemic decolonisation to occur, mātauranga Pākehā, which includes 

economic thought, must recognise the tino rangatiratanga of mātauranga Māori. Here in 

Aotearoa, these foreign ways of thinking can belong in Aotearoa so long as they respect the 

mode of thought that is Indigenous to these lands, mātauranga Māori. 
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1. Methodology 

In this chapter I will discuss the methodology that has informed and guided my research, and 

from which I draw upon throughout this thesis. The methodological approach that I am engaged 

with is not a unified approach, nor is it a singular cohesive methodology. It is multiple, yet 

interconnected, and by its nature, perpetually unfolding. One of the focal points through which 

these methodologies and methodological approaches converge is the subject position of the 

author; who I am, where I am, where I come from, my relations, and how I am positioned in 

regards to te Ao Pākehā and te Ao Māori. Rather than attempting to write from a neutral, 

objective position, as is predominantly the positionality of the social sciences and more 

broadly, European thought, I will allow myself into the text. This is not due to there being 

anything exceptional about me as an individual, but because my engagement with the topic of 

this thesis requires that I acknowledge who I am and I how I fit into the discourse that I am 

conversing with, and how I relate to the material reality of colonialism in Aotearoa. In doing 

so my approach will be a subjective one, without pretences of neutrality and objectivity. As 

Māori Marsden holds, there is only the subjective approach, any objective approach is a mere 

abstraction.1 

 

There are four central principles that I have drawn from decolonial thinkers that have guided 

my research: whakapapa; whanaungatanga; decolonial kōrero; and thinking in place. These 

four principles are interwoven and support one another. They are not simply instrumental 

principles for the construction of knowledge, investigating hypotheses and analysing data. 

They are each normative principles with the aim of explaining how we fit into the world, 

 
1  Māori Marsden & Te Ahukaramū Royal, The Woven Universe: Selected Writings of Rev. Māori 

Marsden, Ōtaki: Estate of Rev. Māori Marsden, 2003, 2. 
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fostering good social relations and extending this to other nonhuman lives with which we share 

this planet. While some of these principles existed long before European colonialism and others 

were developed in response to colonialism, the connection that these principles have is an 

inherent opposition to colonialism. This is because, as I will hope to demonstrate throughout 

this thesis, these principles and the modes of thought from which they are situated within are 

irreconcilable with and antithetical to colonialism and its expression in economic thought. 

 

Whakapapa 

Within mātauranga Māori, whakapapa could be described as the concept that weaves all other 

concepts together. As Hana Burgess and Te Kahuratai Painting explain: 

 

‘The concept of whakapapa explains the origins, positioning, and futures of all things. 

Whakapapa derives from the root word “papa”, meaning a base or foundation. 

Whakapapa denotes a layering, adding to that foundation. Rooted in creation, generations 

layer upon each other, creating a reality of intergenerational relationships. Everything 

has whakapapa, all phenomena, spiritual and physical, from celestial bodies, days and 

nights, through to the winds, lands, waters, and all that transpires throughout’.2 

 

Evidently, whakapapa is more than what it is often translated as, genealogy. It is a powerful 

analytical method used to understand what is. Due to the potency of this concept, it has an 

important place within my methodology and I use it primarily for two purposes: to lay out and 

analyse my subject position within the settler colonial situation of Aotearoa and how this relates 

to my engagement with mātauranga Māori and the wider decolonial project of this thesis; and 

 
2  Hana Burgess and Te Kahuratai Painting, ‘Onamata, Anamata: A whakapapa Perspective of Māori 

Futurisms” in Whose Futures?, Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland: Economic Social Research Aotearoa, 2020: 
207-233, p. 209. 
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to construct a whakapapa analysis of economic thought as it emerged from early capitalist 

Europe and was spread to Aotearoa through the process of colonisation. In the following 

section I will discuss my whakapapa and subject position, and their centrality to my 

methodological approach. In the next chapter I will then begin with my whakapapa of 

economic thought. 

 

Tōku Whakapapa 

In 1995 I was born in Tāmaki Makaurau and mostly grew up within the rohe of Te Kawerau a 

Maki, in the valley through which winds Te Awa Waitākere, flowing out to join Ngā Tai 

Whakatū a Kupe at Te Henga. Standing upon the summit of Pukematekeo, looking down upon 

the Waitākere valley, this is my tūrangawaewae, the place that I am connected to. During my 

childhood I also lived on Rēkohu. It was a very formative experience and my first introduction 

into te Ao Māori and ta Ao Moriori.  

 

I trace my ancestry back to Wales and southern England on my mother’s side, and Cornwall 

and around London on my father’s side. My ancestors on my mother’s side migrated to 

Aotearoa in the late 1800s to become dairy farmers and mercenary soldiers in Taranaki. My 

grandparents moved to Rotorua and it was there that my mother and her siblings grew up. On 

my father’s side, my first ancestor to arrive in Aotearoa was my great-great grandfather. He 

arrived in Tāmaki Makaurau and worked at one of the sawmills at Whatipu. After then briefly 

returning back to England, he settled in Paeroa. From there, my family moved from Paeroa, to 

Tauranga, and then eventually to Rotorua where my father and his siblings were born and grew 

up. 
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My parents met on Rēkohu while volunteering to help save the critically endangered tchaik. 

They are both ecologists and dedicated lifetime conservationists, and their conservation work 

has brought them around the motu, living in Houhora, Kohukohu and Whangārei in Te Tai 

Tokerau, Pāuatahanui, north of Te Whanganui a Tara, and then eventually to Waitākere Valley 

where they still live. Due to my parents, I was instilled from a young age with a love of, and a 

deep respect for the land and sea, and all life that inhabits these domains. Compiled with 

growing up in Te Wao Nui a Tiriwa, a deep respect for ngahere, manu, whenua, and moana 

seemed so common sense, that for most of my life, I have taken for granted this attitude and 

respect for the environment. 

 

It was not until socialising with other people living away from the ngahere that I realised that 

not everyone respects the environment or understands their connection and dependence on it. 

I also noticed that many of these views were accompanied with a disdain towards Māori and 

Māoritanga. While this angered and confused me, I also wanted to understand why. This began 

my personal process of thinking about, and relating to, settler colonialism and my place living 

in a settler colonial society. This process was further prompted by an experience I had when I 

was twelve, living on Rēkohu, when my school’s kapa haka group were practicing to perform 

at a kapa haka competition in Ōtautahi. As the oldest boy at my school of fifty students (I was 

also the only boy of my year level), I thought that I would have the lead male role in the 

performance. However, the principal who was coordinating the group, made my younger friend 

the leader. Initially I was upset, but my principal kindly explained to me that he chose my 

friend to lead because he was tchakat henu and I was not, and that it was the tikane thing to do. 

This made me aware that as Pākehā, I was tauiwi there on Rēkohu and also here in Aotearoa, 

and that this makes me manuhiri on the lands that I am on. I understood that this does not mean 

my mana is degraded, but rather, through whakapapa, I can know my place here in Aotearoa. 
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As Pākehā, this places me as a settler, as opposed to being Indigenous. The settler/Indigenous 

divide corresponds to the coloniser/colonised divide, and within the settler colonial context of 

Aotearoa, the divide is expressed as Pākehā/Māori or tauiwi/tangata whenua. Of these 

formulations, coloniser/colonised is the most universal while settler/Indigenous is used more 

frequently within settler colonial contexts. In Aotearoa, Pākehā/Māori and tauiwi/tangata 

whenua are the localised formulations of this divide. The important aspect that these 

formulations share, is that they express an antagonistic relationship, a divide in two, mediated 

by violence, oppression, expropriation, exploitation, poverty, spiritual degradation, and 

cultural assimilation. As Fanon shows, ‘The colonized world is a world divided in two. The 

dividing line, the border, is represented by the barracks and the police stations’.3 Due to my 

identity as Pākehā, I structurally benefit from not being subjected to the same rate of violence, 

oppression, and the other ills of colonialism. For example, I am structurally privileged in that 

I could write this thesis in Aotearoa without any use of te reo Māori, mātauranga Māori or 

reference to tikanga. I could write solely in English and only rely on European thought and 

knowledge, a foreign way of thinking not from these lands. The point of decolonisation, 

however, is to reject colonial structures, its benefits and privileges. Sitting comfortably within 

my settler identity would only reproduce coloniality. However, it would be idealistic and even 

delusional for me to reject the identity of being a settler as a personal disbelief in settler identity 

would still leave intact settler colonialism, and even reproduce it by ideologically naturalising 

settler coloniality. But how can settler identity be rejected while still identifying as a settler? 

By transforming it. 

 

In The Wretched of the Earth, Fanon clearly articulates the conditions and dynamics of 

colonisation, and offers a path for colonised subjects to liberate themselves from their colonial 

 
3  Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, 3. 
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conditions and colonised subjectivity through emancipatory violence directed at colonists and 

their colonial imposition.4 Fanon is not writing for colonisers and settlers, but for colonised and 

Indigenous peoples. From a surface analysis, Fanon’s arguments may seem to be of little use 

for settlers who wish to decolonise themselves and transform their settler identity. However, I 

argue that Fanon does present a way forward for settlers; to smash the obstacle in the way of 

decolonisation, the settler. This is not a smashing of the individual settler, but of the settler as 

a structure. 

 

The structure of settler identity is reproduced through the participation and maintenance of 

settler colonial capitalism which occurs through action and through relation, underpinned by 

domination and possession. These can include owning capital, destroying ecosystems, 

perpetuating the hegemony of Pākehā culture, and importantly as it relates to this thesis, not 

engaging with, and dismissing mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori. One of the methods in 

this thesis by which I attempt to smash the Eurocentric epistemological foundations of the 

settler, is to critically engage with, and tautoko mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori through 

my whakapapa as Pākehā. This entails bringing into awareness in my methodology, research, 

analyses, interviews, writings, and critiques, that this knowledge and thought is not mine or my 

ancestors. Mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori are taonga with their own whakapapa, 

grounded in te Ao Māori. Just as I am a manuhiri on these lands, I have a similar relationship 

to mātauranga Māori. I must tread carefully with respect and caution if I am to avoid 

reproducing the coloniality of dominating and possessing thought and knowledge in the name 

of research. 

 

 
4  Ibid., 1-62. 
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While the decolonial struggle over knowledge and thought is only a part of the wider decolonial 

struggle, it is an important one. Pākehā, particularly Pākehā researchers, must bring their 

whakapapa into their research and research methodologies. This means placing oneself within 

the settler/Indigenous divide, and then seeking to overcome this divide by transforming what 

it means to be Pākehā; from a willing participant in the settler project of New Zealand and its 

reproduction of settler colonialism, to one dedicated to decolonisation and the support of the 

tino rangatiratanga and mana motuhake of tangata whenua throughout Aotearoa. However, 

considering the immensity of this task, it is more than one individual, and as a Pākehā 

researcher, I am unlikely to attain these lofty aims within his thesis. Shane Malva correctly 

articulates this in the methodology chapter of his master’s thesis: 

 

‘However, it must be said that I am acutely aware of the high probability of failure to 

reach this objective for a number of reasons, not least of which is the unavoidable reality 

that I am a Pākehā settler literally standing on colonised Māori land and writing from 

within a colonial institution’.5 

 

Despite this, as a Pākehā researcher with settler ancestry, I must continually try, fail, and try 

again. 

 

Whanaungatanga 

Whanaunga can be translated to English as, relation, relationship or kinship. However, it is 

more than that and its English translation does not convey the depth of this concept. The root 

word of whanaungatanga is whānau which can be translated as family, which includes extended 

 
5  Shane Malva, A Struggle with SOUL: Politics of Land, Housing and Metaphysics in Ihumātao, Tāmaki 

Makaurau, Masters thesis, University of Auckland, 2018, 8. 
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family. Whānau also means birth or to give birth and in its double meaning, whanau, conveys 

the importance of genealogical connection and reproduction, the extension of relationships 

intergenerationally and horizontally. The suffix, tanga, when added to a word, transforms its 

meaning into something more. As Karlo Mila explains, ‘When you add tanga to the word 

Maori, you create Maoritanga, which refers more broadly to all aspects of being Maori, the 

culture, the worldview – a whole way of life’.6 

 

Similarly, when tanga is added to whanaunga to make whanaungatanga, it denotes a state of 

relation, to be in an interconnected and intergenerational web of relationality. ‘To be is to be 

in relation. Relationships constitute who we are’.7 What this entails is an ontological privileging 

of relationships, an understanding that relationality is foundational to existence and being. How 

this translates to theory and research, is by beginning with relation and using relation as the 

entry point by which to begin theorising and thinking about the world.  

 

Whanaungatanga goes beyond this however, and for my research, this entails an 

acknowledgement and an understanding that researching and writing a master’s thesis puts me 

into relation with the university, my supervisor, the participants of my research, those who 

might read this thesis, the thinkers and theorists whose works I draw upon, including the 

thinkers of mātauranga Māori, the lands where I undertake my research, tangata whenua of 

those lands and settlers and more recent migrants who reside on those lands, the people in my 

life who support me and my research, and crucially, with the focus of this thesis, the settler 

 
6  Karlo Mila, ‘Misrepresentation of Maori a Sleight of Hand’, Dominion Post, February 11, 2011, 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/4644787/Misrepresentation-of-Maori-a-sleight-of-hand. 
Last accessed 12/04/2021. 

7  Burgess & Painting, 210. 
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colonial situation of Aotearoa. Research is always a collective endeavour and citation is an 

expression of whanaungatanga.8 

 

Acknowledging relationships is necessary but it is not sufficient. Whanaungatanga requires 

that in in this research process I nurture and foster good relations with those whom I am in 

relation with. This means reflexively considering how my research affects those whom I am in 

relation with and aiming and working towards enhancing their mana and promoting mauri ora. 

Underscoring this, is respect, expressed in the state of being in good relation. As Linda Tuhiwai 

Smith explains: 

 

‘The term “respect” is consistently used by indigenous peoples to underscore the 

significance of our relationships and humanity. Through respect the place of everyone 

and everything in the universe is kept in balance and harmony. Respect is a reciprocal, 

shared, constantly interchanging principle which is expressed through all aspects of 

social conduct’.9 

 

Although I primarily draw upon Indigenous thinkers, mainly Māori thinkers, to inform the 

relational focus of my methodology and the subsequent relational principle of 

whanaungatanga, I also draw upon Marxist thought and methodology due to its methodological 

relationality. For instance, in volume one of Capital, Marx’s most substantial published work, 

the focus of Marx’s critique is not on capitalism but on the capital-relation, expressed in the 

 
8  Hana Burgess, Donna Cormack & Papaarangi Reid, ‘Calling Forth Our Pasts, Citing Our Futures: An 

Envisioning of a Kaupapa Māori Citational Practice’, MAI Journal vol. 10, no. 1 (2021): 57-97. 
9  Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies, 2nd edn., Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2012, 

125. 
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class relation between workers and capitalists.10 This is a fundamental distinction for Marx as 

it demonstrates that he understands capitalism not as a thing, but as a system of oppressive and 

exploitative social relations. By critiquing the social relations of the capitalist mode of 

production, relationality is central to the methodology of his critique.11 However, relationality 

is not just a theoretical underpinning of Marx’s analysis. Underpinning Marx’s critique is the 

belief that capitalist social relations are normatively bad social relations and that these relations 

need to be transformed in order to bring about good social relations. This I would argue, puts 

Marx on the side of those who are striving and fighting for a future in which being in good 

relation is a foundational normative and ontological principle. This does not mean that 

Marxist/Marxian methodology is therefore decolonial or free from the contradictions of 

European thought. Rather I would argue, Marxist/Marxian methodology has potential 

complementarity with decolonial thought, in particular its relational methodology, which I will 

discuss further in the next chapter. Because of this, I intend to use Marxist/Marxian 

methodology with a decolonial bent to strengthen my methodological approach of 

whanaungatanga. 

 

Whanaungatanga of the Case Study 

Whanaungatanga is an important dimension to the case study that I have chosen for this thesis, 

the antagonism between the colonial economic thought of the Ngātiwai Trust Board and the 

decolonial mātauranga Māori of Te Uri o Hikihiki. What connects me to this issue is my father 

and his work with Te Uri o Hikihiki. In 2007 my father was invited by a taumata of the 

kaumātua of Te Uri o Hikihiki to provide planning and ecological advice on their proposal for 

a marine reserve, and later, a rāhui tapu at Mimiwhangata. Following this, my father worked 

 
10  Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, volume 1, Ben Fowkes trans., London: Penguin, 

1976. 
11  Étienne Balibar, The Philosophy of Marx, London: Verso, 2017, 30-33, 139-158. 
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closely with these kaumātua on this issue until most of their passing in the following decade. 

Of the original taumata, Carmen Hetaraka is the only remaining kaumatua alive and of good 

health still working to establish the rāhui tapu and to protect the marine environment within Te 

Uri o Hikihiki’s rohe moana, and he now leads these efforts. My father continues to have a 

close working relationship with Hetaraka and together they are working to fulfil the vision of 

the taumata, to preserve and enhance the mauri of the moana, and by the extension, enhance 

the mauri of species connected to the moana, including humans. 

 

I have chosen this specific case study for my research because I have a personal connection to 

it. It is already an issue that I am in relation with. Considering this, I decided that if I were to 

research and write about colonisation, it would be more appropriate to do this in a way that 

puts me in contact with those who are leading the efforts to decolonise in Aotearoa, rather than 

engaging with colonisation through abstract academic discourse that keeps me at arm’s length 

from the issue. Following this, I decided that Hetaraka would be the ideal person to kōrero with 

about this issue as a kaumatua of the taumata, and because of his extensive knowledge 

concerning Ngātiwai whakapapa and history, mātauranga Māori, colonialism and 

decolonisation. Because I know Hetaraka personally through my father, and due to my father’s 

work over the years in assisting Te Uri o Hikihiki with their efforts, Hetaraka agreed to kōrero 

with me about the issues that I was researching, as well as the case study of which he is involved 

in. 

 

I obtained ethical approval from the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics 

Committee to involve Hetaraka with my research and subsequently began our kōrero. During 

February, March and June of 2021, I conducted three semi-structured, two-hour long kōrero 

with Hetaraka and had a follow-up kōrero with Hetaraka over the phone. In addition, I also 
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attended a presentation delivered by Hetaraka on traditional governance structures of te Ao 

Māori at Awataha Marae, where one of our kōrero also took place. For our kōrero, 

whanaungatanga was a central methodological principle that I drew upon. My methodology 

also drew upon the seven ethical research principles identified by Ngahuia Te Awekotuku that 

Smith discusses in her chapter, ‘The Indigenous Peoples’ Project’ in Decolonizing 

Methodologies.12 These principles are: 

 

1. ‘Aroha ki te tangata (a respect for people)’. This means that research must be motivated by 

love and care for others; 

2.  ‘Kanohi kitea (the seen face, that is present yourself to people face to face)’. Rather than 

communicating indirectly with research participants, communicate honestly and openly by 

being physically present during interviews; 

3.  ‘Titiro, whakarongo … korero (look, listen … speak)’. Leave space for research 

participants to deliver their whakaaro unimpeded. Only after, volunteer your whakaaro 

after listening and engaging with what has been said; 

4.  ‘Manaaki ki te tangata (share and host people, be generous)’. When conducting interviews 

with research participants, make them feel welcome and hosted, which may include 

providing food and drink; 

5.  ‘Kia tupato (be cautious)’. Do not say or do things that are brash and have not been 

considered. It is easier to damage relationships than to mend them; 

6.  ‘Kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata (do not trample over the mana of people)’. Respect 

the inherent dignity and authority of people by not disregarding or unnecessarily 

challenging what has been said; 

 
12  Smith, ‘The Indigenous Peoples’ Project’ in Decolonizing Methodologies: 111-126. 
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7.  ‘Kia mahaki (don’t flaunt your knowledge)’. In the context of an interview, the interviewer 

is there to record the kōrero, whakaaro, and mātauranga of the interviewee. It is not an 

opportunity for the interviewer to demonstrate their expertise.13 

 

In practice during the kōrero, this meant that: 

 

1. I showed respect towards Carmen by being mindful of his time and acknowledging that the 

mātauranga he shared with me are taonga, passed down to him from his tūpuna; 

2. I presented myself face-to-face with him and reserved substantial discussion topics until 

we could kōrero about them in-person; 

3. First I listened and observed as Carmen spoke, and only then, would I speak. This was to 

ensure that Carmen had the space to speak unhindered and to ensure that my kōrero was 

informed and in response to his; 

4. While one of the interviews occurred at his workplace at Awataha Marae, two of the 

interviews occurred at my home and as a host I did my best to ensure that Hetaraka was 

well looked after, fed and felt welcomed; 

5. I was cautious with the questions that I asked and with what I said in response to Hetaraka 

as the topics and issues we discussed were sensitive and complex, and affected him 

personally; 

6. As a kaumatua, a leader within his hapū, and as someone with a considerable depth and 

breadth of mātauranga, acknowledging Hetaraka’s authority was a fundamental dynamic 

in our relationship over the course of the interviews; 

7. I refrained from using overly academic terminology and only contributed my knowledge 

to the kōrero when it was necessary. 

 
13  Ibid., 124. 
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While many of these principles may seem simplistic or may be attributed to politeness or 

common decency, there is a sophisticated depth and an intentional specificity to these 

principles. They serve a dual purpose; to facilitate productive and engaging research, and to 

ensure that respectful, reciprocal, relationships are fostered and maintained which are central 

to community and community research.14  

 

By using these research principles, this places my methodology outside of standard 

sociological research methodology that generally makes a subject/object distinction between 

researcher (subject) and researched (object). As a research participant in an academic study, 

Hetaraka would traditionally be an object of study; I ask questions that I have formulated, he 

responds to these questions, I then analyse his answers and fit his answers into my analyses 

and arguments. However, my intention was to collapse the subject/object, 

researcher/researched distinction by allowing Hetaraka to guide my research through our 

kōrero. 

 

I did this by placing our relationship and our shared relationship with my father in relation to 

the case study at the forefront of our kōrero, and with the shared intention of strengthening 

these relationships. As well as this, during our kōrero, I allowed Hetaraka to guide the 

conversation, and I relied on his expertise and guidance to shape the wider course of my 

research. By doing this, my attempt was to make Hetaraka, and to a lesser degree, my father, 

part of my method. My motivation for doing so, beyond, but also including whanaungatanga, 

was to decolonise my research methodology. Māori and other Indigenous peoples have long 

suffered from being objects of European research, academic and non-academic.15 One of the 

 
14  Ibid. 
15  Ibid., 1-11, 26-29, 44-59, 61-78, 81-96. 
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main ways that this has occurred has been the studying of Indigenous peoples by Europeans. 

If I were to reproduce this in my research methodology, I would be reproducing coloniality. 

Incorporating Hetaraka into my research on the traditional side of the subject, was my attempt 

to give Hetaraka, and through him, his tūpuna, a voice in the research as a colonised person to 

speak back to power and reverse the gaze of colonialism. 

 

Decolonial Kōrero 

The third methodological principle that guides my methodological approach is what I call, 

‘decolonial kōrero’. By this, I am referring to decolonial engagement between different modes 

of thought that seeks to challenge the colonisation of knowledge, the subversion, reduction, 

and replacement of one mode of thought by another. Since the beginnings of Europe’s 

colonisation of the globe, the epistemological supremacy of European thought and knowledge 

has functioned to legitimise, give logic to, and propel the processes of colonisation. This has 

given rise to racial categorisation and the construction of racial hierarchies, anthropological 

and ethnographic studies of non-European peoples by Europeans, the study of Indigenous 

belief systems by non-Indigenous psychologists, the totalising universals of Western 

metaphysics and morality, and European science.16 

 

Colonisation is not just the expropriation of lands, resources and labour, it is the destruction of 

epistemologies, ontologies and methodologies. It is a process of destroying alternative modes 

of thought, systems of knowledge, and ways of thinking that exists outside of the colonising 

world. This process continues to this day and is exemplified in European academia and its 

knowledge system. Within European academia there is little space for Indigenous thought and 

theory due to the underlying white supremacist logic that seeks to ground all thought and theory 

 
16  Smith, 26-29. 
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to European thinkers and a mythologised Western origin, while simultaneously denying the 

possibility of non-European peoples the ability to think and theorise. As Smith asserts, ‘Having 

been immersed in the Western academy which claims theory as being thoroughly Western, 

which has constructed all the rules by which the indigenous world has been theorized, 

indigenous voices have been overwhelmingly silenced’.17 

 

Although I am not Indigenous, and do not claim my research to be kaupapa Māori research, 

undertaking research that engages with mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori brings to a light 

a very serious problem that European thought, academic discourse and knowledge has 

regarding other knowledge systems. As Smith shows, ‘Most of the “traditional” disciplines are 

grounded in cultural worldviews which are either antagonistic to other belief systems or have 

no methodology for dealing with other knowledge systems’.18 It is challenging enough for a 

researcher to undertake cross-disciplinary research, let alone research that engages with 

different modes of thought other than that of European thought. Despite this, Indigenous 

researchers, thinkers and theorists have developed methodologies and ways to relate to other 

modes of thought that facilitate respectful theoretical engagement. These aim to avoid 

upholding the epistemological supremacy of European thought or its modern reiteration within 

liberal thought in the form of supposed respectful theoretical distance without critical 

engagement, while leaving the inherent epistemological supremacy of European thought intact. 

 

An excellent example of a way to engage with different modes of thought is found in Simon 

Barber’s PhD thesis, Geometries of Life. Here Barber explicitly attempts to theoretically create 

‘a meeting place where Māori and Pākehā can be present without subordinating them to master 

 
17  Ibid., 30. 
18  Ibid., 68. 
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terms or prior categories’.19 This means using Māori concepts, terms and ideas to explain te Ao 

Māori, rather than using Pākehā ones to do so, and, vice versa with te Ao Pākehā. Through this 

methodological approach, Barber disrupts the pattern of epistemological colonisation and 

constructs a theoretical meeting place where critical engagement between these modes of 

thought can occur. Barber’s methodology has been crucial to the development of my 

methodological approach in engaging with mātauranga Māori and in facilitating decolonial 

kōrero between the modes of thought of Pākehā and Māori. Within my methodology there are 

two interrelated ways that I use Barber’s methodological approach; holding both Pākehā and 

Māori modes of thought and the discourses that they produce as equally valid on their own 

terms, without requiring prior justification grounded in the other; and by using immanent 

analysis and critique, to explain and critically discuss te Ao Pākehā and te Ao Māori from 

within their respective modes of thought. By doing so, in this thesis, I hope to facilitate a 

respectful relationship between knowledges and ways of thinking that reinforce 

whanaungatanga and the possibilities of expanding thought through decolonial relationality. 

 

Being able to learn from and engage with mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori puts me in a 

privileged position and I am deeply humbled by the opportunity to further develop my thinking 

beyond Eurocentric limits. The fact that mātauranga Māori is shared with Pākehā is a gift that 

should not be overlooked. As Smith states: 

 

‘Sharing is a good thing to do, it is a very human quality. To be able to share, to have 

something worth sharing, gives dignity to the giver. To accept a gift and to reciprocate 

 
19  Simon Barber, Geometries of Life, PhD thesis, University of London, 2018, 30. 
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gives dignity to the receiver. To create something new through that process of sharing is 

to recreate the old, to reconnect relationships and to recreate our humanness’.20 

 

By sharing knowledge, new relationships are created, and old ones are strengthened. Through 

the sharing of knowledge, we, in the widest sense, are collectively benefitted from this sharing. 

This is how decolonial kōrero between knowledge systems should occur if the process of 

epistemological colonisation is to be disrupted, and thus, it is a crucial principle in my 

methodology. 

 

Thinking in Place 

The fourth aspect to thinking and thought is place and where one thinks. There is a formative 

relationship between place and thought, and within any decolonial politics, place is central to 

grounding decolonial thought. The principle of thinking in place comes from, ‘I think where I 

am’, a reformulation of Walter Mignolo’s formulation, ‘I am where I think’. This itself is a 

reformulation of Descartes’ well-known principle, ‘I think, therefore I am’. Mignolo’s 

formulation, comes from chapter two of his book, The Darker Side of Modernity, where 

Mignolo argues that epistemology and knowledge must be grounded in place for it to avoid 

being what Castro-Gómez expresses as, ‘zero point epistemology’.21 Mignolo defines this as: 

 

‘the ultimate grounding of knowledge, which paradoxically is ungrounded, or grounded 

neither in geo-historical location nor in bio-graphical configurations of the bodies. The 

 
20  Smith, 110. 
21  Walter Mignolo, The Darker Side of Modernity, Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011, 78-81. 
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geopolitical and bio-graphic politics (e.g., body-politics, not bio-politics) of knowledge 

is hidden in the transparency and the universality of the zero point’.22 

 

Ungrounding knowledge from time and place of zero point epistemology sets the foundations 

for colonial thought. Without positioning knowledge within the relational context that 

knowledge has with the world, colonial thought disavows other modes of thought that it 

encounters and relegates its respective knowledges as being ‘myth, legend, folklore, local 

knowledge, and the like’.23 This allows for colonial thought to assume a universality that is 

necessarily driven by its own logic to obscure its history and locality. As Mignolo shows, in 

doing so it projects its own local knowledge universally and is therefore unable to acknowledge 

its own locality as this would undermine its universality.24 This aptly describes the dominant 

positioning of Pākehā thought here in Aotearoa. The European thought of Pākehā society 

presents itself as being untethered to place and thus obscures its own history, how it arrived 

here from Europe and how it came to be the dominant mode of thought in Aotearoa. 

Furthermore, when Pākehā thought considers itself the only way to think and make valid truth 

claims, mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori are delegitimised and become outsiders in the 

lands which they were formed. To counter this colonisation of thought, Mignolo’s decolonial 

principle, I am where I think, provides a decolonial means to challenge this. ‘“I am where I 

think” is one basic epistemic principle that legitimizes all ways of thinking and de-legitimises 

the pretence of a singular and particular epistemology, geo-historical and bio-graphically 

located, to be universal’.25 

 

 
22  Ibid., 80. 
23  Ibid. 
24  Ibid. 
25  Ibid., 81. 
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Considering that one of the other principles of my methodology is decolonial kōrero, to 

legitimise non-European thought through facilitating engagement between different modes of 

thought, I am where I think, is consistent with my methodological approach. However, in my 

methodology I wish to further centre the importance of place for my thinking and decolonial 

thought in Aotearoa. That is why I have reformulated this principle to be, thinking from place, 

to not only ground my thought in place, but to emphasise that my thought has been formed by 

where I live and where I am from. My European ancestry and growing up in Pākehā society 

has exposed me to European thought and thinkers, and living in Aotearoa and having 

experiences that have put me into relation with te Ao Māori, has introduced me to mātauranga 

Māori and whakaaro Māori. My thought would not be the same if I grew up and lived elsewhere 

than Aotearoa, and therefore, I quite literally think where I am. 

 

Grounding my thought, research, and theory to place is my attempt to avoid the colonial and 

imperialist traps of European thought, namely, Western universals and their epistemological 

supremacy and hegemony.26 In my methodology, this means to geographically situate the 

thought that I am engaging with, and to geographically situate myself and where I am engaging 

with this thought from. By explicitly grounding my thought and the thought that I engage with, 

I attempt to avoid the zero point and in its place, draw upon the real material foundations of 

thought. This is why I have chosen to write about decolonising economic thought in Aotearoa 

specifically, rather than discussing decolonising economic thought in general. 

 

In line with this reasoning, I have chosen to engage primarily with thinkers from Aotearoa who 

are engaged with decolonial thought, as these thinkers express the particularities of the colonial 

situation of Aotearoa, further grounding my research in place. Although my research does draw 

 
26  Fanon, ‘The Lived Experience of the Black Man’ in Black Skin, White Masks. 
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upon decolonial theorists from outside of Aotearoa, as the decolonial discourse in Aotearoa is 

situated within the wider international decolonial discourse. This is because of the 

universalising nature of settler colonial capitalism which brings into relation Indigenous efforts 

to decolonise through their shared experiences of colonisation. To counter the universalising 

effects of colonial thought, many Indigenous thinkers have argued that localised knowledges 

and modes of thought can provide decolonial alternatives. 

 

Although mātauranga Māori is a localised mode of thought specific to te Ao Māori, a criticism 

can be made of reducing te Ao Māori to a singular thing and not considering the multiplicity 

of Māoritanga or the co-constitutive relationship that Māoritanga and Pākehātanga have with 

each other. As Barber claims, to invoke one is to invoke the other.27 This is because, the process 

of colonisation in Aotearoa brought together the entanglement of te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā 

and the subsequent identities of Māori and Pākehā. This does not mean that the essence or 

origin of either are found in the other, but within settler colonial Aotearoa, both worlds and 

identities are intimately related. For example, prior to European settler colonialism in Aotearoa, 

one would identify themselves through whakapapa, which when recited, is a laying out of one’s 

relations to atua, tūpuna (human and nonhuman), whānau, hapū, iwi, and waka. The addition 

of Māori to this identification through relation is only necessary once new relations are formed 

with other peoples, namely Pākehā and other tauiwi. 

 

In this sense, the term, Māori, is a demarcation through relation and it is in this sense which I 

use the term in my usage of the term and expressions, Māoritanga, mātauranga Māori, te Ao 

Māori, and whakaaro Māori. This is to distinguish the thought, knowledges, culture, social and 

political structures, worldview and world of Aotearoa from the newly arrived, colonising world 

 
27  Barber, 8-9. 
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of te Ao Pākehā. Some Māori thinkers such as Smith however, have pointed out that, Māori 

and Indigenous, are universalising terms and that for some, their usage could potentially be 

problematic as it essentialises Indigeneity, or ties identification to settler colonialism.28 With 

this in mind, my use of the term, Indigenous, is to refer to colonised peoples, put into relation 

through their shared experience of the totalising universality of colonisation, and my use of the 

term, Māori, is to refer to the colonised peoples of Aotearoa, put into relation through their 

shared experienced of Pākehā colonisation. My reason for using these terms in this specific 

way is to respect the multiplicity of te Ao Māori and to consider the diversity of mātauranga 

Māori and whakaaro Māori. 

 

Considering the diversity of thought within mātauranga Māori, this brings to question, which 

mātauranga from which geographical location to focus on in my research. Although I do draw 

upon a range of Māori thinkers from throughout Aotearoa, my methodological approach is to 

localise mātauranga Māori that I engage with by focusing on mātauranga from Te Tai Tokerau. 

My first proper introduction to mātauranga Māori was from Hone Sadler, a Ngāpuhi kaumatua, 

and in the following years, the writings of Māori Marsden, the renowned tohunga and Anglican 

priest from Awanui, were my primary source in my wānanga of mātauranga Māori. Through 

my interviews with Hetaraka, he has also been a primary source of mātauranga in my research. 

These three thinkers hold an important place in my research as they have formed how I 

understand mātauranga Māori and have grounded my engagement with mātauranga Māori to 

Te Tai Tokerau. Considering that this thesis is written at the University of Auckland, an 

institution whose Māori Studies Department hosts many thinkers from Te Tai Tokerau, and 

that my chosen case study is located in Te Tai Tokerau, grounding my engagement with 

mātauranga Māori within the context of Te Tai Tokerau appears to me to be the most 

 
28  Smith, 6-7. 
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appropriate thing to do. By bringing to the forefront the importance of place and its bearing on 

my thought and the thought that I am engaging with within my methodology, I attempt to 

demonstrate that it is only through the localisation of thought and knowledge that any 

universality can be attained. Methodologically recognising and acknowledging that I think 

from place is my attempt in this thesis to disrupt colonial thinking in Aotearoa and put Pākehā 

thought in its place through place. 

 

Conclusion 

For me, writing this thesis is more than an academic exercise, and more than an inquiry into 

theory and topics that are of particular interest to me. The colonisation and decolonisation of 

Aotearoa are processes in which I am entangled in. They form my subjectivity and are 

structures and processes through which I navigate. My ancestors that arrived here in Aotearoa 

were similarly entangled within these processes, and future generations of mine that come after 

me will also be entangled in these processes. Existing here at the present within colonisation 

and decolonisation, my actions will bear upon my ancestors who came before and will shape 

those who come after me. As Burgess and Painting explain: 

 

‘We comprehend the present as that fleeting moment where the past and the future meet. 

By meeting, the past and future interact. At this point of interaction, whakapapa is laid 

down. We are where our tūpuna and mokopuna meet, this is our sense of self, a beautiful 

embodiment of this fleeting moment of intimate relation. In this embodiment, we have a 

window of agency, where our actions shape what is laid down, and by being laid down 

becomes part of whakapapa’.29 

 

 
29  Burgess and Painting, 218. 
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Spending a year researching and writing this thesis makes it part of my whakapapa. As Pākehā, 

born into the settler colonial society of so-called New Zealand, this is a part of my attempt to 

transcend my identity as a settler and move towards an existence of better relations with tangata 

whenua, the whenua, the moana, and all other life that lives on, above and around these motu. 

As Burgess and Painting demonstrate: 

 

‘In being part of this infinitely expanding web of existence, everything we do lays down 

whakapapa. We are never isolated, we are always in relation, thus always laying down 

whakapapa. Knowing this, we understand that there is no neutral action, there no action 

disconnected from our tūpuna and mokopuna’.30 

 

With this explanation at the forefront of my mind in my approach to research, my methodology 

is aimed at disrupting the reproduction of settler colonialism and contributing towards 

decolonial futures. 

  

 
30  Ibid. 
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2. A Whakapapa of Economic Thought and Its Material Foundations 

 I use the expression, ‘economic thought’, to describe the explicit and implicit philosophies, 

theories, analyses, and ways of thinking about economics, the economy, matters of economy, 

and the material base of society and its relations and forces of production. Although economic 

thought could be substituted with expressions such as economic theory or the philosophy of 

economics, my decision for using economic thought is due to its inclusivity. My use of the 

term, thought, begins from the basis that every person thinks, and therefore, that every person 

is capable of thought. When used in conjunction with the term, economic, economic thought 

encompasses all ways of thinking that concern economy, regardless of whether this thought 

situates itself within an economic school of thought, or whether it explicitly understands itself 

as economic thought. However, I would limit this to European thought as there are different 

conceptions of the economy with different, non-European modes of thought. 

 

In this chapter I will discuss the relationship that economic thought has with non-European 

thought within the context of colonialism and the Eurocentricity of European thought. I will 

also discuss the relationship that economic thought has to capitalism by tracing out the 

emergence and development of economic thought alongside the historical material 

developments of Europe. Through tracing its development, I intend to show that, economic 

thought functions as part of capitalism, and that economic thought has a co-constitutive 

relationship with the economy as the organisation of the material foundations of capitalist 

Europe has been organised by a certain idea of the economic. 
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Economic Thought and Its Others 

However much European thought considers itself to be the sole locale of economic thought, 

peoples globally and in all epochs have thought about what European thought considers to be 

the economy. Considering that economy touches upon many aspects of life, it is incredible to 

even consider that consciously thinking about production, exchange and resource extraction 

and use is specific to a certain continent. A telling example of this is Roll’s classic, A History 

of Economic Thought. It covers with depth the history and development of economic thought 

but has little-to-no mention of the existence of economic thought outside of the European 

world, except for a brief discussion of economic thought as it exists in the Old Testament.1 It 

is clear from the beginning of the book that economic thought outside of Europe is beyond 

Roll’s consideration. This would not be a problem, except for the omission of explicitly stating 

that his history only incudes European economic thought. Without this important 

contextualisation, European economic thought, as presented by Roll, becomes economic 

thought without localisation and attains a degree of universality that leads one to believe that 

Europe is the only place where economic thought occurs. 

 

Such a notion only makes sense within the context of the colonial attitudes of Europe. Within 

contemporary decolonial discourse, Walter Mignolo writes extensively on the coloniality of 

Europe and its colonial attitudes. He defines coloniality as the ‘underlying logic of the 

foundation and unfolding of Western civilization from the Renaissance to today’.2 One 

particular aspect of this, the creation of racial hierarchies that categorise and order races 

according to Eurocentric notions of civilisation and humanity, were, and still are fundamental 

in denying the possibility of thought to non-Europeans. As Smith writes: 

 
1  Roll, A History of Economic Thought. 
2  Mignolo, 2. 
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‘One of the supposed characteristics of primitive peoples was that we could not use our 

minds or intellects. We could not invent things, we could not create institutions or history, 

we could not imagine, we could not produce anything of value, we did not know how to 

use land and other resources from the natural world, we did not practice the 'arts' of 

civilisation’.3 

 

Smith, amongst other decolonial thinkers such as Fanon, have argued that European 

imperialism and colonialism have systematically imposed upon the world who counts as human 

and who does not.4 If one is not human, then one supposedly cannot think, and therefore be 

capable of thought. Economic thought then, when situated within this colonial logic, can only 

exist in Europe where people think. 

 

So far, rather than showing the existence of economic thought within non-European thought to 

prove that thinking about economy exists globally, I have critiqued the position that thinking 

about matters of economy is specific to Europe. This is deliberate, because to argue that 

economic thought exists globally by way of proving the existence of economic thought within 

other non-European modes of thought would be within the logic of colonial European thought. 

By attempting to find a European way of thinking within non-European thought would be 

treating European thought as the basis to compare other non-European ways of thinking, thus 

evoking Eurocentricity and a lack of respect and consideration for the diversity of thought 

beyond Europe. This approach would begin from the assumption that non-European peoples 

do not think about matters of economy and would be tantamount to having to prove to European 

thought that others can think. I will not do this. Instead, I will be base my position from the 

 
3  Smith, 25. 
4  Ibid., 25-28. Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks. Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth. 
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understanding that everyone thinks, and therefore, that everyone thinks about matters of 

economy. Moving from the premise, then, that thinking about economy is not specific to 

Europe, this begs the question; why should it be expected that globally, thinking about 

economy expresses itself in the same form as European economic thought? 

 

To discuss how thought and thinking about economy varies, and how this is related to 

differences in material conditions, here I would like to introduce a central expression that I will 

employ frequently throughout the rest of this thesis, mode of life. Barber defines a mode of life 

as follows: 

 

‘A mode of life implies a massive and dynamic interrelation of processes and things 

(things in process). It regards the metabolism through which a society of human and non-

human actors, material and metaphysical forces, (re)produces itself. An ocean of relation 

through which a totality has both its being and becoming. A concert of the whole’.5 

 

Barber draws and further develops this concept from Coulthard, a thinker from the Dene 

Nation. In his book, Red Skin, White Masks, Coulthard, discussing the Dene Nation’s struggle 

for self-determination against what he describes as the colonial politics of recognition, argues 

that cultural recognition for the Dene is: 

 

‘to protect the “intricately interconnected social totality” of a distinct mode of life; a life 

on/with the land that stressed the individual autonomy, collective responsibility, 

 
5  Barber, 26. 
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nonhierarchical authority, communal land tenure, and mutual aid, and which sustained 

us “economically, spiritually, socially and politically”’.6 

 

This concept, mode of life, is developed by Coulthard from the following quote of Marx and 

Engels’ in The German Ideology: 

 

‘a mode of production must not be considered as simply being the production of the 

physical existence of individuals. Rather it is a definite form of activity of these 

individuals, a definite form of expressing their life, a definite mode of life on their part. 

As individuals express their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, coincides with 

their production, both with what they produce and with how they produce’.7 

 

While mode of production is commonly understood as being the totality of the forces and 

relations of production, for Marx, a mode of production entails much more than the economic, 

it describes a way of living that includes social forms and thought. For Marx, thought is not 

independent of material conditions, it is interrelated and conditioned by them: 

 

‘The production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness, is at first directly interwoven 

with the material activity and the material intercourse of men, the language of real life. 

Conceiving, thinking, the mental intercourse of men, appear at this stage as the direct 

efflux of their material behaviour’.8 

 

 
6  Glen Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition, Minneapolis, 

MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2014, 65. 
7  Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels, The German Ideology in Marx Engels Collected Works, vol. 5, London: 

Lawrence & Wishart, 1976. 
8  Ibid. 
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While Coulthard and Barber both share Marx’s view of the interrelated nature of thought and 

material conditions, the reason why Coulthard and Barber use mode of life instead of mode of 

production, is because it more accurately describes the way that Indigenous peoples experience 

and understand themselves and their worldviews in contrast to the settler colonial mode of life 

that they are colonised by. What this shows, and some Marxists have forgotten this, is that 

colonisation is not only a process that reforms, reorganises and reconfigures the forces and 

relations of production of Indigenous peoples, but that colonisation does this to social forms 

and modes of thought. Therefore, for Coulthard and Barber, the concept, mode of life, is 

important because it not only describes the material structures and relations of society, but its 

mode of thought and its ontological and cosmological understandings of the world. 

 

This development within Indigenous decolonial Marxisms to transform Marx’s mode of 

production to mode of life is very telling regarding why this development has taken place. The 

need to develop the concept of mode of life shows that not only do modes of production vary 

globally, but so do modes of thought corresponding within their modes of life, the definite 

forms of activity expressing their distinct ways of being. What many Indigenous and non-

Indigenous decolonial thinkers, including Coulthard and Barber, insist upon, is the multiplicity 

of life and its different modes of thought.9 

 

Due to the interrelation of the reproduction of physical existence and thought, it should be 

expected, then, that different modes of life have different modes of thought. Just as there are a 

plurality of modes of production, there are corresponding pluralities of epistemologies, 

ontologies, cosmologies and other forms of knowledge and thought. As we have established, 

all humans physically produce and reproduce themselves, and integral to this are forms of 

 
9  Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks. Santos, Epistemologies of the South. Barber, Geometries of Life. 
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knowledge that ensure this production and reproduction. Within Europe’s mode of life, this 

takes the form of economic thought, but within other modes of life, there exists a plurality of 

different ways to think about universal human activities such as trade, exchange, production, 

consumption, and reproduction. While these universal activities and conditions determine the 

material existence of different modes of production, this does not entail a linear determination 

of thought by these conditions, nor by the particular modes of productions of societies. This is 

not to argue against Marx’s materialist thesis, ‘It is not the consciousness of men that 

determines their existence, but their social existence that determines their consciousness’, but 

instead to argue that this determination is not linear, mechanical or deterministic.10 Rather, it is 

pluralistic and multiple. 

 

Anatopism of Economic Thought 

The ability to describe and articulate new concepts, knowledges, thought, and ideas of modes 

of thought other than one’s own, is to an extent limited by language and one’s own mode of 

thought. For example, when encountering the above mentioned from another unfamiliar mode 

of life, how can they be described without reference to familiar concepts and thought from 

within the mode of life that one is situated in? For example, if one observes another mode of 

life that they are unfamiliar with, it is likely that this mode of life will be interpreted through 

concepts from within their mode of life. There is an intuitive appeal to the idea that one 

understands things in the world by reference to their own understandings and concepts. In many 

respects this is true. However, the simplicity of this, without any normative dimension, 

obscures relations of power and coloniality within thought, and leaves no explanation of how 

to respectfully engage between modes of thought and modes of life. An example that clearly 

illustrates a mode of life uncritically described by the thought of another mode of life is Firth’s, 

 
10  Marx & Engels, ‘A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy’. 
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Primitive Economics of the New Zealand Maori.11 In the book, he attempts to provide an 

economic and anthropological account of te Ao Māori. To do so, Firth begins his book by 

arguing that economic thought is appropriate to explain and describe te Ao Māori: 

 

‘It has come to be recognized that a system of economic organization is not the specific 

attribute of civilized communities alone, and that ideas of value, the drives of economic 

effort, associated with quite complex forms of co-operation in labour and sharing of the 

product, are characteristic of folk of all types of culture’.12 

 

One of the reasons for this approach was Firth’s frustration that economists confined economic 

analysis to civilisation (Europe) at the exclusion of uncivilised peoples (non-Europeans): ‘Of 

late the tendency of economists has been to make amends for the fantastic creations of their 

predecessors by ignoring the existence of primitive economics altogether’.13 Here it becomes 

clear that Firth is not so much concerned with the multiplicity of modes of life and their diverse 

modes of thought, but rather is assuming the universality of the science of economics: 

 

‘Economics must recognize that to justify its name of science and to lay down 

propositions of general validity for mankind as a whole-if such be possible-it must be 

prepared to consider a wider range of phenomena than heretofore, to extend its concepts 

and inquiries to peoples in diverse parts of the world and of quite different type from 

those equipped with civilized institutions’.14 

 

 
11  Firth, Primitive Economics of the New Zealand Maori. 
12  Ibid., 1. 
13  Ibid., 3. 
14  Ibid. 
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However, Firth is aware of the anatopism that he is proposing and admits so: ‘In fact a brief 

study of primitive economic conditions suggests an initial problem. Is not the organization of 

the industry of uncivilized folk so radically different from our own that quite another set of 

premises will be necessary in approaching the whole inquiry?’15 

 

Firth is correct that another set of premises is indeed necessary for such an inquiry. Because of 

the diversity of different modes of life, it cannot be expected that this set of premises, the 

economic categories and concepts generated from Europe’s mode of life, would be universally 

suitable to describe and articulate non-European modes of life. To assume that they would be 

suitable would be to assume that non-European modes of life are similar enough to Europe’s 

mode of life that European economic categories and concepts can be applied to accurately 

describe non-European modes of life. But despite this moment of critical methodological 

reflection, Firth remains committed to the science of economics: 

 

‘A deeper analysis leaves one with the conviction that, generally speaking, such is not 

the case; it seems clear that much more of current economic doctrine, or at least of 

economic concepts, can be applied to primitive conditions than is at first realized’.16 

 

Following this, Firth warns against ignoring his moment of critical reflection, ‘In any event, 

such problems demand solution and should not be tacitly ignored’.17 Firth then proceeds to 

ignore his own warning throughout the following chapters of his book. For example, when 

describing a rangatira’s initiative to build public works, Firth describes ‘The chief… as a kind 

 
15  Ibid., 3-4. 
16  Ibid., 4. 
17  Ibid. 
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of capitalist’, and as an ‘entrepreneur’.18 To complement his entrepreneurial framing of 

rangatira, capital, is also used to describe labour and resources involved in production.19  

 

These examples in Firth’s work begin to show his commitment to anatopistically importing 

European economic concepts into te Ao Māori. As the following chapters progress, the concept 

of private property is used to describe personal property and it becomes more evident that Firth 

is attempting to demonstrate the existence of individual property rights.20 ‘The relation of the 

Maori people to their material wealth was not one of undiluted communism; on the contrary, a 

system of very definite individual rights obtained’.21 

 

Interestingly, due to the contradictory nature of Firth ignoring his own caution for the need of 

a different set of premises for his inquiry, he is unconcerned with describing a rangatira as a 

capitalist, yet concerned with the uncritical use of communism to describe te Ao Māori: 

 

‘This gives a misleading idea of native life and a false basis of imagined reality to the 

historical background of political theories. A more serious defect is, however, that the 

uncritical acceptance of such a formula glosses over the inadequate analysis of native 

institutions… When once the facile term of “primitive communism” is discarded a wealth 

of social and economic relationships is revealed’.22 

 

 
18  Ibid., 119, 120, 274. 
19  Ibid., 273, 297. 
20  Ibid., 334, 356, 358, 374. 
21  Ibid., 335. 
22  Ibid., 358. 
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Firth is correct. When a priori commitments to the scientific universality of economic thought 

and concepts are discarded, a wealth of relations are revealed. The issue is, is that Firth does 

not apply this to the other economic concepts that he uses, and this is clear in his chapter on 

land. Firth frames Māori relations to land as one of ownership, which seems far removed from 

a Māoritanga understanding of land, as expressed by Betty King:23 

 

‘Whenua is that which doesn’t necessarily belong to you, but connects with you. From a 

Māori perspective, it gives you that identity, that link to, that forms that connection with 

it. That’s what it does, and that’s the very thing of placenta, what it does, it connects you 

to that land. It literally encompasses everything that is important in your life’.24 

 

In his chapter on the exchange of gifts, Firth exceeds himself in his anatopistic application of 

economic thought to te Ao Māori. He claims that economic value attributed to objects by Māori 

is based more on their use and enjoyment rather than the potential for gains to be made by their 

exchange.25 Proceeding this, Firth then claims that, ‘one might speak of potential exchange 

value’, and concludes that, ‘the conception of value indubitably exists’.26 Considering the 

centrality of value to economic thought, and that Firth has supposedly located it in te Ao Māori, 

it is a small leap to then describe the dynamics of delayed gift reciprocity that would ‘amount 

to a system of credit in exchange’, and to claim that ‘The concepts of equivalent, of profit, of 

bargaining were not entirely foreign to the native in his primitive state, but until the Europeans 

came were restricted in their development by the external circumstances’.27 

 
23  Ibid., 330-385. 
24  Betty King quoted in; Malva, A Struggle with SOUL, 137. 
25  Firth, 391. 
26  Ibid., 392. 
27  Ibid., 415, 425. 
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When put in the context of Firth’s other selective anatopisms, it becomes clear that through his 

application of economic thought, he finds the proto-economic individual subject within te Ao 

Māori as well as an embryonic form of economics, waiting to be developed by the arrival of 

civilisation and its economics proper. The arrival of civilisation clearly has white supremacist 

overtones and speaks of coloniality. Coloniality refers to the aspect of something that colonises, 

that seeks to replace, reinscribe and reform an Other in the image of itself, justified by an appeal 

to an internal superiority. As it relates to economic thought in this instance, this is the replacing 

of concepts from te Ao Māori by reinscribing te Ao Māori with economic concepts with the 

implicit aim of reforming it into the capitalist mode of life. 

 

What this demonstrates is Firth’s commitment to using economic thought and its concepts to 

find capitalist economics where there is none, and ultimately, it reveals the coloniality of Firth’s 

work. Although he does utilise concepts from te Ao Māori to describe te Ao Māori, for Firth, 

this does not sufficiently explain the social processes and structures that he is concerned with, 

and therefore for him, the science of economics is required to do so. While this is not a direct 

attack on mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori, it undermines the mode of thought of te Ao 

Māori by positioning it as inferior to the scientific explanatory powers of economic thought. 

By superimposing economic concepts to other modes of life and describing and explaining 

non-European modes of thought through economic thought, the epistemological supremacy of 

European thought is reproduced and cognitive and epistemic colonisation occurs. 

 

This cognitive and epistemic colonisation has serious implications for Indigenous thought and 

knowledges as it directly contributes to their decline and interrupted reproduction and 

transmission. Santos, describes this process as epistemicide, the murder of knowledge.28 As 

 
28  Santos, 92. 
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discussed in the previous section, thought within a mode of life is intimately woven through 

the material production of life and its cultural forms. It should then be unsurprising that, ‘The 

long, historical duration of capitalism, colonialism, and patriarchy elucidates a past of unequal 

relations among knowledges. In many cases those relations led to epistemicide’.29 

 

Integral to this epistemicide, has been science and the privileging of other forms of European 

thought such as economic thought due to them being scientific. As Santos argues, ‘The 

epistemological privilege that modern science grants to itself is thus the result of the destruction 

of all alternative knowledges that could eventually question such privilege. It is, in other words, 

a product of… epistemicide’.30 Due to the interdependency of knowledge and social 

reproduction, economic thought operating as part of the process of colonisation should be of 

concern: 

 

‘The destruction of knowledge is not an epistemological artefact without consequences. 

It involves the destruction of the social practices and the disqualification of the social 

agents that operate according to such knowledges. In mainstream economics the 

particular intensity of the significant spectator has imposed an especially arrogant single 

view, and, as a consequence, the epistemicide has been broader and deeper.’31 

 

As a precondition to prevent epistemicide, economic thought needs to be contained within 

Europe’s mode of thought. As well as this, the scientific epistemological supremacy of 

economic thought needs to be overcome with a framework and methodology that accepts the 

 
29  Ibid., 209. 
30  Ibid., 152-153. 
31  Ibid., 153. 
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legitimacy of other modes of thought, their knowledges and methodologies that understand 

their worlds and ways of being. This is a critical point in my thesis that I will discuss further in 

the thesis. 

 

Through my reading of Firth, I have focused on the economic anatopisms of his work, and 

what this suggests, is that there is a relationship between economic thought and capitalism. In 

Firth, this relationship becomes visibly apparent when he descriptively uses concepts such as 

capitalist and value. However, this line of analysis is limited insofar as it is concerned primarily 

with the realm of thought. If the relationship between economic thought and capitalism is to be 

better understood, an analysis of the co-development of economic thought and the material 

conditions of Europe is required. In the following section I will proceed with this analysis. 

 

The Rise of Commerce and Its Thought 

There was no marked beginning of the capitalist mode of life, nor was ‘there any break at the 

end of the Middle Ages: the fall of feudal society was slow and commercial capitalism was 

prepared in the womb of the medieval world’.32 As described by Marx, ‘The economic structure 

of capitalist society has grown out of the economic structure of feudal society. The dissolution 

of the latter set free the elements of the former’.33 This dissolution of the feudalist mode of life 

was not a singular event with a primary cause. As Heilbroner explains: 

 

‘There was no single massive cause. The new way of life grew inside the old, like a 

butterfly inside a chrysalis, and when the stir of life was strong enough it burst the old 

structure asunder. It was not great events, single adventures, individual laws, or powerful 

 
32  Roll, 30. 
33  Marx, Capital, 875. 
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personalities that brought about the economic revolution. It was a process of many-sided 

change’.34 

 

While some historians may cast these changes as progressive, freeing European society from 

the rigid hierarchy of feudalism, most of the changes were not emancipatory. Marx describes 

many of these changes as primitive accumulation, the process by which capitalism establishes 

itself by divorcing producers from the means of production.35 As Marx describes of England:  

 

‘The spoliation of the Church’s property, the fraudulent alienation of the state domains, 

the theft of the common lands, the usurpation of feudal and clan property and its 

transformation into modern private property under circumstances of ruthless terrorism, 

all these things were just so many idyllic methods of primitive accumulation. They 

conquered the field for capitalist agriculture, incorporated the soil into capital, and 

created for the urban industries the necessary supplies of free and rightless proletarians’.36 

 

Although this description is of England, these changes occurred across Europe. Another 

significant change, often overlooked, was the assertion of patriarchal control over social 

reproduction to secure labour for capital, achieved through the systematic violence that women 

were subjected to by the witch hunts from the fifteenth century to the end of the seventeenth 

century.37 This violent persecution of women was largely supported by the male intellectual 

elite at the time, including economic thinkers such as Jean Bodin.38 

 
34  Heilbroner, 33. 
35  Marx, 874-874. 
36  Ibid., 895. 
37  Silvia Federici, Caliban and the Witch: Women, the Body and Primitive Accumulation, New York, NY: 

Autonomedia, 2004. 
38  Ibid., 168. 
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While the ruling classes were subjecting Europe to horrific levels of violence, this violence 

was also projected outwards to the rest of the world through colonial conquest and expansion, 

and slavery. This was crucial for the increased development of European trade, market 

exchange, and manufacture. Marx explains that ‘The colonial system ripened trade and 

navigation as in a hothouse. …The colonies provided a market for the budding manufactures, 

and a vast increase in accumulation which was guaranteed by the mother country’s monopoly 

of the market’.39 Through their colonial expropriations of wealth, the European colonial powers 

ensured a cheap supply of labour and resources to sustain their developing production, and in 

return, secured markets to then sell their produced commodities. As Heilbroner makes clear, 

‘the market system is not just a means of exchanging goods; it is a mechanism for sustaining 

and maintaining a society.’40 

 

Within this changing mode of life towards increased commerce, works of economic thought 

began to emerge that sought to explain and legitimate market exchange. Historians of economic 

thought have termed this school of thought, Mercantilism. For most of these Mercantilist 

thinkers, money, its regulation and accumulation, and securing favourable conditions for 

commercial trade were of primary concern. This can be attributed to the fact that these thinkers 

were predominantly prominent merchants and some Mercantilists held high positions within 

the East India Company and other joint-stock companies, an example being Thomas Mun, an 

influential Mercantilist thinker who served as the director of the East India Company. 

 

While there is a degree of diversity amongst these thinkers, the commonality amongst their 

economic thought was the view that prosperity and wealth is attributed to the accumulation of 

 
39  Marx, 918. 
40  Heilbroner, 27. 
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money in the form of gold and silver, acquired through market exchange. This economic 

thought was focused on the level of exchange. It did little to investigate what materially enabled 

this exchange; violent exploitation, expropriation and slavery. In this regard, Marx was right 

that the dissolution of feudal society set free elements of capitalist society. This was shown in 

the lack of moral or ethical considerations of the economic thought of this period. Progressively 

dissipating were the normative elements of Aristotelian economic thought and the Church’s 

moral condemnation of usury and unfair prices. Instead, the economic works of Mercantilist 

thinkers encouraged an ever-increasing accumulation of wealth. Albeit wealth accumulation 

existing previously in feudal Europe, the dramatic increase of Europe’s accumulation of wealth 

necessitated a corresponding development of thought to explain and legitimate this. Heilbroner 

explains this by stating, ‘Although personal riches had their role to play in making the world 

go round, until the struggles for riches became general, ubiquitous, and patently vital to society, 

there was no need for a philosophy of riches’.41 Within its changing mode of life, Europe’s 

changing mode of production brought on a change to its mode of thought: ‘the idea of gain 

which underlay it was to become so firmly rooted that men would soon vigorously affirm that 

it was an eternal and omnipresent part of human nature… The idea needed a philosophy’.42 

 

The Economic Thought of Capitalism 

With the trade mechanisms of market exchange established by the seventeenth to eighteenth 

century that secured imports of expropriated labour and resources and the potential for 

exporting European produced commodities, the capitalist mode of life was ready for its 

industrialisation. This began first in England and then quickly spread to other European 

nations. As manufactures were transformed into factories by capitalists, the formal, then real 

 
41  Ibid., 38. 
42  Ibid., 37-38. 
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subsumption of labour under capital began.43 Formal subsumption of labour under capital 

occurs when the ownership of the means of production becomes monopolised and the labour 

process becomes part of the accumulation of capital. However, the labour process continues 

how it was. Following this, the real subsumption of labour occurs when the labour process is 

transformed by capital for the requirements of capital, increasing the intensity and 

productiveness of labour to produce increased surplus-value. 

 

After their forcible separation from the land that they were once a part of, peasants were 

violently forced into factories to labour under appalling working conditions. It was this process 

that forged the capital-relation, the antagonistic relationship between workers, dependent on 

commodifying and selling their labour-power in order to receive a wage to pay for their 

subsistence, and capitalists, buyers of the workers’ commodified labour, with the intention to 

profit from their workers’ exploited labour and reinvest value created to further accumulate 

more value.44 

 

This economic base of capitalist production was given legal legitimation through the enactment 

of specific laws, derived from past feudal law and earlier Roman law, to defend private property 

and the social relations that it entailed over the ownership of land, money, industry, the 

products of labour, and even labour itself through the purchasing of labour-power. But while 

law gave the moral legitimation and the threat of state violence to support capitalist production, 

it also needed an explanation for its economic processes and mechanisms that would not 

threaten or challenge capital accumulation and its class relations. Hence the emergence of 

political economy. As seen with the Mercantilists’ theoretical neglect of the material bases for 

 
43  Marx, 1019-1038. 
44  Marx, Capital. 
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Europe’s trade and market exchange, economic thought was becoming further abstract and was 

unable and unwilling to confront the exploitative and oppressive social conditions of capitalist 

production. 

 

‘In Western Europe, the homeland of political economy, the process of primitive 

accumulation has more or less been accomplished. …To this ready-made world of 

capital, the political economist applies the notions of law and property inherited from a 

pre-capitalist world, with all the more anxious zeal and all the greater unction, the more 

loudly the facts cry out in the face of his ideology’.45 

 

This becomes all too clear with Adam Smith’s publication of The Wealth of Nations.46 Perelman 

supports this by demonstrating that, ‘Smith was the architect of a cleverly written revision of 

political economy and history in which he recast the harsh reality of capitalist development in 

as favourable a light as possible’.47 However, Smith was not an exception and was joined by 

the other important figures of political economy; William Petty, James Steuart, Jeremy 

Bentham, Thomas Malthus, David Ricardo, and James Mill. Their thought provided a defence 

of private property, arguments to oppose improving working conditions, and a praising support 

for capitalist production.48 With its obfuscation of capitalist development, fanciful depiction of 

working conditions, and silence regarding the co-dependence of capitalist production with 

colonialism, imperialism and slavery, it can be seen that within the burgeoning capitalist mode 

 
45  Ibid., 931. 
46  Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Petersfield: Harriman 

House, 2007. 
47  Michael Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism: Classical Political Economy and the Secret History of 

Primitive Accumulation, Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2000, 174. 
48  Ibid., 13-37, 124-138, 139-170, 171-195, 196-228, 280-320. 
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of life, economic thought of political economy functioned to legitimate and reproduce capitalist 

social relations and social forms, which in turn formed economic thought. 

 

But considering the glaringly harsh realities of the capitalist mode of life, how was economic 

thought able to describe and explain the system of capitalist production and exchange without 

including its inherent oppressive and exploitative nature? It achieved this through abstraction. 

However, this abstraction is not just an imposition of thought onto material reality. The 

abstraction of economic thought is bound up with the abstraction that occurs within capitalism 

itself. For example, commodities, including labour in its commodified form, under capital, 

become homogenised and stripped of their particularities and specific uses. For market 

exchange, they are simply items to be bought and sold, and in this aspect, are interchangeable 

with one another. As Marx explains: 

 

‘All the linen on the market counts as one single article of commerce, and each piece of 

linen is only an aliquot part of it. And in fact the value of each single yard is also nothing 

but the materialization of the same socially determined quantity of homogenous human 

labour’.49 

 

It is this aspect that enables economic thought to theorise the production and its subsequent 

exchange of commodities on the market without needing to mention the particular conditions 

of their production, save for their bearing on the cost and rates of productivity of production. 

However, nothing is more absurdly abstract than value itself. As an expression of the relation 

between commodities, value renders the heterogeneity of commodities and their production 

into quantifiable and exchangeable equivalents; abstract numbers that mediate production and 
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exchange, that need not be based on material realities. For capitalist production, the production 

of value is of utmost importance, and necessary for capital accumulation.50 

 

The importance of value is reflected in the thought of Smith and especially so in Ricardo.51 

Although these two thinkers conclude that value derives from labour, this labour is abstract 

labour, and is reflected in the fact that direct and tangible utility is only instrumental to value 

as value is primarily concerned with exchangeability. Commodities produced, the bearers of 

value, also need to have a use-value in order to be consumed.52 But this is not why commodities 

are produced, they are produced to be exchanged, hence, their use-value is merely a by-product 

in the quest to produce ever more value. As a guiding principle found in both economic thought 

and capitalist production, this means the creation of value through commodity production is an 

orientation towards producing all the material things society that needs simply to be exchanged 

on the market, rather than producing these things directly for human and ecological need. 

 

Considering this degree of abstraction, it should not be surprising that for economic thought, 

these economic processes are given agency and a life of their own. This is demonstrated very 

clearly by Smith’s concept of the invisible hand of the market, an abstract agent, directing 

production.53 This certain form of imbuing economic entities with agency is particular to the 

capitalist mode of life and is only made possible through the abstraction of economic thought 

in its internalisation and regurgitation of capitalist production and social relations. As 

Heilbroner explains: 

 
50  Ibid., 283-672, 709-870. 
51  David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation, Ronald Hartwell ed., 

Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971. 
52  Marx, 125-177. 
53  Smith, 315-316. 
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‘The Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the Reformation – indeed the whole world until the 

sixteenth or seventeenth century – could not envisage the market system for the 

thoroughly sound reason that Land, Labor, and Capital – the basic agents of production 

which the market system allocates – did not yet exist. Land, labor, and capital in the sense 

of soil, human beings, and tools are of course coexistent with society itself. But the idea 

of abstract labor did not immediately suggest itself to the human mind any more than did 

the idea of abstract energy or matter. Land, labor, and capital as “agents” of production, 

as impersonal dehumanized economic entities, are as much modern conceptions as the 

calculus’.54 

 

My above analysis shows that the economic thought of political economy is intimately related 

and situated within with the capitalist mode of life. The concepts, theories, and ideas, then, of 

economic thought are products of a mode of thought, conditioned by capitalist society: 

 

‘The earliest systematic development of these concepts is to be found at the end of the 

seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth century. The particular set of economic 

conditions to which they refer was not present in developed and comprehensive form at 

any earlier stage of human history. We shall see that the great minds to whom we owe 

the foundations of political economy claimed that they had discovered more than the 

laws appropriate to a particular social system’.55 

 

 
54  Heilbroner, 27. 
55  Roll, 10. 
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What Roll illustrates here, is that political economy owes its historical development to the 

development of the capitalist mode of life. Instead of establishing itself as a science that 

describes universal laws of human society, regardless of its social system, the economic 

thought of political economy describes the laws of capitalist production. Following on from 

this above quote, Roll emphasises that ‘it is important to stress here that political economy as 

a science begins at a time when the foundations of industrial capitalism were already well laid’. 

This implies that economic thought developed as a response to industrial capitalism, as a means 

to articulate it. However, this is incorrect as Perelman demonstrates that this is not the case.56 

Many of the thinkers of political economy were writing before the development of industrial 

capitalism This is something that I will discuss further in the following chapter. 

 

Although political economy, as a specific form of economic thought, ended towards the late 

nineteenth century and was replaced by economics, this change in form of economic thought 

was partly a further development of the abstraction of political economy. Perelman claims, ‘In 

truth, Ricardo’s legacy was even more ideological than Smith’s. Ricardo merely managed to 

sanitize political economy. More than any other individual, he transformed political economy 

into economics – an abstract, deductive sort of logic that supposedly stands above the narrow 

interests of any individual group’.57 With this move, economic thought now had the means to 

explain and legitimise capitalist production from a seemingly scientific neutrality, and further 

its claim that the laws of capitalist production were universal societal laws. Despite these 

changes, the content of economic thought remains the same. 

 

 
56  Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism. 
57  Ibid., 308. 
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‘Private property and enterprise, private exchange, the market economy, in short, 

capitalist production was the soil in which the principal concepts grew. Capital, labour, 

value, price, supply, demand, rent, interest, profit – these are the elements of the system 

and, therefore of its theoretical analysis’.58 

 

Economic thought cannot be separated from the capitalist mode of life. As I have shown, 

economic thought not only owes it development to capitalist production, economic thought 

functions to maintain and reproduce capitalist production and social relations. It is as much 

part of the system as the market, private property and class relations. The capitalist mode of 

life is more than an economic system, it also includes the forms of thought that serve to 

ideologically legitimise its economic base, aiding its reproduction. The articulation of the laws 

of capitalist production also serve to benefit capitalists as it clarifies how value is produced, 

entailing what is needed for the increased production of surplus value. But no mode of life is 

harmonious or a unified whole. Within society there exist contradictions and antagonisms, and 

this is reflected in thought and its relation to production. As I will discuss next, the economic 

thought of Marx represents just this. 

 

Marx’s Opposing Trajectory of Economic Thought 

As a thinker within the history and development of economic thought, the figure of Marx looms 

large, for good reason. Heilbroner asserts, ‘the Marxist analysis cannot be disregarded. It 

remains the gravest, most penetrating examination the capitalist system has ever undergone’.59 

Marx’s analysis stands in stark contrast to the abstraction of economic thought that takes for 

granted the appearance of the capitalist mode of life. The economic thought of Marx goes 
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beyond merely explaining and legitimising capitalist society, its aims are to transform 

capitalism and economic thought. Because of this, the thought of Marx represents an opposing 

trajectory of economic thought, carving a new direction for this way of thinking about society 

and its organisation. There are three aspects of Marx’s thought that I have identified. They are 

foundational to this opposing trajectory: the method of Marx’s critique of political economy; 

the historicity of Marx’s historical materialism; and the relationality of Marx’s thought. In the 

following paragraphs, I will discuss each and their importance to economic thought. 

 

Although economic thinkers before him criticised the economic works and theories of their 

peers, Marx’s analysis of the capitalist mode of life entailed a thorough critique of the major 

political economists and their thought preceding him. As Heilbroner claims, ‘Marx literally 

invented a new task for social inquiry – the critique of economics itself’.60 Marx was not 

concerned with perfecting the economic theories of political economy, but with demonstrating 

their limitations. In Theory as Critique, Paul Mattick shows that, ‘the critique of political 

economy, not its development or refinement was the task Marx assigned himself’.61 Mattick 

goes on to show that, ‘his intention was not to create an improved political economy, any more 

than the communist revolution he envisaged was supposed to solve problems… produced by 

the normal functioning of capitalist society by reforming that society’.62 

 

To transform capitalist society and the economic thought that it produced, a new theoretical 

approach was required to reflexively critique political economy and its material foundations. 

Marx’s approach to his critique of political economy comes from ‘Hegel’s concept of 
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dialectical Aufhebung’, translated as sublation.63 The verb of aufhebung, aufheben, is defined 

by Hegel as, ‘clearing out of the way or negating’, while also meaning, ‘something like 

preserving’.64 In Marx’s critique of political economy, this meant that he identified and 

preserved the insights made by previous political economists that went beyond the appearance 

of capitalist social relations and processes that spoke to the essence of the inner workings of 

the system. It also entailed theoretically clearing away the limiting aspects of political economy 

that inhibited economic thought to grasp the oppressive and exploitative social conditions of 

capitalism. Through his method of critique of political economy, Marx showed that economic 

thought could go beyond its legitimation of capital and its relations under the capitalist mode 

of life. It could begin to comprehend itself as a distinct form of thought situated within the 

capitalist mode of life with the ability to critique itself and develop through its immanent self-

critique. 

 

When reading Marx, it is obvious that he is writing from a historical moment in place and time, 

in contrast to the fanciful fables of Smith. The historicity of Marx is a direct challenge to the 

ahistoricity and evolutionary, capitalist fictions of economic thought. In his works, Marx 

attempted to ground his thought in the changing material conditions of Europe, rather than 

abstract universals or mythical beginnings. Because of this approach, Marx’s thought goes well 

beyond economic thought, and due to this, Heilbroner claims, ‘Marx taught us not just to look 

at, but to look through, history’.65 

 

 
63  Ibid., 74. 
64  Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences in Basic Outline, Part 1: 

Science of Logic, Klaus Brinkmann & Daniel O. Dahlstrom eds & trans., Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2015, 153. 
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The theoretical basis for this comes from Marx’s historical materialism, a methodological 

approach that understands historical changes through the development of material conditions. 

With this theoretical basis, Marx comprehended the capitalist mode of life and its economic 

thought as a product of an ever-changing historical process, rather an eternal, universal, or 

natural way of being and thinking in the world. As Mattick summarises Rudolf Hilferding’s 

response to Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk’s critique of Marx’s economic thought: 

 

‘Because of his socio-political viewpoint, historical materialism, he was able to clarify 

theoretical issues which the outlook of the classicals left them incapable of solving. 

Marx’s interpretation of the labour theory of value in terms of the materialist conception 

of history put the capitalist economy in its historical place as a specific form conferred 

on economic activities by capitalist social institutions’.66 

 

Once unleashed, this approach to thinking about economy could not be unthought. This does 

not mean that the economic thought of Marx escapes the abstract universals or Eurocentrism. 

However, his thought demonstrates a serious attempt to ground and historicise economic 

thought from within its own mode of life. 

 

Until recently, the relationality of Marx’s thought has often been overlooked. But thinkers such 

as Balibar and decolonial thinkers influenced by Marx such as Coulthard and Barber have 

drawn out Marx’s focus on relation rather than on objects in-of-themselves.67 In volume one of 

Capital, Marx makes a point to demonstrate that within the appearance of the capitalist mode 

of life, the real material relations of society are disguised as things or objects: ‘Capital is not a 

 
66  Mattick, 72. 
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thing, any more than money is a thing. In capital, as in money, certain specific social relations 

of production between people, or else certain social relations appear as the natural properties 

of things in society’.68 It is through his relational approach, Marx was able to see the oppressive 

and exploitative social relations of capitalism and the pressing necessity to transform these 

social relations. In doing so, he was also able to see the relation between the economic thought 

of political economy as the appearance of capitalist society, and the essence of capitalism, its 

exploitative and oppressive class relations. Mattick claims, Marx further demonstrates that: 

 

‘The viability of economic discourse is… shown to depend on the fact that “the capitalist 

mode of production, like every other, constantly reproduces not only the material product 

but also the socio-economic relations, the formal economic determinations of its 

formation”. Economic theory gains its plausibility from the conformity of its conceptual 

apparatus to the assumptions embodied in commercial calculations and contracts, and 

these assumptions maintain their power because people naturally attempt to carry on their 

lives within the social relations in which they find themselves caught up, of which the 

assumptions provide the structural terms’.69 

 

Without the relationality of Marx’s thought, it is doubtful that he would have theoretically 

comprehended and articulated the relationship that political economy had with legitimating and 

reproducing capitalist production and social relations. For example, if Marx theorised political 

economy as a thing or object, in absence of relation, it is unlikely that Marx would have still 

produced his immanent critique of political economy due to its internal theoretical problems 

and inconsistencies. But in order to put political economy in its historical material context, 
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beyond engaging with it as a self-contained discourse existing within the realm of thought, a 

relational methodology is needed. By beginning with relation, Marx proposes a different way 

to think about the material production of society that necessarily makes the thinker conscious 

that they exist within the multiple relations of society, not outside or beyond it as the other 

trajectory of economic thought does. 

 

While Marx’s contribution and impact on economic thought goes beyond most, Marx’s thought 

should not be attributed to him as a great individual thinker, but as a voice of the working class 

and its thought and its historical conditions under capital. ‘Through the experience of its 

struggles against individual symptoms of the system and against individual capitalists, it gave 

rise to a theory of opposition to the system as a whole’.70 Just as economic thought is capitalism 

speaking about itself, Marx’s economic thought is also capitalism speaking about itself, except 

from the position of the oppressed and exploited. Rather than trying to reproduce the system, 

the opposing trajectory of Marx’s economic thought proposes transforming this system through 

revolution. This development of economic thought by Marx stands in contrast to Ricardo’s 

legacy of economics in its cold, calculating neutrality towards emancipatory socio-economic 

change. 

 

Even though economic thought has changed since political economy, developing new methods, 

concepts and theories under the guise of economics, this trajectory of economic thought cannot 

exceed its limitations as long as it serves to reproduce the material foundations of capitalism 

that produce it. As a system, capitalism has set laws of motion that drive its production and 

reproduction, and as long as economic thought functions to sustain this, it too is also bound by 

these laws. Rather than being able to theorise new economic laws of motion and new economic 
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ideas, its thought is contained by the material conditions that produce its thought. If changes 

and developments to economic thought are to go beyond their current limits, then new material 

conditions, different from those of capitalism, or an opposition to these conditions, are 

required. 

 

Conclusion 

From its emergence towards the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries during the rise of 

commerce and the European market system, economic thought, as a distinct way of thinking 

about the material production of society, came into being with the development of the capitalist 

mode of life. As Heilbroner explains: 

 

‘What, then, finally set the stage for this new means of comprehending society’s 

workings? …it was the slow displacement of medieval tradition and feudal command 

with a social order that did indeed require a new mode of clarification. The social order 

would in time be called capitalism; its means of organizing material life an economy, and 

its explanation system economics’.71 

 

As an explanation of capitalism, economic thought is as much a product of capitalist society as 

the capital-relation or capital accumulation. But just as capitalism is contradictory, so too is 

economic thought, and the thought of Marx demonstrates an opposing trajectory of economic 

thought that seeks to go beyond itself and transform society in the process. But while Marx’s 

thought is antagonistic towards the capitalist mode of life, it too is a product of this specific 

mode of life. But while Marx’s economic thought is orientated towards a transformation of 

society, this transformation would spell an end to economic thought as it would longer be 
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needed in its function to reproduce capitalism. As Heilbroner shows, ‘for all the changes from 

Smith to Keynes and Schumpeter there is no mistaking the social formation that is their 

common source. The worldly philosophy is the child of capitalism and could not exist without 

it’.72  
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3. The Coloniality of Economic Thought 

Having now traced the historical development of economic thought in Europe and its 

emergence, brought on by the capitalist mode of life, as well as the anti-capitalist economic 

thought of Marx which reflects the class antagonisms of capitalism, there arises the question 

of how economic thought relates to other modes of thought and modes of life. The analysis of 

economic thought in the previous chapter was largely contained within the context of Europe 

and the capitalist mode of life, but in this chapter my intention is to detail the way that economic 

thought spreads outwards from Europe, and this necessitates discussing its relationship with 

colonialism. 

 

The spread of economic thought is interwoven with the spread of the capitalist mode of life, 

and colonialism is the process by which this occurs. Examining the historical events of 

colonialism leads to the conclusion that the introduction of the capitalist mode of life follows 

colonisation, and existing as part of the capitalist mode of life, is economic thought. This is 

true, and in a very simplified way this summarises the structure of my argument. However, this 

would be a mere engagement at the level of appearance, with an absence of causal explanation. 

In order to demonstrate the development of colonisation, capitalism and economic thought, 

attention needs to be brought to the internal mechanisms and aspects of these interrelated 

processes and systems. To show the relationship that economic thought has with colonialism, 

I will examine some of the intrinsic colonial elements of economic thought. 

 

There are two main aspects of economic thought that are integral to its coloniality: economic 

thought’s dual strategies of non-recognition and assimilation towards other modes of thought 

and production that are derived from the distinct, yet interrelated, logics of white supremacy 

and capital; and economic thought’s creation of the economy as a thing and its reshaping of 
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production and social relations in its image. The reason why I have chosen the term, strategies, 

as a frame to discuss the coloniality of economic thought is because it encapsulates both the 

aims of the coloniality of economic thought and the means by which it goes about it. Although 

it could be beneficial to discuss a singular strategy of the coloniality of economic thought, 

discussing the two strategies that I have identified is a better way to address the distinctness of 

white supremacy and capital because, as I will discuss, each have a different aim and means of 

achieving it. 

 

In the following two sections I will discuss both, the dual strategies of non-recognition and 

assimilation, and the creation of the economy as a thing, demonstrating how they are part of 

the world-destroying process of colonisation. In the third section I will discuss how these 

strategies operate in tandem. It is important to understand that these two strategies are deeply 

interconnected and function together. In the fourth section I will discuss how economic thought 

thingifies the economy to take on the appearance of capitalism. In chapter five I will discuss 

the arrival of the economy to Aotearoa and its disastrous consequences. 

 

The Strategy of Non-Recognition 

The strategy of non-recognition by economic thought is the way in which economic thought 

does not recognise non-European modes of thought and their forms of thought and discourses. 

This non-European thought thinks through the same or similar social processes, activities, and 

structures that economic thought is concerned with; production, relations of production, 

exchange, distribution of wealth and resources, resource management and extraction, etc. This 

strategy treats non-European peoples and their modes of life as either being incapable or not 

developed enough due to their supposed primitivity to conceptualise and think these things that 

economic thought would deem economic. As bizarre and nonsensical this view may be, 
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considering that all peoples in time and history think about these things, this view that 

underpins the strategy of non-recognition by economic thought is derived from the racist logic 

of white supremacy. As I discussed in the previous chapter, European thought has a 

longstanding relationship with racism. Rather than establishing relations grounded in a respect 

for difference, like its material relations with the rest of the world, the coloniality of European 

thought has also sought to dominate and eradicate other modes of thought, different from its 

own.1 As Moana Jackson explains: 

 

‘Like all of the ideas that have been used to justify colonisation, racism developed over 

time through a complex and uniquely European history, in which the normal curiosity 

people have about the different and unknown was morphed into a patronising 

determination to equate difference with inferiority. Forlorn samples of pickled 

indigenous brains were scanned, and skulls were measured, as pseudo-scientists justified 

the European will to dispossess by inventing rationalisations about an indigenous lack of 

intelligence, and even an inability to appreciate the sublime’.2 

 

Jackson is incorrect that racism is uniquely European. Racism cannot solely be attributed to 

Europe as there exists racism by non-Europeans towards other non-Europeans. Despite 

Jackson’s mistake here, there is a specificity to the racism that has historically developed in 

Europe that mediates its relations with non-European peoples which he alludes to. This specific 

form of racism is white supremacy. White supremacy is the idea that white people are superior 

to non-white people, and, a societal structure that materially advantages white people at the 

 
1  Santos, Epistemologies of the South. 
2  Moana Jackson, ‘Understanding Racism in this Country’, E-Tangata, February 25, 2018, https://e-

tangata.co.nz/comment-and-analysis/moana-jackson-understanding-racism-in-this-country/. Last 
accessed 13/7/2021. 
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disadvantage of non-white people. It should be noted that the mention of white supremacy is 

terrifying for many, especially for those benefitted by it. That is because it explicitly names the 

specificity of its racism; the supremacy of whiteness and its corresponding inferiority of 

everything not white. 

 

Historically white supremacy has contributed to the enslavement and oppression of non-white 

peoples, the destruction of their languages, cultures, knowledges, and ways of being, and some 

of the extreme conclusions of its logic have been genocide and epistemicide. This was seen in 

Europe during the 1930s and 40s, when Europe experienced the extent of the genocidal nature 

of white supremacy in tandem with Nazism and fascism, on itself. In Discourse on 

Colonialism, Césaire draws attention to the fact that what shocked Europe was not so much 

white supremacy, but that Europe had turned its white supremacy on itself.3 As Césaire shows, 

Nazism and fascism are examples of the same savagery and brutality inflicted on the world by 

Europe through colonialism, coming home to Europe. What Césaire demonstrates, is that the 

genocidal violence of Nazism is the same white supremacy that colonised peoples are subject 

to, and that importantly, white supremacy is integral to colonialism.4 

 

This white supremacist basis of colonialism is demonstrated very clearly by the particular form 

of colonialism, settler colonialism. Settler colonialism is the form of colonisation that seeks to 

territorially replace Indigenous peoples and nations with settler, non-Indigenous nations, 

replacing Indigenous worlds and modes of life with settler ones. Under settler colonialism, 

Indigenous Peoples are violently displaced and ultimately replaced by settlers, mostly 

Europeans, through ongoing means of dispossession. This is achieved through legal and market 

 
3  Césaire, 35-46. 
4  Ibid., 35-53. 
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mechanisms, such as native land courts and the commodification and sale of land, coercively 

enforced by the state, or by open invasion, conquest and expulsion of Indigenous peoples and 

nations by settler armies or, settler militias. However, sheer violence is not enough. Indigenous 

modes of thought also need to be eliminated as they propose a non-white alternative to thought, 

that by simply existing, challenge white supremacy and colonialism. As Ngata explains: 

 

‘Maintaining these structures of power over other people’s lands and bodies requires 

purposeful acts of maintenance. It requires social programming to reduce resistance to 

the system. This social programming occurs across multiple platforms… that 

communicate to us in implicit and explicit ways every day whose perspective is centred, 

who is important to remember, and how they should be remembered. They uphold 

colonial fictions that justify European domination, which also could reasonably be 

described as white supremacy’.5 

 

One of these fictions that justifies colonial dispossession and, on the surface, gives white 

supremacy a more humane face, is that Indigenous Peoples are victims to their own inferiority 

and need saving by Europeans. This colonial fiction functions in conjunction with more blatant 

expressions of white supremacy, and as Jackson states, Europe’s racism: 

 

‘has been the hate speech which enabled the states of Europe to justify killing and 

subjugating millions of people. And it has been expressed in everything from the 

depictions of lesser breeds that were “half-devil and half child”, to self-serving lies about 

indigenous societies lacking the capacity to govern themselves’.6 

 
5  Tina Ngata, Kia Mau: Resisting Colonial Fictions, Wellington: Rebel Press, 2019, 15. 
6  Jackson, ‘Understanding Racism in this Country’. 
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These colonial fictions function on a material level, but also at an epistemological level. To 

explain why Indigenous peoples are so primitive and uncivilised, Indigenous thought and 

knowledges are cast aside as inferior to European thought and knowledge, or simply 

unacknowledged and claimed to be non-existent. Science plays a critical role in this as it affords 

itself a universal status that epistemologically elevates it above non-European modes of 

thought, methodologies and knowledges. With this move, science declares its own inherent 

supremacy over non-white modes of thought, and by doing so, mirrors the logic of white 

supremacy. This is why, as Ngata claims, ‘the use of science as a benevolent cloak also belies 

another truth – that it was systematically utilised in the colonisation process to justify the killing 

and assimilation of Indigenous Peoples.’7 

 

As a particular form of European thought, economic thought accords itself the status of being 

scientific and in doing so, colonises non-European modes of thought by not recognising their 

inherent epistemological legitimacy. This is demonstrated clearly by the economic thought of 

Brian Easton in his book, Not in Narrow Seas: The Economic History of Aotearoa New 

Zealand.8 Although a history, Easton’s Not in Narrow Seas should be read as economic thought 

speaking openly and expressing itself through its discussion of economy. This is because 

Easton lacks a critical understanding of theory and ideas, and this produces an unfolding story 

of events that seemingly happen outside of the context of larger socio-economic structures and 

processes such as colonialism, capitalism, and white supremacy.  

 

Throughout the book Easton does not explicitly make clear his theoretical commitments or 

political orientation and this is because, as an economist telling a history, Easton positions his 

 
7  Ngata, 64. 
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economic thought within the domain of science, rather than myth or ideology, affording 

himself the status of a true scientist. This is made glaringly clear by the following paragraph 

that begins his first chapter: 

 

‘The Māori creation tradition begins with Ranginui …and Papatūānuku …emerging out 

of darkness and nothingness… Scientists have a more prosaic account of the origins of 

the universe. A fundamental difference in their story is that it changes as old theories are 

improved by ones more consistent with the accumulating known facts. So while the 

mythical accounts of creation… will be much the same forever, the scientific account 

evolves. Despite this uncertainty, the scientific account makes successful predictions 

which creation myths cannot.’9 

 

Here, Easton falsely claims that Māori creation traditions are static and unchanging, implying 

that they lack the critical self-reflection that he claims science has. These traditions, when 

labelled as myths by Easton, are methodological inferior to science, according to him. Easton 

continues by claiming that: 

 

‘The same division applies to history – history as myth and history as science. And it also 

applies to economics, although its mythical side is sometimes better described as 

“ideology”. So a scientific writer – even of a history from a political economy perspective 

– knows that the story being told will change but tries to ensure that it is the best story 

available at the time of writing.’10 

 

 
9  Ibid., 23 
10  Ibid. 
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With this single paragraph that begins his book, Easton entirely dismisses the epistemological 

validity of mātauranga Māori and whakaaro Māori, while asserting without anything that looks 

like grounds for proof, the scientific supremacy of economic thought. 

 

In the following chapters two to five, that focus on te Ao Māori, Easton does not recognise any 

Māori historians or thinkers and their expertise.11 Thus, the history of ‘Aotearoa New Zealand’ 

can only be told from the scientific perspective of economic thought. That is why the secondary 

title of Not in Narrow Seas is The Economic History of Aotearoa New Zealand as opposed to, 

An Economic History of Aotearoa New Zealand. This captures the coloniality of economic 

thought which holds that Indigenous peoples do not think, but expresses it in a subtler way 

compared to the line of thinkers including Firth and Elsdon Best, to whom Easton belongs. As 

Jackson asserts, ‘When Elsdon Best said “Uncivilised folk such as our Māori may not do any 

great amount of thinking”, he was merely stating what every coloniser had learned about 

indigenous incapacity’.12 While the white supremacy of Easton is less overt than Best and Firth, 

it holds the same implication that Māori do not think. According to this view, it is impossible 

or improbable that Māori have intellectual traditions that are capable of critical thought. 

Without the supposed capacity for critical thought, it is highly unlikely then that Indigenous 

thought can compare to the epistemic and methodological supremacy of European thought. 

 

Economic thought is rooted in this white supremacist fiction and through its strategy of non-

recognition, economic thought colonises non-European modes of life by eliminating their 

thought and knowledges and replacing them with a supposedly superior form of thought that 

attains its superiority through its association with science. This explains why Māori thinkers, 

 
11  Ibid., 33-70. 
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their thought and knowledge, are never brought into conversation with economic thought; 

economic thinkers in Aotearoa such as Firth and Easton cannot recognise that there are 

alternative ways, that are equally as valid, to think about the world that are not of European 

origin. 

 

The Strategy of Assimilation 

The second strategy that economic thought uses when relating to other modes of thought is one 

of assimilation. Instead of not recognising non-European thought, this strategy seeks to 

integrate and subsume other ways of thinking into its particular form of thought. While the 

consequences of this strategy may be similar to the strategy of non-recognition, the strategy of 

assimilation is based in a distinct logic, the logic of capital. The logic of capital is one of infinite 

accumulation, where capital is compelled to continually expand its circulation and growth. 

Accumulation does not occur to meet human need, but rather for the sole purpose of driving 

capitalist production to produce ever-more surplus-value that is reinvested to increase and 

speed up this process. 

 

Capital is not a thing, but rather a process of the valorisation of capital. The process that capital 

undertakes is best articulated by Marx’s general formula for capital: M-C-M’, symbolising the 

conversion of money (M) into commodities (C) and then back into money of an increased 

amount (M’).13 Capitalists, using their money capital (M), buy labour-power and use it to 

produce commodities (C) to sell.14 Due to the transformative ability of labour to produce 

surplus-value, an increased value is imbued in the commodities produced.15 At the end of this 

 
13  Marx, 247-257. 
14  Ibid., 270-280. 
15  Ibid., 324-325. 
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process, capitalists have more money than they began with. This money (M’) is then reinvested 

to buy more labour-power and the process begins again. While money, labour, machinery, land, 

and resources are part of this expanding circulatory process, they are capital, and when 

removed from this circulation, cease to be capital. For capital to exist, it has to grow.16 

 

The compulsion to accumulate is what drives the capitalist mode of life’s need to expand and 

the general need for economic growth. This explains why economists are fixated upon 

economic growth (measured in Gross Domestic Product, capturing the valorisation of capital), 

and why economic growth below 2% is considered to be an indicator of recession as constant 

growth is naturalised and taken to be the basis of a healthy economy. But for capitalism to 

expand, it needs to establish the pre-conditions for wage-labour that ensure that labour, in its 

commodified form as labour-power, can be bought. 

 

For this to occur, the capital-relation needs to be established through primitive accumulation, 

separating people from the land and their means of subsistence, forcing them into wage-labour 

to secure their existence.17 This is where colonisation provides the means for primitive 

accumulation to occur par excellence. Through the process of colonisation, Indigenous peoples 

are violently dispossessed of their lands, followed by the commodification of land and 

Indigenous labour either directly following this separation, or over a longer period of time due 

to the importation of settler labour.18 No Indigenous peoples wish to be colonised, and so the 

primitive accumulation of colonisation has been and still is, an ongoing violent process. 

 

 
16  Ibid., 253-254. 
17  Ibid., 874-875. 
18  Simon Barber, ‘In Wakefield’s Laboratory: Tangata Whenua into Property/Labour in Te Waipounamu’, 

Journal of Sociology (Melbourne, Vic.) vol. 56, no. 2 (2020): 229-246. Barber, Geometries of Life. 
Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks. 
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To economic thought, this secret of primitive accumulation, the means by which the capitalist 

mode of life expands and capitalist production develops, cannot be acknowledged as it would 

threaten the grounds upon which capitalism stands. This is why economic thinkers such as 

James Steuart and Edward Gibbon Wakefield have fallen into obscurity; they exposed the 

necessity of primitive accumulation for capital.19 Instead, economic thought produces fanciful 

myths of hard-working individuals and revisionist histories to naturalise and gloss-over 

capital’s expansion through primitive accumulation.20 

 

A core element to the mythology of economic thought, is the ahistoricity of capital, its social 

relations and subjects. According to this view, capital is eternal. It always existed and always 

will, and economic thought attempts to find evidence of this through examples of exchange 

and money, perceived private property relations, and particularly in any form of accumulation, 

that exist in non-capitalist modes of life. But Césaire makes the point that ante-capitalist 

societies were also anti-capitalist societies, they were not societies structured by private 

property, exploitation and domination, but societies that were democratic and cooperative.21 To 

admit that ante-capitalist modes of life lack the distinguishing elements of capitalism would be 

to poke a hole in economic thought’s world of capital, where all roads lead to capitalist 

development. In ‘Māori Mārx’, Barber makes an important point to caution against a Marxism 

of a similar vein to economic thought: 

 

‘There is a certain violence of abstraction in the perspective that demands the spread of 

a homogenous Marxist logic around the globe, one that reflects the same violence 

 
19  Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism. Barber, ‘In Wakefield’s Laboratory’: 234-235. 
20  Marx, 873-876. Perelman, 171-195, 196-228. 
21  Césaire, 44. 
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inherent in the expansion of capitalism. At best, such a perspective sees other modes of 

life and modes of thought as gaps to be sketched in to an existing schema’.22 

 

Barber is correct here because to spread a homogenous Marxist logic would be to emulate 

coloniality by reducing the plurality of thought to the singular. He also importantly identifies 

the danger of assuming the assimilatory tendencies of economic thought. The crucial part of 

this quote that accurately captures the strategy of assimilation of economic thought, is that for 

this thought, other modes of life and modes of thought are just gaps to be sketched into capital’s 

schema. This explains why there is such a tendency of economic thought to revise history and 

claim the existence of embryonic capitalist social forms. 

 

A clear example of this is the thought of Firth, who, as I discussed in the previous chapter, 

attempts to prove the existence of private property in te Ao Māori.23 Firth is also joined by Te 

Maire Tau, who is in his article, ‘Property Rights in Kaiapoi’, argues that Ngāi Tahu, prior to 

European arrival, were property owning individuals.24 As Barber shows, Tau ‘takes customary 

rights of inhabitation and food gathering to be the private ownership of private property’ which 

contradicts the ‘generally accepted view as to Māori relationship to property’ as provided by 

Marsden:25 

 

‘ownership of property in the pre-contact period was a foreign concept. The closest idea 

to ownership was that of the private use of a limited number of personal things such as 

 
22  Barber, ‘Māori Mārx’, 45. 
23  Firth, 334, 356, 358, 374. 
24  Te Maire Tau, ‘Property Rights in Kaiapoi’, Victoria University of Wellington Law Review vol. 47 

(2016): 677-698. 
25  Barber, Geometries of Life, 264. 
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garments, weapons, and combs. Apart from this, all other use of land, waters, forests, 

fisheries, was a communal and/or tribal right. All natural resources, all life was birthed 

from Mother earth. Thus the resources of the earth did not belong to man but rather, man 

belonged to the earth. Man as well as animal, bird, fish, could harvest the bounty of 

mother earth’s resources but they did not own them. Man had but “user rights”’.26 

 

If this relationship to land and resources, as articulated by Marsden, is disregarded and replaced 

with relations of private property, then the assimilation of Māori into capitalism seems natural. 

From the perspective of economic thought then, it could be quite easy to reinterpret mana as 

the desire to accumulate capital through the pursuit of gaining personal glory and status. This 

assimilatory strategy can also be seen in Tau’s translation of utu as trade, payment or exchange, 

instead of its usual translated meaning as reciprocity, which in the wider scope, further revises 

te Ao Māori for capital.27 Economic thought’s strategy of assimilation becomes more apparent 

when Firth describes rangatira as entrepreneurial capitalists, employing land, labour and 

resources as capital in their public works initiatives.28 

 

As I have argued, these are anatopisms, and when used within the context of the strategy of 

assimilation, perpetuate the supposed eternity and universality of capital into places where 

capital is not. By doing this, economic thought assists in the expansion of capital, and as the 

entire planet has seen over the last century, capital, from its industrial development in Europe, 

now exists globally. Barber is not wrong when he claims that, ‘Europe does not colonise, it 

simply becomes universal by progressively rendering the globe in its own image’.29 By 

 
26  Marsden & Royal, 67. 
27  Barber, 264. 
28  Firth, 119, 120, 273, 274, 297. 
29  Barber, 235-236. 
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mythologising the origins and expansion of the capitalist mode of life, revising histories, and 

universalising capital, the strategy of assimilation by economic thought colonises non-

European modes of thought, and in the process, smooths over the antagonisms of colonisation 

in order for capital to expand. 

 

The Dual Strategies in Tandem 

While assimilation and non-recognition derive from distinct logics, both of these strategies 

operate together as part of the coloniality of economic thought and it is common to find a 

mixture of these strategies. In the previous chapter I discussed the Eurocentricity of Roll and 

the way in which it presumes that non-Europeans do not have their own thought, similar or 

equal to Europe’s economic thought. This implies the strategy of non-recognition, but there 

also appears the strategy of assimilation. In his history of economic thought, it appears as if 

capital has always existed in Europe, ready to be integrated into the capitalist mode of life. 

However, the strategy of non-recognition is more apparent in the thought of Roll because for 

him, civilisation only seems to occur where there is private property and market exchange, and 

civilisation also seems to be the only place where thought occurs. This is demonstrated by Roll 

excluding from consideration the entirety of uncivilised Europe as a possible origin of 

economic thought. 

 

Another figure that I have previously discussed is Firth, and his thought is another prime 

example of the mixture of the strategies of economic thought. Due to the exposure of economic 

thought to the white supremacy of Europe and the co-development of economic thought with 

capitalist production, it makes sense that this form of thought can serve as a vehicle for the 

logics of white supremacy and capital. This, fuelled by the inherent belief that science is 

epistemologically superior over all forms of knowledge, creates the perfect conditions for 
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coloniality and a will to assert itself over other forms of thought. As a mirror, reflecting in 

thought the material realities and dynamics of colonisation, the way that economic thought 

relates to other modes of thought should be understood as part of the larger process by which 

capitalism, through colonisation, subsumes other modes of life. 

 

Capital needs to accelerate its accumulation, requiring the expansion of capitalism, and in order 

for this to occur, a justification is needed. This justification needs to present the subsumption 

of other modes of life by capital as beneficial, necessary or inevitable, evoking the supremacy 

of Europe’s mode of life. Giving voice to this process of expansion, the dual strategies of 

economic thought provide a rationale. Economic thought’s dual strategies also produce an 

interesting contradiction, where in ‘Aotearoa New Zealand’, capital, private property and 

Māori as proto-capitalist subjects always have existed, proof that capitalism is not just a 

specific mode of life to Europe. But at the same time, Māori, due to their supposed innate 

primitivity, are not advanced enough on their own to achieve capitalist development and 

production proper, and so Europeans with their superior epistemology and technologies are 

required. 

 

By way of this contradiction, it seems that economic thought has perfected the science of 

colonisation. Economic thought sees what it wants to see, believes what it wants to believe, 

and in the process, proves itself right. This is because, economic thought holds capitalism’s 

schema, where anything that is not part of the capitalist mode of life, is a mere gap to be filled. 

As Barber explains: 

 

‘capitalism has operated as a self-fulfilling prophecy. As capitalism has globalised and 

“re-made the world in its own image”, it appears as if this was in fact the destined future 
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for all other cultures on earth. Any past of a culture is now seen in relation to its capitalist 

present. This lends an air of necessity to our present that was in fact a contingency shored-

up by theft and destruction on a global scale. Other possibilities, and other ways of living, 

have been violently subsumed into a capitalist present that has naturalised itself as the 

most advanced point on a single line of progress’.30 

 

A Thing Called the Economy 

Although economic thought’s dual strategies of non-recognition and assimilation are effective 

at colonising, the coloniality of economic thought is further complimented by its creation of 

the category of the economy. Here I am not claiming that economists or economic thinkers are 

responsible for the invention of resource extraction, production and exchange. Rather, I am 

claiming that they are responsible for a certain conceptualisation or thingification of these, 

collated together, called the economy. It almost seems common sense to presume that there is 

such thing as the economy, and to draw attention to this may seem bizarre. The presence of 

this idea that there is such a thing as the economy is almost inescapable, and this should be 

attributed to the power of economic thought’s ability to shape how we think about society, as 

well as its ability to shape the actual material reproduction of society. 

 

Throughout the relatively short life of the capitalist mode of life, economic thinkers have, and 

still do, exert a considerable influence over society. Economists, the most numerous and 

common economic thinkers, portray their ‘science’ as a descriptive or performative endeavour, 

utilised to understand the laws of motion of the economy, and successfully predict and model 

its changes and direction. But this obfuscates the fact that they are engaged in a performative 

endeavour, prescribing capitalist production and its social relations of private property and 

 
30  Barber, 261. 
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capitalist exploitation to the point where a graph detailing wealth inequality can become mere 

quantitative data, concerning only because it inhibits individual wealth accumulation, rather 

than it being a damning a critique of the economic system that produces such inequalities.31 

 

The performative endeavour of economic thought is made all too clear by Perelman’s book, 

The Invention of Capitalism: Classical Political Economy and the Secret History of Primitive 

Accumulation.32 As I discussed in chapter two, Roll claims that industrial capitalism was 

already established before political economy, and political economy was a theoretical response 

to the new economic conditions of industrial capitalist production.33 But Roll is incorrect here. 

In his book, Perelman shows that political economists were not writing in response to the 

emergence of a new mode of production, but instead had a significant role in the invention of 

capitalism 

 

 During the late eighteenth century, when Steuart and Smith, some of the earlier thinkers of 

political economy, were publishing their economic works, industrialisation had only just begun 

and this is reflected in their respective works. In An Inquiry into the Principles of Political 

Œconomy, Steuart is primarily concerned with forcing peasant farmers off their ancestral lands, 

and in The Wealth of Nations, Smith’s factory is more akin to a manufactory than an 

industrialised factory system.34 But in order for the industrialised factory system and the real 

 
31  Max Rashbrooke, Geoff Rashbrooke & Albert Chin, Wealth Inequality in New Zealand: An Analysis of 

the 2014-15 and 2017-18 Net Worth Modules in the Household Economic Survey, Working Paper 21/10, 
Wellington: Institute for Governance and Policy Studies, 2021. 
https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/1935430/WP-21-10-wealth-inequality-in-New-
Zealand.pdf. Last accessed 29/07/2021. 

32  Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism. 
33  Roll, 10. 
34  James Steuart, An Inquiry into the Principles of Political Œonomy: Being an Essay on the Science of 

Domestic Policy in Free Nations, London: A. Miller and T. Cadell, 1767. Perelman, 139-170. Smith, An 
Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. 
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subsumption of labour under capital to occur, the process of primitive accumulation must 

occur, separating peasant farmers from their land in order to establish their dependence on 

wage-labour. 

 

Although this process was occurring during the period when the classical political economists 

were producing their economic works, aside from Steuart, there was little to no mention of this 

process occurring under their noses within their works. But the classical political economists 

were not unaware of this, and as Perelman demonstrates, the private writings, letters and 

correspondences of these figures show that they were largely supportive of primitive 

accumulation as they recognised its necessity as a precondition for capitalist production.35 To 

admit this publicly however, would undermine the very ideological foundations of the 

discourse that these economic thinkers had created to explain the burgeoning capitalist 

economy; free and equal exchange between individuals, the ownership of capital being 

attributed to an individual’s industriousness, and capitalism as a self-reproducing system that 

does not require bloody expropriation to kick-start it. What this shows, then, is that the ideas 

of capitalist economy existed before capitalist production become widespread and 

industrialisation occurred. As economic thinkers, the classical political economists left an 

enduring impact as they essentially obscured the necessity of primitive accumulation for 

capitalist development, and through their economic thought, invented capitalism and its 

economic ideas that supported its internal logic of capital accumulation. 

 

While this may run the risk of attributing historical changes to changing ideas over changing 

material conditions, my point here is that economic thinkers have had a significant role in the 

material development of the capitalist mode of life, and, its continued reproduction, through 

 
35  Perelman, 139-170, 171-195, 196-228, 280-320, 321-351. 
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their economic thought. This is because economic thought begins from an idea, abstracted 

away from material realities and experiences to the point where it functions to uphold class 

relations of private property and the expansion of capital. Then through that idea, economic 

thought describes and maps it onto society, and in doing so, assists in the material production 

of this idea. Whether it be value, market exchange, or private property, the feedback loop 

initiated by economic thought mystifies and naturalises these economic ideas until they attain 

the appearance of commonly accepted ahistorical entities, independent of the social relations 

that constitute them. But while these economic ideas may appear to have an independent 

existence, the economy truly has become a thing in its own right. 

 

In chapter three of The Archaeology of Knowledge, Michel Foucault states that discourses 

produce objects.36 For Foucault, discourses are ‘practices that systematically form the objects 

of which they speak.’37 Although his focus is primarily upon medicine and carceral punishment, 

he holds that the discursive formation of objects is common to all discourses. However, the 

conditions that produce the formation of objects or the ‘surfaces of emergence are not the same 

for different societies, at different periods, and in different forms of discourse’.38 Speaking of 

psychiatry as an example of a discourse, Foucault states: 

 

‘In these fields of initial differentiation, in the distances, the discontinuities, and the 

thresholds that appear within it, psychiatric discourse finds a way of limiting its domain, 

of defining what it is talking about, of giving it the status of an object and therefore of 

making it manifest, nameable, and describable’.39 

 
36  Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, London: Routledge, 2002, 44-54. 
37  Ibid., 54. 
38  Ibid., 45. 
39  Ibid., 46. 
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Although he is discussing psychiatric discourse here, what is being said equally applies to 

economic discourse. Here a distinction and clarification needs to be made in regards to 

economic discourse. Despite my usage of the expression, economic thought, economic 

discourse could also be used as an equivalent expression as they both entail a distinct way of 

thinking and an ongoing conversation centred on a certain form of knowledge. But as I am 

focusing on differing modes of thought between different modes of life, economic thought is 

more appropriate than economic discourse. Another reason is that economic thought allows for 

more distinction between political economy and economics as discourses. 

 

As an approach, economic thought looks for threads of continuity while recognising that its 

thought is not contained in a single discipline or discourse. Political economy and economics 

share whakapapa and a continuity of economic thought, as economics has retained concepts 

and ideas developed by political economy and a commitment to capitalist production. 

However, each discourse has produced their own discursive objects and distinguishing 

discursive practices, with examples of economics being the development of mathematical 

modelling and its self-positioning as a science. Just as discourses develop new methods, 

knowledges, and practices, so too do they produce new objects. As Foucault expresses, ‘It 

would be quite wrong to see discourse as a place where previously established objects are laid 

one after another like words on a page’.40 As part of their invention of capitalism, some of the 

discursive objects of political economy were value and abstract labour. For economics, the 

predominant discourse of economic thought proceeding political economy, the fundamental 

object formation has been that of the economy. This has occurred due to the authority of 

economists. Foucault states that: 

 

 
40  Ibid., 47. 
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‘in the nineteenth century, medicine as an institution possessing its own rules, as a group 

of individuals constituting the medical profession, as a body of knowledge and practice, 

as an authority recognized by public opinion, the law, and government) became the major 

authority in society that delimited, designated, named, and established madness as an 

object’.41 

 

Similarly, because society recognises their authority, economists have established the economy 

as an object. This authority given to economists is due to their relation to the capitalist mode 

of life; capitalist production and social relations require economic thought’s justification and 

explanation for their continued reproduction. As the authority of economists exists in relation 

to the capitalist class and the state and their power within society, so too does the economy as 

an object of economics. Foucault explains that objects: 

 

‘exist under the positive conditions of a complex group of relations. These relations are 

established between institutions, economic and social processes, behavioural patterns, 

systems of norms, techniques, types of classification, modes of characterization; and 

these relations are not present in the object; it is not they that are deployed when the 

object is being analysed; they do not indicate the web, the immanent rationality, that ideal 

nervure that reappears totally or in part when one conceives of the object in the truth of 

its concept. They do not define its internal constitution, but what enables it to appear, to 

juxtapose itself with other objects, to situate itself in relation to them, to define its 

difference, its irreducibility, and even perhaps its heterogeneity, in short, to be placed in 

a field of exteriority’.42 

 
41  Ibid., 46. 
42  Ibid, 49. 
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Applied to economics and the economy, what this means is that through its complex group of 

relations, economics delineates what counts as economic, and what does not. By distinguishing 

the economy from other spheres of human activity, economists and their economic thought can 

regulate and preserve what they consider to be the economy. Also, due to economic thought’s 

relation to the capitalist mode of life, economics as a discourse cannot define the internal 

constitution of capitalist production, only the appearance of capital as market exchange. For 

economics to define the internal constitution of capitalist production, it would have to recognise 

that what distinguishes capitalism is not its means of exchange (markets), but its historically 

contingent form of production that is premised upon an exploitative relation, wage-labour. This 

has led economic thinkers to refer to the market in place of the economy because for economic 

thinkers, the idea of a market is much more comfortable than that of an exploitative capitalist 

factory with its horrendous labour conditions. With this usage, the economy and the market are 

synonymously forms of appearance of capitalism. For economic thought they both mean 

capitalism. 

 

But for economic thought to equate markets with the capitalist mode of life, some historical 

and anthropological revision is required. Markets have always existed and are not specific to 

any mode of life or epoch. Just as production is a condition of human existence, so is trade and 

market exchange. But this does not mean that trade and market exchange have the same 

character across modes of life. Just as modes of production vary with their modes of life, so 

too does exchange in its particular forms. For example, market exchange within the capitalist 

mode of life is characterised by anonymity and equivalence. To exchange or trade on a 

capitalist market, who is exchanging does not matter. To buy or sell, one only needs to own 

money and, or, commodities. 
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In regards to the equivalence of capitalist markets, when two commodities are exchanged, 

whether they be material goods, money, or a service, they are exchanged on the basis that they 

have an equivalent value. While the respective prices of these commodities may vary, it is 

ultimately value that regulates the exchangeability of commodities, because value, or exchange 

value, is simply a relative ratio that expresses the quantitative amount of labour-time socially 

necessary to produce commodities, and when commodities are exchanged, they express their 

value in each other.43 But while this relation of value is required for this form of exchange, no 

prior or ongoing relationship is required between buyer and seller (with the exception of both 

existing under a state to uphold private property laws). After this distinct market transaction is 

completed, both parties leave with no ongoing relationship; the exchange is full and final. 

 

This capitalist form of market exchange is very different from market exchange in te Ao Māori, 

especially prior to the arrival of Europeans. Throughout Aotearoa’s history, there have been 

extensive trade networks over Te Ika a Māui and Te Waipounamu. Pounamu, obsidian, basalt, 

and other tradable items were exchanged throughout the motu prior to colonisation. But unlike 

capitalist exchange, exchange in Aotearoa was underpinned by whakawhanaungatanga, the 

establishing of relations. The trading of commodities was part of a social process that 

connected hapū, establishing new relationships and solidifying pre-existing ones. This form of 

exchange not only served the purpose to acquire certain resources, goods, and commodities, 

but to connect people through the establishment of ongoing reciprocal relations.44 This 

reciprocity was guided by the principle of utu, a means by which to ensure balance and 

 
43  Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels, ‘Value, Price and Profit’ in Marx Engels Collected Works, vol. 20, 

London: Lawrence & Wishart, 2010. Karl Marx, A Critique of Political Economy, volume 3, David 
Fernbach trans., London: Penguin, 1991, 200-238, 254-272, 273-301. Marx, Capital, volume 1, 126-177. 

44  Easton, 57. Matthew Rout & John Reid, The Current Historic and Current Pounamu and Tītī Tribal 
Economies, Ngāi Tahu Research Centre, 8-10. https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/ntrc/research/ntrc-
contemporary-research-division/contemporary-research-division-publications/The-historic-and-
contemporary-pounamu-and-titi-economies.pdf. Last accessed 16/10/2021. 
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harmony between groups and individuals through reciprocal actions. When utu and 

whakawhanaungatanga are considered in the context of markets in te Ao Māori, the contrast 

between markets of Aotearoa and the market of capitalism are striking. 

 

However, economic thought cannot concede this. To admit so, would be a recognition that 

capitalism is not defined by its appearance – the market economy – but by its inner workings, 

capitalism’s unique class relations and accumulation process of capitalist exploitation under 

wage-labour. This why economic thought does not recognise the existence of non-capitalist 

markets, they provide examples that markets can be structured in a non-capitalist way, and 

underpinned by social principles other than that of wealth accumulation. 

 

An evident example of denying the existence of non-capitalist markets can be found in Not in 

Narrow Seas, where Easton contrasts two chapters by titling them, ‘Māori Before the Market’ 

and ‘Māori Meet the Market’.45 Easton argues that markets were non-existent in Aotearoa prior 

to the arrival of Europeans because he claims that prices did not exist, and because early 

exchange between Māori and Europeans, and through implication, pre-European exchange in 

Aotearoa was ‘quite unlike the equilibrium market transactions of economic theory’.46 While 

also betraying an ignorance of the dynamic fluctuations of market prices and his commitment 

to anatopistically applying economic theory, Easton is incorrect. At their basic level, prices 

function to indicate the quantity, and, or quality of what is expected in return for exchanged 

items or services. There is no doubt that this existed in te Ao Māori.47 

 

 
45  Easton, 50-61, 62-70. 
46  Ibid., 50, 62. 
47  Ibid., 56-58. Rout & Reid, 12-13. 
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This indicates that for Easton, prices can only exist within the context of a capitalist market. 

Considering that the arrival of the market sets the stage for the introduction of the Pākehā 

economy, it becomes clear that for Easton, the market, means capitalism, however reluctant 

Easton may be to admit this. This is why Easton uses the singular expression, the market, as 

opposed to the plural, markets. By portraying capitalism as, the market, Easton can obscure the 

colonisation of te Ao Māori by framing the arrival of the market as primarily a change in means 

of exchange, and to a much lesser degree, a reconfiguration of production and a way of life. 

Despite this, Easton is aware of some of the changes brought on by the arrival of the market, 

but due the coloniality of Easton’s economic thought, the improved productivity and market 

exchange of the capitalist mode of life could only be beneficial: ‘The benefits were in opening 

up a different way of life, or what economic philosopher Amartya Sen calls “capabilities”’.48 

 

Easton is correct that the market, or its synonym, the economy, arrived in Aotearoa with 

Europeans. There was no such thing as the economy or the market in Aotearoa before 

colonisation, the economy did not exist in te Ao Māori. There was no distinct sphere of human 

activity designated as the economy, and neither was there a thing called the market. Instead, 

there existed a set of relationality, connecting humans with te taiao and with each other, with 

an understanding that production and exchange affected all parties involved. While respect and 

deference for atua and tūpuna, as well as adherence to tikanga Māori and local kawa regulated 

production and exchange, there was no mediation through an abstract thing called the economy. 

In regards to these activities, whakaaro Māori holds a realistic view of the material world and 

places these activities as instrumental to human and ecological wellbeing, as opposed to 

subjecting them to the rationale or will of an abstract thing. 

 

 
48  Easton, 70. 
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In Can the Market Speak? Jones discusses the way in which the market has been thingified and 

attributed subjectivity, having wants and desires.49 He claims: 

 

‘The market has become a reality unto itself, at the same time that human bodies and the 

very existence of the material world have become increasingly incidental when faced 

with the market. This is the sense in which the market today “is” a “thing”, and a thing 

of utmost importance’.50 

 

Although Jones speaks of the market, his claim equally applies to the economy, as I have 

argued. It is of utmost importance because it is a product of economic thought and its attempt 

to transform the material reality of society through this. 

 

But while the production of the economy as an object is a result of discursive object formation, 

it is also a result of what Césaire calls thingification. In his discourse, Césaire bluntly claims 

that colonisation equals thingification.51 By this, he means that colonisation renders colonised 

subjects into things, to be dominated by colonial rule and capitalist exploitation. As Césaire 

shows, under ‘relations of domination and submission’, colonisation turns ‘the indigenous man 

into an instrument of production’.52 But although colonists dehumanise Indigenous peoples, 

colonisation also has a boomerang affect that dehumanises the coloniser in the process.53 It is 

this boomerang effect of colonisation, that it also responsible for the thingification of the 

economy. European thought has a longstanding tradition of thingifying non-European and 

 
49  Campbell Jones, Can the Market Speak?, Winchester: Zero Books, 2013. 
50  Ibid., 5. 
51  Césaire, 42. 
52  Ibid. 
53  Ibid., 41. 
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Indigenous peoples, their cultures, traditions, spiritualities, and ways of being, and turning 

them into things or objects to be studied, an example of this that I have discussed being Firth’s 

Primitive Economics of the New Zealand Maori. 

 

As economic thought directs its thingifying gaze towards Indigenous modes of production and 

exchange, rendering their plurality of worlds and particularities into singular, cohesive things, 

economic thought does the same to its economy. The difference though, is that while the 

thingification of non-European economies denigrates them and places them as inferior, the 

thingification of the economy of Europe is raised in its superiority. The commonality though, 

shared by both, is that the working class of Europe and Indigenous peoples are both subjected 

to the capitalist ideations of economic thought. It is this process that links capitalism and 

colonialism, and shows that capitalism colonises. To situate this within the context of colonial 

New Zealand, a discussion of what happened when economic thought turned its attention to 

Aotearoa and when the economy arrived in Aotearoa is required. 

 

The Economy Arrives in Aotearoa 

The colonisation of Aotearoa and the subsequent creation of New Zealand provides a useful 

example to show the extent to which economic thought will go to manifest its ideas and assist 

the process by which capitalism subsumes other modes of life. The arrival of the economy in 

Aotearoa provides a useful approach to analyse this as it takes economic thought up on its own 

terms. By doing so, it touches upon both the arrival of the capitalist mode of life to Aotearoa 

and economic thought’s involvement in this. Although there are many examples in the history 

of Aotearoa of economic thought fulfilling its desire to colonise, arguably, the most significant 

example is that of Edward Gibbon Wakefield and the New Zealand Company. 
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Born in 1796 in England, Wakefield was an important economic thinker in the canon of 

political economy and ‘was the New Zealand Company’s prime architect’, whose theory of 

colonisation, presented in, A View of the Art of Colonization, served as the guiding principles 

and economic strategy of the New Zealand Company.54 As Cumming explains, ‘For the 

nineteenth century political economists such as Mill, Bentham and Wakefield who were 

proponents of colonisation, the acquisition of new land was of central concern’.55 For these 

thinkers, colonisation was an economic endeavour and they ‘framed colonisation in economic 

terms and considered colonisation to be an investment’.56 

 

As an economic thinker, Wakefield also accompanied the likes of Steuart, because like him, 

Wakefield openly revealed capitalism’s secret of primitive accumulation.57 Specifically, in his 

theory of colonisation Wakefield recognised that the importation to colonies of money capital 

and the instruments of capitalist production alone are not sufficient to establish the capitalist 

mode of life. The key ingredient, recognised by Wakefield, is the importation of capitalist 

social relations, specifically the capital-relation, and Marx identifies this in volume one of 

Capital.58 If people have the means to sustain themselves, it is unnecessary for them to sell 

their labour in order to secure their sustenance as their labour already provides their sustenance. 

In order for the capital-relation to occur, there needs to be the compulsion to enter into wage-

labour due to a lack of ownership of the means of production. As Barber claims: 

 

 
54  Barber, ‘In Wakefield’s Laboratory’, 233. Edward Gibbon Wakefield, A View of the Art of Colonization 

with Present Reference to the British Empire: In Letters Between a Statesman and a Colonist, London: 
J.W. Parker, 1849. 

55  Catherine Cumming, The Financial Colonisation of Aotearoa, Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland: Economic 
Social Research Aotearoa, forthcoming, 11-12. 

56  Ibid., 12-13. 
57  Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism. 
58  Marx, 932-933. 
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‘Wakefield’s dream is not so much for a new land or homeland, but an expanded field 

for the play of the capital-relation. His insight that the processes of settlement themselves 

must be structured to provide adequate lodgings for capital, and his influence in ensuring 

this was the case, make Wakefield the absentee founding father of New Zealand – its 

most lucid dreamer because of the unclouded economic drive of his dream’.59 

 

It was this drive of Wakefield’s economic thought that compelled his vision of the colonisation 

of Aotearoa that ‘proposed the configuration of land in accordance with the existing property 

and class relations of the home country’.60 To achieve this, the New Zealand Company 

supposedly bought land and then sold land orders – future claims to titles of land to speculative 

capitalists who were expected to emigrate with their capital. The issue, however, with the 

Company buying land off Māori, was that it was never sold. For tangata whenua, payment only 

secured the usage of land. This is because the concept of commodifying land and alienating 

people from it was unthinkable. As I will discuss later in the thesis, a wholly different 

conception of land exists in te Ao Māori from that of land under the capitalist mode of life. The 

other issue is that when the land orders were sold, they were non-existent because the Company 

had not yet secured such titles. The Company assumed that it would swiftly and easily acquire 

titles to the land that it sought, but in reality this proved much more difficult. The profits made 

from the land orders were then partially reinvested to pay the emigration costs to import settler 

labour. Upon arrival, labourers would then have to enter the labour market in order to pay rents 

in the short term with the expectation to be able to afford to buy land in the long term, thus 

 
59  Barber, 236. 
60  Ibid., 235. 
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establishing the capital-relation and the means to fund further settlement.61 As Cumming 

explains: 

 

‘The supply of labour to the colony would be regulated by the amount of land sold; for 

every labourer who “retired” to the land would effectively finance his own replacement 

from England. On the basis of this system, not only were settler-labourers tethered to the 

wage relation for a determinate period of time, but their population as workers 

reproduced itself’.62 

 

The rampant speculation that would lead to absenteeism – investors buying land-orders without 

the intention to immigrate with their capital, expecting their investments to appreciate – which 

the Company encouraged at first, would later lead to the Company’s financial collapse and 

bailout by the New Zealand Government. But aside from a financial logic underpinning these 

events, the economic thought of Wakefield and the Company was also underpinned by a 

combination of white supremacy flavoured with the fanciful abstraction of capital. 

 

‘With the company’s own agents yet to arrive in Aotearoa, this absentee speculation was 

predicated not on any sound knowledge of the country, but on an abstract idea of an 

egalitarian agrarian paradise, in which land was free for the taking, an idea promoted in 

the New Zealand Company’s propaganda and by its backers in the press’.63 

 

 
61  Ibid., 234-235. 
62  Cumming, 23. 
63  Ibid., 42. 
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This demonstrates the strategy of non-recognition at work. For Wakefield, the New Zealand 

Company and its investors, the idea that Māori may not want to sell their land did not even 

occur to them. The presumption that the land would ultimately come to be owned by 

Europeans, shows that their economic thought did not recognise the tino rangatiratanga of 

tangata whenua, let alone their unique organisation of production, resource extraction, labour, 

and exchange, according to mātauranga Māori. This is because, as Cumming explains, the 

Company’s land orders were based off the system of private property of the capitalist mode of 

life: 

 

‘The entitlement that underwrote the New Zealand Company’s land orders was informed 

by the concept of terra nullius, which permeated political-economic discourse on the 

colonies at the time. While variously understood as a legal doctrine, policy, or principle, 

terra nullius figures broadly here as a concept that is both premised upon, and is the 

means of, legitimising a particular system of property’.64 

 

But as well as the strategy of non-recognition, the strategy of assimilation also played a role. 

The New Zealand Company did not simply plan for tangata whenua to be subject to genocide, 

they would be given the great opportunity to become civilised and assimilate into the capitalist 

mode of life. To achieve this, ‘One-tenth of the sections allocated by lot were to be set aside as 

inalienable “native reserves” that would be “held in trust” by the company “for the future 

benefit of the chief families of the tribe”’.65 This scheme, ‘would allow Māori rangatira to join 

the European class of landed gentry, while the remainder of Māori would be compelled to sell 

 
64  Ibid., 37. See also Catherine Cumming, ‘How Finance Colonised Aotearoa’, Counterfutures vol. 7 

(2019): 40-72: pp. 52-53. 
65  Ibid., 44. New Zealand Company, Instructions from the New Zealand Land Company to Colonel 

Wakefield, Principle Agent of the Company, London: J.W. Parker, 1839, 10. 
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their labour alongside the Pākehā proletariat’.66 It was this, Wakefield argued and convinced 

his critics, that proved that his systematic colonisation was a benefit to Māori.67 

 

As is glaringly obvious, Māori did not benefit from colonisation. Unfortunately for Ngāi Tahu 

in particular, their lands were, ‘in the words of a Ngāi Tahu land claim, “the laboratory for 

Wakefield’s experiments in colonisation”’.68 However, these experiments went beyond Te Wai 

Pounamu and included Te Ika a Māui. But these experiments were soon no longer experiments. 

Instead they set the course for the further colonisation of Aotearoa. As Cumming shows: 

 

‘The role of the New Zealand Company in the settler colonisation of Aotearoa went 

beyond its own actions. From 1840, the colonial administration was directly influenced 

by the method of colonisation theorised by Edward Gibbon Wakefield, pursuing an 

expansive land purchasing “system” on the principle of “buying cheap to sell dear”. With 

rights of pre-emption over land sales secured in the Treaty of Waitangi, the 

administration was well positioned to implement the systematic colonisation of New 

Zealand on a grand scale’.69  

 

Even though the New Zealand Company was short-lived and was eventually bailed out by the 

New Zealand state, its actions set in motion a certain process of colonisation that originated 

with economic thought of Wakefield. As Barber claims, ‘While the fortunes of the company 

would fluctuate with the various governors and governments, the colonisation of Aotearoa New 

 
66  Barber, 236. 
67  Ibid. 
68  Ibid. Waitangi Tribunal, Ngai Tahu Land Report, WAI 27, Wellington: Ministry of Justice, 1991, 260. 
69  Cumming, 78. 
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Zealand would remain fundamentally “Wakefieldian” in character as the Crown became 

committed to the company’s scheme of systematic colonisation’.70 

 

With the example of Wakefield and the New Zealand Company, it is evident that the 

colonisation of Aotearoa existed as an idea before it was a material actuality. In this example, 

the economy (or ‘English society’ as Wakefield conceived it) was created in England by the 

economic thought of Wakefield, and then was transplanted to Aotearoa through deceit and 

enforced with settler violence. Here, I am not attributing the creation of the economy to 

Wakefield and England. My point is that Wakefield, situated in England, had certain economic 

ideas of organising society and chose to implement them on the other side of the globe. 

 

Just as economic thought invented capitalism and assisted in the transition from feudalism to 

the capitalist mode of life, so too did economic thought invent capitalism in Aotearoa. This 

was done with little regard for tangata whenua as Aotearoa was subject to the white supremacist 

notion of terra nullius and the abstract property relations of capital. With this example, the 

coloniality of economic thought and its culpability in the colonisation of Aotearoa is truly 

demonstrated. 

 

Conclusion 

As I have argued, coloniality is deeply embedded in economic thought. This is because 

economic thought functions as part of a mode of life that is driven by an internal logic to expand 

and replace other modes of life with its own. As Barber explains, ‘In the first instance, 

capitalism seeks parasitic relationship with existing forms of the production of life. In the 

second, it seeks to reconfigure those processes from the ground up in accordance with its own 

 
70  Barber, 237. 
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blueprint’.71 As part of this process, economic thought engages in the dual strategies of non-

recognition and assimilation to deny that there are other modes of thought, or modes of thought 

of an equal footing, than its own, which are integral to the reproduction of alternative, non-

capitalist modes of life. 

 

As well as this, economic thought recasts other modes of life on a trajectory towards capitalism 

either due to their supposed inherent proto-capitalist subjects or economic forms of exchange 

or ownership of property. As economic thought has developed its discourses of political 

economy and economics, it has produced a thing resembling the form of appearance of the 

mode of production from which its thought stems, reflecting capital’s desire for accumulation. 

This thing is called the economy and is also known as the market. By designating a distinct 

sphere called the economy, economic thought presumes authority and expertise over this 

sphere, recognised throughout the many levels of society. 

 

But although this sphere appears concrete, it is ideological. As Jones claims of the market that 

I claim equates to the economy, ‘Scrutiny of the idea of the market will reveal that behind the 

category “the market” lies abstraction upon abstraction’.72 Then through the supposedly 

neutral, scientific façade of describing the economy, economic thought prescribes its ideas. 

This has constituted ‘real historical processes, central amongst which is the rise of the market, 

have created an array of abstractions and have transformed the nature of what is’.73 Through 

the colonial efforts of economic thought, it has breathed life into its abstractions, making them 

into concrete material realities. This first occurred in Europe with the invention of capitalism, 

 
71  Barber, Geometries of Life, 134. 
72  Jones, 2. 
73  Ibid., 5. 
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and then through colonisation, was repeated throughout the world. This places the colonisation 

of Aotearoa within a wider process of the expansion of a mode of life that now dominates the 

planet. Although describing the colonial situation of Aotearoa, the following quote of 

Cumming’s could equally apply to most instances of settler colonialism: 

 

‘It is worth recalling, therefore, that the colonisation of Aotearoa was motivated by the 

insatiable expansion of capital, which, according to Wakefield and his supporters, 

required new and distant fields for its valorisation. This expansion necessitated the 

denial, devaluing, and erasure of indigenous peoples’ tenure in order to construe their 

lands as empty, unutilised, and awaiting the labour and capital of the “industrious” 

European. The task of colonisation was to render indigenous lands value-producing for 

capital, which could only be achieved through their enclosure and the abolition of 

existing tenure’.74 

 

With this mind, one should be wary of economic thought and its relationship to capital. As 

Jones points out, ‘The expression “the market” is a euphemism, a polite way of saying things. 

But “the market” translates as the interests of specific participants within the circuit of the 

accumulation of capital’.75 To speak of the economy or the market, is to speak of capitalism 

and its desire to erase through the strategy of non-recognition, or rework through the strategy 

of assimilation, Indigenous and non-European modes of life, including their thought. Not only 

are economic thinkers dangerous, but so are their ideas. 

 
74  Cumming, 39. 
75  Jones, 54. 
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4. Te Uri o Hikihiki Case Study 

As a microcosm of the colonial entanglement of te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā, I have selected 

a case study to illustrate the ways in which economic thought seeks to colonise and reconfigure 

Māori thought and social structures in its own image. This case study also demonstrates that 

the decolonial, non-capitalist thought of mātauranga Māori is alive and well, and currently 

engaged in struggle to re-establish decolonial ways of being and relating to the earth that are 

not premised on hierarchy, domination, exploitation and expropriation. Significant to this has 

been the creation of iwi corporations, nothing unique within post-Treaty settlement te Ao 

Māori. However, the counter-current that I will discuss in this chapter, demonstrates that there 

exists thought within this case study that is not restrained by economic thought and is instead 

grounded in mātauranga Māori, ever looking forwards and backwards. The mātauranga Māori 

of this case study is significant because it functions as part of the wider ecology of Indigenous 

modes of thought and knowledges used to protect global biodiversity. Indigenous peoples are 

the most important kaitiaki of the planet fighting against climate change and ecocide, and the 

contradiction between mātauranga Māori and economic thought within this case study is part 

of this broader struggle. 

 

The case study that I have chosen to focus on is the attempt of Te Uri o Hikihiki, a hapū of the 

iwi, Ngātiwai, to assert their tino rangatiratanga and mana motuhake over their rohe moana, to 

ban damaging fishing methods such as bottom trawling and purse seining, and to establish a 

rāhui tapu over the marine area at Mimiwhangata. In the following sections I will discuss 

details of the case study, its back story and the antagonism between the coloniality of the 

economic thought of the Ngātiwai Trust Board and the decoloniality of the mātauranga Māori 

of Te Uri o Hikihiki. 
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Ngātiwai and the Moana 

Ngātiwai claims direct descent from the eponymous tūpuna, Manaia I, his descendant Manaia 

II and his people of Ngāti Manaia.1 The rohe of Ngātiwai extends from Rākaumangamanga 

(Cape Brett) in the north, to Matakanakana (Matakana River) in the south, with mana whenua 

and mana moana extending to: 

 

‘Motukōkako off Te Rāwhiti, Rimuriki off Mimiwhāngata, to Tawhiti-rahi and Aorangi 

(The Poor Knights), High Peak Rocks, Sugar Loaf Rocks, the Marotiri Islands and 

Tāranga (The Hen and Chickens Group), Tūturu (Sail Rock), Pokohinu and Motukino 

(The Mokohīnau Islands), Te Hauturu o Toi (Little Barrier), Aotea (Great Barrier), Te 

Kawautūmaro-o-Toi (Kawau Island) and Te Mau Tohorā-o-Manaia (Motuora Island)’.2 

 

 
1  Ngātiwai Trust Board, Ngātiwai Trust Board Deed of Mandate, July 8, 2014. 

https://www.govt.nz/assets/Documents/OTS/Ngatiwai/Ngatiwai-Trust-Board-Deed-of-Mandate-27-May-
2016.pdf, 7. Last accessed 16/09/2020. 

2  Ibid., 8. Last accessed 16/09/2020. 
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As is captured in the name, Ngātiwai – literally meaning, people of the sea – entails a deep 

sense of identity, connection and belonging with the moana. This is captured in the Ngātiwai 

whakataukī, Ngātiwai ka tū ki uta, Ngātiwai ka noho ki te moana; Ngātiwai stands on the shore, 

but Ngātiwai lives on the sea.3 Foregrounding this interdependence, Hetaraka explains that: 

 

‘Te Uri o Hikihiki and Ngātiwai are the protectors of the incoming and outgoing tides, 

where the incoming tide represents unborn children still to come and the outgoing tides 

represents older people ready to pass onto the next world’.4 

 

This demonstrates Ngātiwai’s understanding of the rhythmic cycles of intergenerationality 

through the rhythmic cycles of the moana, denoting an absence of the separation between 

human and nonhuman, and instead a geomentality arising from these rhythms and patterns.5 

This makes clear that for Ngātiwai, the sea is not just a body of water containing resources to 

be harvested and extracted. Ngātiwai is the sea, and the sea is Ngātiwai. 

 

Having established the importance of the sea for Ngātiwai, and how it constitutes their identity 

and what it means to be Ngātiwai, I will now discuss the successive laws passed by the Crown 

that have affected and continually affect relations with the sea for Māori, in particular their 

mana moana and ability to sustainably harvest kai moana. Following this, I will discuss the 

economic thought of the Ngātiwai Trust Board and the Crown’s involvement in the 

establishment of the Trust Board and its involvement in the case study. In the next section I 

 
3  Carmen Hetaraka, ‘Evidence of Kaumatua Carmen Hetaraka for Environment Court July 2020’, Draft, 

July 23, 2020, s 41. 
4  Ibid., s 42. 
5  Barber, ‘Māori Mārx’, 67. Barber’s use of the term ‘geomentality’ comes from Hong-Key Yoon, ‘On 

Geomentality’, GeoJournal vol. 25, no. 4 (1991): 387–92. 
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will then discuss the mātauranga Māori of Te Uri o Hikihiki and how it is in conflict with the 

economic thought of the Trust Board. 

 

The wider erosion of customary fisheries rights for Māori has affected Ngātiwai among other 

iwi and is of particular importance to Ngātiwai that provides necessary context for this case. 

Te Tiriti o Waitangi and the Treaty of Waitangi are the first documents signed on behalf of the 

Crown that concern Māori fisheries. Te Tiriti o Waitangi guarantees Māori tino rangatiratanga 

over their taonga,6 and for Māori this includes fisheries. In the Treaty of Waitangi, Māori are 

guaranteed, ‘full exclusive and undisturbed possession of their lands, estates, forests and other 

properties which they may collectively or individually possess so long as it is their wish and 

desire to retain the same in their possession’.7 

 

It is important to note here that Te Tiriti o Waitangi and the Treaty of Waitangi are two distinct 

documents with Te Tiriti being the only document that has mana and constitutional relevance, 

as it was the document signed and agreed to by the rangatira.8 The reason why I quote the 

Treaty is to show that even according to this document, Māori are guaranteed mana whenua 

and mana moana within their rohe. 

 

The first piece of legislation passed by the Crown concerning Māori fisheries was the Fish 

Protection Act 1877.9 While this act stated that it would not repeal, alter, or affect any of the 

provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi, or take away, annul, or abridge any of the customary 

 
6  Te Tiriti o Waitangi, 1840, art. 2. 
7  Treaty of Waitangi, 1840, art. 2. 
8  Margaret Mutu, ‘Constitutional Intentions: The Treaty of Waitangi Texts’ in Weeping Waters: The 

Treaty of Waitangi and Constitutional Change, Malcolm Mulholland and Veronica Tawhai eds, 
Wellington: Huia Publishers, 2010. 

9  Fish Protection Act 1877. 
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rights of Māori over fisheries, the contents of the Act contradicted this.10 As Anne-Marie 

Jackson has shown, this allowed, ‘for the public exploitation of fisheries’.11 While Jackson uses 

the terms, public and exploitation, these should be understood as, Pākehā and expropriation, or 

as part of the process that Marx calls ‘so-called primitive accumulation’.12 This is because this 

Act began the process of conscripting marine resources into capital’s circuits of accumulation. 

The fact this Act was passed and then enforced by the Crown shows that it was Pākehā, not 

Māori that began subsuming the fisheries of Aotearoa into the capitalist mode of life. 

 

Although this Act does not directly convert the sea or its resources into private property, or 

divorce Māori from the sea as a means of subsistence, the contents of the Act establish the legal 

framework for Pākehā capitalist marine resource extraction that overrides Māori tino 

rangatiratanga and mana moana – relational expressions of being that emerge from te Ao 

Māori, not premised on one-sided resource extraction, but instead a reciprocal metabolic 

relationship with Papatūānuku and Tangaroa. This act functions as part of the colonial 

expropriation of Aotearoa’s marine resources because it assists in the severing of the umbilical 

cord of this metabolic relationship with the moana and in doing so, contributes to the expansion 

of capitalist production and te Ao Pākehā. 

 

In 1894, the Fish Protection Act 1877 was repealed by the Sea-fisheries Act 1894, removing 

the protections of section 8 of the Fish Protection Act 1877.13 The following Sea-fisheries 

Amendment Act 1903 included similar protections to those of section 8 of the 1877 Act, but 

 
10  Ibid., s 8. 
11  Anne-Marie Jackson, ‘Erosion of Māori Fishing Rights in Customary Fisheries Management’, Waikato 

Law Review vol. 6, no. 21 (2013): 59-75, pp. 63. 
12  Marx, 873-940. 
13  Sea-fisheries Act 1894. 
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contained no reference to Te Tiriti or the Treaty. In 1908, previous legislation concerning 

fisheries were consolidated with the Fisheries Act 1908 by legislating sea fisheries and fresh 

water fisheries in Part 1 and Part 2 of the Act respectively.14 This Act was an important piece 

of legislation for the commercial fishing industry and the functioning of capital during most of 

the twentieth century in Aotearoa as, ‘The Act established an administrative and statutory 

framework that remained in place until 1983’.15 The Fisheries Act 1983 repealed the 1908 Act 

and aimed to, ‘consolidate and reform the law relating to the management and conservation of 

fisheries and fishery resources within New Zealand and New Zealand fisheries waters’.16 The 

Act was introduced due to concerns over declining fish stocks caused by Pākehā commercial 

over-fishing.17 Although the Act amended, ‘any existing Māori fishing rights’ to ‘any Māori 

fishing rights’, the Act still did not explicitly reference Te Tiriti or the Treaty.18 

 

In 1986, the Crown legislated the Fisheries Amendment Act 1986 which established the 

fisheries Quota Management System.19 The significance of this is that the Quota Management 

System converted ‘customary fishing rights into fishing quotas’ that, ‘renders a usufructuary 

right as a commodity, making it amenable to market exchange’.20 While previous fisheries acts 

failed to convert fisheries into private property, this Act succeeded, and in doing so, 

consolidated capital’s expropriation of the moana and conscription into capital’s circuits of 

accumulation. The Crown’s claim to property rights over fisheries and the allocation of fishing 

quota by the Act precipitated a dispute between the Crown and Māori as this breached Te Tiriti 

 
14  Fisheries Act 1908. 
15  Jackson, 63. 
16  Fisheries Act 1983. 
17  Jackson, 64. 
18  Fisheries Act 1983, s 88(2). 
19  Fisheries Amendment Act 1986. 
20  Barber, Geometries of Life, 196. 
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and Treaty rights of Māori over fisheries, and effectively implied that the Crown had the sole 

right to govern, manage and distribute fishing quota. 

 

When the Crown settled disputes over fisheries with Māori in 1992, the Crown passed the 

Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992, commonly referred to as the 

‘Sealord Deal’.21 As Tau states, ‘the outcome of this Act was that in 1992 Māori received a 

50% share in Sealord Products, which at that time was New Zealand’s largest fishing 

company’.22 In order for Māori to accept and manage fishing quota, and to distribute profits 

from the quota back to Māori, an iwi charitable trust was required to be established under the 

Charitable Trusts Act 1957, alongside a holding company to manage the commercial fisheries 

quota, managed by the trust.23 

 

What is crucial here, is that in order for Māori to receive Treaty fisheries settlements from the 

Crown, Māori were forced to adopt the corporate organisational structure of the charitable trust. 

Instead of settlement occurring under Māori terms, allowing for Māori to integrate fisheries 

settlement into traditional hapū structures and organisation in accordance with tikanga, local 

kawa and kaupapa Māori, this settlement further reorganised te Ao Māori in the image of te 

Ao Pākehā, and provided yet another entry for capitalist production into te Ao Māori. The 

Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992 was a double-edged sword for 

Māori. Profits have become an important source of revenue for many iwi, however, this has 

come at the cost of traditional organisational structures and of the health of the marine 

 
21  Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992. 
22  Te Maire Tau, ‘Neo-Liberal Settlements From Adam Smith to Treaty Settlements’, New Zealand Journal 

of History vol. 49, no. 1 (2015): 126-144, pp. 135. 
23  Charitable Trusts Act 1957. 
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environment. To forego profits from fisheries quota means less resources to fund health, 

education and housing programmes for many iwi. 

 

Origins of the Ngātiwai Trust Board and Te Au o Morunga’s Response 

From discussing the successive laws legislated by the Crown over fisheries and its effect on 

Māori, as well as the introduction of the Quota Management System and the Treaty of Waitangi 

(Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992, the focus will now return to Ngātiwai. The genesis of 

the legal entity of Ngātiwai was the Whangaruru Ngātiwai Trust Board registered in 1966. In 

1987, the Whangaruru Ngātiwai Trust Board filed an amendment of trust that changed its name 

to the Ngātiwai Trust Board and established that trustees were to be elected at an annual general 

meeting and must reside or own land in the area that they represent.24 In 1994, the rules of Trust 

Board were changed to give precedence to trust board nominees from marae over nominees 

from whānau or hapū.25 While it is unclear as to the extent of hapū nomination and 

representation prior to 1994, the alteration of rules effectively limited hapū representation on 

the Ngātiwai Trust Board. This is of crucial importance and sets up an internal antagonism 

within Ngātiwai which I will discuss further on. 

 

In 1990, Ngātiwai Fishing Limited was incorporated by the Ngātiwai Trust Board, with 100% 

of the shares held by the Trust Board.26 Using Ngātiwai Fishing Limited as a holding company, 

 
24  Anon., ‘Constitution and Rules of the Ngatiwai Trust Board’, New Zealand Companies Office, 1987. 

https://app.businessregisters.govt.nz/sber-
businesses/viewInstance/view.html?id=229a78e05307b6d8bf1b29667f00cb1768dcb2ae43d908ca#scroll
Top. Last accessed 22/09/2020. 

25  Anon., ‘Alterations to Rules’, New Zealand Companies Office, 1987. 
https://app.businessregisters.govt.nz/sber-
businesses/viewInstance/view.html?id=229a78e05307b6d8bf1b29667f00cb1768dcb2ae43d908ca#scroll
Top. Last accessed 22/09/2020. 

26  Anon., ‘Ngatiwai Fishing Limited (483788) Registered’, New Zealand Companies Office, 2020. 
https://app.companiesoffice.govt.nz/companies/app/ui/pages/companies/483788. Last accessed 
23/09/2020. 
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the Trust Board was able to accept the fisheries settlement quota from the Treaty of Waitangi 

(Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992. Since accepting the fisheries quota, the Trust Board 

has used Ngātiwai Fishing Limited to lease quota to commercial fishing companies.27 Profits 

from leasing the quota are managed by the Trust Board with some distributed back to the iwi, 

allocated to iwi members through marae. In effect, the Ngātiwai Trust Board operates as a 

capitalist board of directors, in the image of a traditional Pākehā capitalist firm. As Barber 

discusses in Geometries of Life, the political economy of iwi corporate entities significantly 

reconfigures Māori thought.28 Considering this, the introduction of economic thought within 

the Trust Board should be expected with its political economic reconfiguration and 

reorganisation. 

 

In 2002, Te Uri o Hikihiki appointed a taumata kaumātua named Te Au o Morunga – ‘The 

Current on the Horizon’ (after what is called in English, the North-East Pacific Current or East 

Auckland Current), to address the declining state of fisheries and the marine environment 

within their rohe moana. In order to restore mauri ora to the moana and Te Uri o Hikihiki, the 

taumata had a vision that encapsulated Te Uri o Hikihiki’s identity and the way in which they 

understand themselves as part of the wider ecosystem of their rohe moana. This vision 

included; restoring traditional social structures of the hapū and their role within the wider iwi, 

maintaining their mātauranga Māori and customary practices, asserting their tino 

rangatiratanga and mana motuhake, and establishing sustainable marine resource harvesting 

within their wider rohe moana. 

 

 
27  Ngātiwai Trust Board, ‘Commercial’, Ngātiwai Trust Board, 2016. 

http://www.ngatiwai.iwi.nz/commercial.html. Last accessed 23/09/2020. 
28  Barber, 190-197. 
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The taumata proposed a rāhui tapu at Mimiwhangata for 25 years which could be extended if 

the marine environment did not recover sufficiently in that time. Mimiwhangata is a marine 

area of coastal reefs with many rare marine species and ecosystems within the rohe moana of 

both Te Uri Hikihiki and bordering hapū, Te Whānau Whero. What contributes to the 

significance of the marine environment of Mimiwhangata is Te Au o Morunga, bringing warm 

water and subtropical species to the east coast of Te Taitokerau. Te Uri o Hikihiki entered into 

partnership with the Department of Conservation to nominate Mimiwhangata as a marine 

reserve under the Marine Reserves Act 1971, with strong support across Ngātiwai for the 

marine reserve proposal.29 However, the Department of Conservation withdrew the marine 

reserve nomination in 2006. There was some disagreement amongst Ngātiwai hapū, in 

particular Te Uri o Hikihiki and Te Whānau Whero over the Department of Conservation’s 

role in governance and management of the marine reserve. 

 

From 2008, Te Uri o Hikihiki have tried unsuccessfully to get Mimiwhangata protected as a 

marine reserve, however, a new opportunity arose with the ability to protect marine areas under 

the Resource Management Act 1991 that came about in Te Moana a Toi.30 In 2019, the Court 

of Appeal found that the management of adverse effects in the marine ecosystem from fishing 

was not regulated by the Fisheries Act 1996, but by the Resource Management Act.31 At this 

time, the Northland Regional Council was proposing changes to the Northland Regional Plan 

under the Resource Management Act, covering marine areas of Te Tai Tokerau.32 

 

 
29  Marine Reserves Act 1971. 
30  Resource Management Act 1991. 
31  Attorney-General v The Trustees of the Motiti Rohe Moana Trust & ORS (2019) NZCA 532. 
32  Northland Regional Council, Proposed Regional Plan for Northland: Appeals Version – August 2020, 

Whangārei: Northland Regional Council, 2020. 
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Te Uri o Hikihiki became aware of the plan in 2019 when the Royal Forest and Bird Protection 

Society and the Bay of Islands Maritime Park lodged appeals against the plan’s decisions and 

sought marine protected areas in southern Ipipiri and Mimiwhangata.33 These appeals have 

been joined by Te Uri o Hikihiki along with the Ngātiwai Trust Board, Te Ohu Kaimoana, and 

various commercial and recreational fishing interests. With the exception of Te Uri o Hikihiki, 

all of the above-mentioned fishing interests including the Ngātiwai Trust Board are opposed to 

full protection and enforcement of the Mimiwhangata rāhui tapu and an end to damaging 

fishing methods within the rohe moana of Te Uri o Hikihiki. Te Uri o Hikihiki maintain that 

the Ngātiwai Trust Board and Te Ohu Kaimoana have no authority to represent the customary 

interests within Te Uri o Hikihiki’s rohe. Still, these two bodies, the Trust Board and Te Ohu 

Kaimoana, have a mandate to represent Māori commercial fishing interests through the Treaty 

of Waitangi (Fisheries Claim) Settlement Act 1992. However, this does not legally override 

the customary interests and practices of the hapū. 

 

In October 2020, the various parties involved in the appeals met in Environment Court-assisted 

mediation. With the opposing position held by the parties, agreement was not met. This resulted 

in a court hearing being scheduled for July 2021. This hearing proceeded for three weeks at 

Whangarei District Court and Mōkau Marae and a decision is expected from the Court in 

February-March 2022. The Court advised the parties to continue to discuss unresolved issues 

with the objective of reaching an agreed settlement before the Court’s decision is released. 

 

 
33  Notice of Appeal for The Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand Incorporated v 

Northland Regional Council (2019) NZEnvC. Notice of Appeal for Bay of Islands Maritime Park 
Incorporated v Northland Regional Council (2019) NZEnvC. 
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Economic Thought, the Ngātiwai Trust Board and the Crown 

To highlight the contradictions within this case study that function as part of a larger 

contradiction between economic thought and the decolonial thought of mātauranga Māori, the 

antagonism between the Ngātiwai Trust Board and Te Uri o Hikihiki must be discussed. The 

functioning of the Ngātiwai Trust Board and its representation of Ngātiwai is to specifically 

manage fisheries under the Fisheries Amendment Act 1986 and the Treaty of Waitangi 

(Fisheries Claim) Settlement Act 1992, and accordingly has no legal mandate or mandate 

deriving from the mana of the hapū of Ngātiwai to manage the marine environment within the 

rohe moana of the hapū, including their customary rights and practices. While this legal 

opposition between the Trust Board and Te Uri o Hikihiki in the Environment Court mediation 

and Environment Court hearing is the formal appearance of this antagonism, underneath lies 

the antagonism of antithetical modes of thought, brought into relation through the process of 

settler colonialism. 

 

The Trust Board is challenging the unceded tino rangatiratanga of Te Uri o Hikihiki by legally 

opposing the aims of Te Uri o Hikihiki and Te Au o Morunga to protect the marine environment 

within their rohe moana. These actions of the Trust Board and the way that they are relating to 

Te Uri o Hikihiki does emanate from whakapapa and tikanga Māori, but instead it is an 

intended hierarchical relationship reminiscent of te Ao Pākehā. Accordingly, Te Uri o Hikihiki 

are critical of the Trust Board representing their independent hapū interests. By challenging Te 

Uri o Hikihiki through the court system of the Crown, rather than engaging with them internally 

through hui, it appears that it does not consider Te Uri o Hikihiki to have the right to exercise 

its mana moana, and that the decision to exercise mana moana lies with the Trust Board, not 

Te Uri o Hikihiki. These actions show the hierarchical attitude of the Trust Board towards Te 

Uri o Hikihiki. 
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It is important to consider that the Crown has played a colonising role in influencing and 

shaping the relationship between the Trust Board and Te Uri o Hikihiki. In July 2014, the Trust 

Board submitted a Deed of Mandate to the Office of Treaty Settlements, to initiate the Treaty 

of Waitangi settlement process on behalf of Ngātiwai with the Crown. In October 2015, the 

Crown recognised the mandate and considered the Trust Board to have the support of Ngātiwai 

and to be an appropriate body to settle.34 In response to this, multiple applications for an urgent 

hearing with the Waitangi Tribunal were made by hapū and representatives of hapū including, 

Te Uri o Hikihiki, Patuharakeke, Te Kapotai, Te Waiariki, Ngāti Kororā, Ngāti Takapari, Ngāti 

Maraeariki, Ngāti Rongo ki Mahurangi, as well as by some whānau independently, such as the 

whānau of Ngātiwai ki Whangaruru.35 This prompted an urgent inquiry instigated by the 

Tribunal in 2016 into the mandate of the Trust Board. In its 2017 report, the Tribunal found 

that: 

 

‘The Crown told us that its role is to recognise mandates, not to confer them, and that it 

had only limited involvement in the development of the trust board mandate. But the 

evidence presented in this inquiry does not support this claim. The Crown played a 

significant and determinative role in the events leading up to the vote on the trust board’s 

mandate. This included influencing the timing and pace, as well as the form and scope 

of the mandate’.36 

 

 
34  Waitangi Tribunal, ‘Chapter 1: Introduction to the Urgent Inquiry’ in The Ngātiwai Mandate Inquiry 

Report, WAI 2561, Wellington: Legislation Direct, 2017. https://waitangitribunal.govt.nz/publications-
and-resources/waitangi-tribunal-reports/ngatiwai-mandate-inquiry/chapter-6/. Last accessed 17/07/2021. 

35  Ibid. 
36  Waitangi Tribunal, ‘Chapter 6: Findings and Recommendations’ in The Ngātiwai Mandate Inquiry 

Report, https://waitangitribunal.govt.nz/publications-and-resources/waitangi-tribunal-reports/ngatiwai-
mandate-inquiry/chapter-6/. Last accessed 17/07/2021. 
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This meant that the Crown selectively choose the body it wished to settle with, and what 

relationship it would have with the iwi it supposedly represented. Rather than engaging with 

Ngātiwai and the hapū of Ngātiwai on their own terms, it instead chose to engage with an 

organisation that itself had contributed to creating and imposing onto Ngātiwai to manage a 

resource that was already theirs to begin with. This makes sense within the context of the 

Crown’s policy of settling with what it considers to be ‘large natural groupings’ as opposed to 

hapū.37 The Crown appears to have forgotten that it was not iwi or ‘large natural groupings’ 

that signed Te Tiriti. Nor was it iwi trust boards, rūnanga and fishing companies. It was the 

individual rangatira representing their independent hapū. Despite this, the Crown recognised 

the Trust Board to be the appropriate body to settle with. The Tribunal, however, found the 

Crown to be mistaken: 

 

‘The Ngātiwai Trust Board is appropriately structured for its current primary purpose 

under the Māori Fisheries Act 2004 of administering the trust fund. It should not have 

been recognised by the Crown as fit to negotiate a Treaty settlement representing a 

population with such a large proportion of “shared” hapū, that is, hapū associated with 

multiple iwi. As a unitary body with control and decision-making concentrated at the top, 

in the board, the structure has struggled to respond to the concerns raised about its ability 

to represent and be accountable to its members effectively in the context of settlement 

negotiations. The trustees do not in fact represent any Ngātiwai hapū, let alone the 

‘shared’ hapū, nor the marae they utilise: the trust deed restricts the trustees to managing 

the interests of all Ngātiwai beneficiaries in relation to the trust fund’.38 

 
37  The New Zealand Government, ‘Settling Historical Treaty of Waitangi Claims’, 

https://www.govt.nz/browse/history-culture-and-heritage/treaty-of-waitangi-claims/settling-historical-
treaty-of-waitangi-claims/. Last accessed 5/05/2021. 

38  Waitangi Tribunal, ‘Chapter 6: Findings and Recommendations’. 
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This quote of the Tribunal’s report is a clear indictment of the Crown attempting to empower 

the Trust Board into a position where its political power is structurally centralised, with few 

mechanisms to ensure its accountability to hapū. If the Crown and the Trust Board were left 

unchallenged, this would hierarchically confer power to the Trust Board in a top-down manner. 

Although the Tribunal’s report does not explicitly state this would create a hierarchy, the report 

does support this however, with the above quote and by clearly stating that: 

 

‘We conclude as a matter of fact that the trust board is incapable of representing the 

interests of hapū in negotiations as presently structured. In recognising the mandate of 

the trust board, the Crown has not met its obligation to recognise that the structure of the 

mandated entity must allow for hapū interests to be tested and heard’.39 

 

As I have discussed in the previous chapter, whakapapa and hierarchy are antithetical. Within 

the worldview and thought of mātauranga Māori, where the interconnectedness of life 

determines its interdependence, there is no room for hierarchy. Top-down, hierarchical exercise 

of power is contrary to tikanga Māori. This does not mean that centralised governance 

structures do not have a place in te Ao Māori, but that their existence depends on the support 

and cooperation of hapū. According to the tikanga of te Ao Māori, centralised decisions that 

would affect the whole of the iwi would not be made unless such a decision was unanimously 

supported by all the rangatira of the hapū.40 If a few or even a single rangatira disagreed with 

such proposed action that affected the whole iwi, it would not be carried out. It is much easier 

to be cautious and nurture existing relationships than to be hasty, reckless or inconsiderate and 

have to repair these relationships. 

 
39  Ibid. 
40  Personal correspondence with Carmen Hetaraka during a presentation on traditional Māori governance 

structures delivered by Hetaraka, October 25, 2020. 
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With this in mind, it seems that the Trust Board has been hasty, and as the Tribunal’s report 

claims, it has damaged whanaungatanga within Ngātiwai.41 Pre-emptively entering into 

settlement with the Crown, the report reveals that the Trust Board either, thought that due to 

its centralised position, the minimal support that it received was sufficient for its mandate, or 

that it knew fully well that it did not have the unanimous support of the hapū and decided that 

this was not necessary. Whether it is either, or even both, it shows that the Trust Board believes 

itself to be above, and not answerable to the hapū of Ngātiwai. Considering this, the actions of 

the Trust Board appear to go against tikanga Māori and demonstrates that hierarchical 

relationality emanating from te Ao Pākehā is in operation. 

 

This antagonism between the Ngātiwai Trust Board and the hapū of, or relating to, Ngātiwai is 

important because it is part of the larger context within Ngātiwai of which this case study is 

situated. As the report claims, many of the hapū, including Te Uri o Hikihiki, already feel 

alienated from, and antagonised by, the Trust Board and its decisions. By opposing the aims of 

Te Uri o Hikihiki to protect the marine environment within their rohe, and thereby challenging 

their mana and tino rangatiratanga, the Trust Board is fuelling this antagonism. There is 

obviously a power struggle that is at play here, but simply attributing the actions of the Trust 

Board to wanting power for power’s sake is a shallow analysis. To reach this conclusion within 

this limited analysis would ignore the economic interests of the Trust Board. It is these 

economic interests, I argue, that are the driving motivation of the Trust Board’s struggle for it 

hierarchical, centralised position as the body that represents Ngātiwai. These economic 

interests stem from its economic thought and its corporate structure, of which the two are 

intimately linked, and support its centralised hierarchical positioning. As Barber explains: 

 

 
41  Waitangi Tribunal, ‘Chapter 6: Findings and Recommendations’. 
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‘The corporatisation of iwi is supported by the breakdown of structures of social 

organisation and decision-making brought about by dispossession. As a site of executive 

power, the iwi itself was a production of encounter with Europeans. This transformation 

leads to a centralisation of power, which has stifled and sidelined traditional processes of 

decision-making, and rendered diverse voices that the hapū gave air to as marginal’.42 

 

As Barber points out, iwi corporations are a result of colonisation, its dispossession of land and 

resources, and its breakdown of traditional governing structures. The Ngātiwai Trust Board 

came into existence because of colonisation. This does not mean that members of the Trust 

Board or those working for the Trust Board are necessarily supportive of its corporate structure, 

and it must be realised that as with many other iwi, the Crown and Pākehā law has not left them 

with much choice in the matter and for many, it is a case of working within the hand that has 

already been dealt. The specific corporate structure of the Trust Board, originating from te Ao 

Pākehā, was imposed onto Ngātiwai as it was the only legal structure acceptable to the Crown 

and Pākehā law to accept the fishing quota allocated to Ngātiwai. This process of the 

corporatisation of iwi has been discussed by Tau in the Tribal Economies report of the Ngāi 

Tahu Research Centre. In the report, Tau claims that: 

 

‘mercantilist corporations robbed and subjugated the indigenous people of the lands from 

which they sought to benefit. It is thus a considerable irony that corporations have now 

come to subsume and appropriate tribal structures themselves, dictating what they are 

and are not capable of and restricting indigenous people’s ability to realize the values 

and customs which lie at the very heart of their culture’.43 

 
42  Barber, Geometries of Life, 195-196. 
43  Te Maire Tau, ‘Tribal Economies?’ in Ngāi Tahu Research Centre, Scoping Paper on Tribal Economies. 

Christchurch: Arahia Pathfinders, 2012, 15. 
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Although this quote is written within the context of a focus on Ngāi Tahu, Tau makes clear 

through the use of the term, Indigenous, that this is a process that not only occurs within te Ao 

Māori, but to Indigenous peoples. The important thing that Tau identifies here, is that 

corporations restrict and limit Indigenous peoples’ values and customs. The implication is that 

for Māori, tikanga Māori, rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga cannot be fully exercised through a 

corporation. Tau continues by claiming: 

 

‘whereas corporations had their beginnings as the first colonisers, now tribes, through 

the adoption of the corporate model, internally colonise their people. Thus it can be 

argued that indigenous people bind themselves within the logic of a foreign entity which 

is wholly incapable of providing the self determination that they seek’.44 

 

Tau is correct in claiming that corporations were the first colonisers. This is certainly true in 

Aotearoa. The New Zealand Company was the first major coloniser in Aotearoa and as Barber 

has argued, the Crown should be understood as a continuation of the New Zealand Company’s 

project of settlement.45 But of most relevance is Tau’s identification of the way in which 

adopting a corporate structure not only formally replaces traditional Māori structures, but that 

it binds iwi to the logic of corporations; the logic of capital. This is why the structure of the 

Trust Board is important because it is intimately linked with its purpose and function – to make 

profit and ultimate accumulate capital. With the imposition of this corporate structure, it has 

brought with it the relations of capitalist production, but also economic thought. This not only 

explains the hierarchical attitude of the Trust Board, mirroring the hierarchical relations of 

 
44  Tau, 15. 
45  Barber, ‘In Wakefield’s Laboratory’.  
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domination within a corporation, but also why it is so opposed to the kaitiakitanga of Te Uri o 

Hikihiki and Te Au o Morunga. 

 

The Trust Board’s opposition to this is determined by its economic thought, grounded in the 

logic of capital, as it anticipates a threat to its profits and an interruption of the accumulation 

of capital. By Te Uri o Hikihiki proposing a ban on damaging fishing methods within their 

rohe moana, this will severely limit the amount of fish able to be caught by commercial fishing 

companies who lease fishing quota from Ngātiwai Fisheries Limited, controlled by the Trust 

Board. What this means for Ngātiwai Fisheries Limited is that they will lose revenue from this 

leased quota and as a result, the Trust Board will receive less profits to distribute. By legally 

challenging the marine protections of Te Uri o Hikihiki, the economic thought of the Trust 

Board demonstrates an unwillingness to interrupt the accumulation of capital at the cost of the 

marine environment within the rohe moana of Ngātiwai. Even when confronted with Te Uri o 

Hikihiki’s desperate demand to protect the moana that gives life to and constitutes who 

Ngātiwai are, due to the economic thought of the Trust Board, it is unwilling and unable to 

listen. In my third kōrero with Hetaraka in June 2021, he explained that: 

 

‘We’re threatening the commercial gain of an MIO [Mandated Iwi Authority] because 

MPI [Ministry of Primary Industries], they’re all about, they say regulating but they’re 

all about caging. Where, as tangata whenua, hapū and whānau say, “No, no. We’re not 

gonna allow you to take. You can take the hit from your commercial entity because we’re 

not worried about money we’re worried about marine, it’s actually Indigenous 

biodiversity and sustainability.” See what I mean? We’re threatening a commercial 

interest of an MIO which is seen to be speaking for rangatira but they’re not. They’re 

speaking as a business, and they were prescribed by the government in the Fisheries 
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Settlement. We were the last tribe to sign the Fisheries Settlement because we knew we 

were buying an already raped industry.’ 

 

He continued: 

 

‘We’re threatening their commercial assets. They’re only there to manage our assets, so 

their form and their core business is to manage a fishing company, but in their plan for 

taking quota every year, what’s allocated to them from Te Ohu Kaimoana – you know 

we’re a Māori set up, their fishery portfolio under MPI – what happens is they are actually 

there helping smash us over. It’s colonisation and exploitation of Indigenous people, 

Indigenous rights. That’s what happens in New Zealand though, everything’s based on 

business… None of it’s based on rangatiratanga. Colonisation bro.’ 

 

An additional detail that further shows the economic thought of the Trust Board, is that it has 

mortgaged its fishing quota. In our follow up conversation, Hetaraka claimed that the fishing 

quota has been mortgaged by the Trust Board to supplement profits lost from failed real estate 

investments. In its limited form as a set of private property rights pertaining to the rights to 

commercially fish a designated tonnage of fish, it currently exists as the most important 

mechanism for Ngātiwai to exercise their mana moana and kaitiakitanga over the moana within 

their rohe. To risk losing this not only jeopardises the tino rangatiratanga of Ngātiwai. But it is 

a gamble with the stakes being the further dispossession of Māori fishery rights to European 

capital, furthering the process of colonisation in Aotearoa. It would seem therefore, that its 

fishing quota is of little importance to the Trust Board. But this is incorrect. It is of significant 

importance to the Trust Board because of the profits that its leasing generates. Just like a 

responsible corporation, the Trust Board understands that by mortgaging its fishing quota, the 
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risks and projected benefits from this are dependent upon the continued profits from leasing its 

quota.  

 

This is why, as Hetaraka claimed in our follow conversation, the Trust is opposed to marine 

protection because it is already on financial thin ice. Here the contradictory economic thinking 

of the trust board becomes apparent. To ensure that the accumulation of capital is uninterrupted 

through sustaining profits, the Ngātiwai fishing quota has been financialised and borrowed 

against to supplement declining profits. However, by doing so the Trust Board risks losing 

these assets if profits further decline from leasing. This is further exacerbated by the fact that 

by continuing to lease the fishing quota, without any external or internal ecological marine 

protections, it will ultimately result in devastating marine ecological collapse, and thus 

destroying the very environmental and ecological conditions that make fishing possible. With 

this collapse, it will no longer be profitable for fishing companies to operate and so they will 

invest their capital elsewhere. They would no longer lease the fishing quota from the Trust 

Board, and in the end, the Trust Board would still be left with nothing. 

 

Te Mātauranga Māori o Te Uri o Hikihiki 

In contrast to the economic thought of the Trust Board, Te Uri o Hikihiki’s case for the marine 

protection of Mimiwhangata and the end of damaging fishing methods is founded on their 

mātauranga Māori. At Mimiwhangata, the taumata had particular knowledge of the marine 

ecosystems from the 1950s until around 2010 (with the passing of many of the taumata 

members) and the progressive impact of industrialised fishing methods on their rohe. This 

mātauranga proceeded from hundreds of years of customary marine management over this rohe 

moana and has been continually expanded upon throughout Ngātiwai’s history. The 

development of scuba technology being an important contributor to this expansion of 
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knowledge by members of the taumata, and more recently, underwater video from marine 

scientists working with Ngātiwai hapū. With these modern monitoring methods, the taumata 

were able to visualise what their tūpuna had visualised from the surface over many generations 

and passed this knowledge on. As kaitiaki, the taumata have been aware of the damage from 

bottom trawling to reef ecosystems, affecting reef habitats of whai repo and purse seining on 

tūkaiaia and tautahi, as well as other seabirds and dolphins. Whai repo, tūkaiaia and tautahi are 

taonga to Ngātiwai and are indicator species of the mauri of the moana, which is why Te Uri o 

Hikihiki want these species protected through the marine protections that they seek.46 This is 

why Hetaraka explained in our third kōrero that: 

 

‘We’re opposing two modes of fishing, bottom trawling and purse seining, big ships 

coming in, ‘cause they’re gonna damage our species because of the mode that they’re 

doing, and the seabirds. So to protect those species, those taonga species, Article 2 [of 

Te Tiriti] is undisturbed rights, they’re disturbing those rights of our taonga, tuku iho’. 

 

By referring to Article 2 of Te Tiriti, Hetaraka is implying that by commercial fishing damaging 

Te Uri o Hikihiki’s taonga species, their tino rangatiratanga is being damaged. This is because, 

as Marsden claims, ‘Kaitiakitanga and rangatiratanga are intimately linked’.47 To exercise their 

rangatiratanga, Te Uri o Hikihiki must not be prevented from being kaitiaki within their rohe, 

to ensure that they can continue to protect the mauri of their taonga species. The declining 

mauri of these taonga species reflects the declining mauri of the moana, and for Te Uri o 

Hikihiki, this adversely affects their mauri. 

 

 
46  Carmen Hetaraka, ‘Evidence of Kaumatua Carmen Hetaraka for Environment Court July 2020’, s 35, 37, 

38, 39, 40. 
47  Marsden & Royal, 71. 
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This can be understood through the Ngātiwai whakataukī, ngā kōpikopikotanga maha o 

Ngātiwai; the many wanderings of Ngātiwai. As the Waitangi Tribunal inquiry report explains, 

it ‘speaks to this overlapping interconnectedness and constant sea journeying as the defining 

feature of what it is to be Ngātiwai’.48 Although this whakataukī is usually used within the 

context of the many whakapapa connections that Ngātiwai have with other iwi hapū, it can also 

be understood in relation to the many connections that Ngātiwai have with marine species due 

to their frequent ocean meandering and close relations with the moana.  

 

Just as Te Uri o Hikihiki hold a collective understanding of their hapū’s mauri, this expands to 

their marine environment which constitutes an essential part of their identity as Ngātiwai. Thus, 

the mauri of Te Uri o Hikihiki is intimately related to the mauri of the moana and taonga 

species. This is captured by the vision of Te Au o Morunga to restore mauri ora to the moana. 

What this vision demonstrates is an acute and profound understanding of the need for social 

organisation based upon whakapapa rather than hierarchy, grounded in the metabolic 

interconnectedness and interdependence of human and nonhuman. 

 

In this vision there is no separation of economics from other life activities, nor is there 

economic thought present. Instead, what is expressed is an assertion of a mode of life where 

the social, economic, epistemological, environmental, spiritual and political emanate from the 

patterning of a world of relationality of which they are particular expressions.49 This 

demonstrates a vision that is founded upon mātauranga Māori, not Pākehā knowledge, and 

certainly not economic thought. What this vision also demonstrates, is the decoloniality of 

mātauranga Māori. It is clear that according to the thought of Te Au o Morunga, whakapapa 

 
48  Waitangi Tribunal, ‘Chapter 6: Findings and Recommendations’. 
49  Barber, Geometries of Life, 63. 
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rather than hierarchy must be established through restoring traditional social structures and that 

the tino rangatiratanga of Te Uri o Hikihiki must come before the power of an organisation 

whose structure is based upon the very organisation that initiated the colonisation of Aotearoa. 

 

As well as these, the mātauranga Māori of Te Au o Morunga and Te Uri o Hikihiki are in clear 

opposition to the commodification and fishing of marine resources within the ecocidal logic of 

capitalist production. The decoloniality of mātauranga Māori is also further demonstrated in 

this case as Te Uri o Hikihiki and Te Au o Morunga both engage and draw upon mātauranga 

Māori and Western science, demonstrating that unlike economic thought, mātauranga Māori 

recognises and does not seek to eliminate or assimilate other modes of thought. This point and 

the opposition of mātauranga Māori to the coloniality of economic thought, therefore showing 

the decoloniality of mātauranga Māori, is demonstrated in the following quote of Hetaraka 

from our third kōrero: 

 

‘the thing is you’ve heard it all before and every bugger’s said it before anyway. But now 

the Indigenous voice, which is what me and your dad’s whole point was when he was 

helping us to do what we were doing, and he was with all my elders. You know your dad, 

we were trying to bring Western social science together with mātauranga Māori because 

we were looking for the best of both worlds for the best outcome for the environment, 

for mankind. It’s unreal what we’re doing. But you know what? There’s a saying too, 

and you record this – money talks. We aren’t going to realise, and this was said over at 

those meetings for Moana Nui, we’re not gonna realise how important fish are until 

they’re all gone. We’re gonna realise then that you can’t eat money. With all that money 

and gold you can’t eat it, but you can eat fish and that’s the only time we’re gonna realise 

how wrong we are, when there’s nothing left’. 
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Conclusion 

The brief examination of this case study brings to light the contradiction of the coloniality of 

economic thought and the decoloniality of mātauranga Māori. As the case study makes clear, 

there is a direct and confrontational antagonism between the Ngātiwai Trust Board and Te Uri 

o Hikihiki. This antagonism, as I have argued, is due to the coloniality of the economic thought 

of the Trust Board. The reason why the Trust Board’s actions are underpinned by its economic 

thought is because of its corporate structure and mission. These both confer its hierarchical 

relations of domination onto those that it deems below it – the hapū of Ngātiwai including Te 

Uri o Hikihiki – and binds itself to the logic of capital and its economic thought. Even though 

the Trust Board supposedly represents Ngātiwai and its tikanga and mātauranga, this is clearly 

not the case. Te Uri o Hikihiki opposes the Trust Board precisely because it does not recognise 

mātauranga Māori. If it did, then it would not be damaging the mauri of the moana and 

opposing the kaitiakitanga of Te Uri o Hikihiki. 

 

As I have argued previously, economic thought’s strategy of non-recognition means that it is 

unable to recognise non-European modes of thought and knowledges. This strategy is 

demonstrably in operation in this instance. However, the most telling indication of the Trust 

Board’s economic thought, is the fact that it its actions show that it considers profit to be more 

important than kaitiakitanga. By challenging Te Uri o Hikihiki’s efforts to ban damaging 

fishing methods within their rohe moana, the economic thought of the Trust Board blatantly 

opposes any interruption to the accumulation of capital by doing this, blatantly showing that it 

considers marine ecosystems to be a resource that can be exploited like labour, and ultimately 

owned as private property. This way of thinking and acting is completely antithetical to tikanga 

Māori and mātauranga Māori. 
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This case study is also significant in regards to colonisation and decolonisation beyond the 

context of Aotearoa, because it is an example that details the specific dynamics of the 

intersections of political economy, contrasting modes of thought, self-determination, and 

environmental and ecological protection and restoration. For Indigenous peoples under settler 

colonialism, these issues are deeply interconnected and often experienced simultaneously. 

What this case demonstrates though, is that Indigenous modes of thought and knowledges, in 

this case mātauranga Māori, are alive and well, and actively fighting against colonisation. Far 

from being merely interesting or beautiful (although it too is this), mātauranga Māori is 

practical, reasonable and sensible. It is much better equipped, ecologically and 

environmentally, than economic thought at managing environmental resources, and by virtue 

of this, it is better than economic thought at ensuring that there will still be a habitable planet 

for future generations to live on. 

 

Further than that, mātauranga Māori is integral to preventing further climate change and 

ecological collapse. Roughly one quarter of the Earth’s land is managed by Indigenous peoples 

and within this and the marine areas managed by Indigenous peoples, about 80% of the planet’s 

remaining biodiversity is protected by Indigenous peoples.50 Despite the terrestrial focus of 

many of the intergovernmental reports and studies on the current state of global biodiversity 

and health of ecosystems, the protection of the moana is just as important. That is why the 

decoloniality of mātauranga Māori is so necessary with its inherent opposition to colonialism 

and capitalism. The enclosure of the moana and the conversion of marine resources into private 

property relations which has been brought to Aotearoa by colonisation, is part of the wider 

global process of perpetual primitive accumulation, destroying Papatūānuku, fuelled by 

 
50  E. S. Brondizio, J. Settele, S. Díaz, H. T. Ngo, Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 

Services of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, 
Germany: Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, 2019. 
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economic thought. As Barber asserts, ‘Land, considered as a living system of relationality 

between all things that share an existence with one another, has its breath extinguished when 

subjected to the logic of commodification’.51 In this case, I would claim that the moana, as a 

living system of relationality, of which Ngātiwai is an integral part of, has its mauri 

extinguished when subjected to economic thought. 

 
51  Barber, 174. 
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5. The Decoloniality of Mātauranga Māori 

So far, I have discussed the coloniality of economic thought and its relationship to the capitalist 

mode of life. By tracing the origins and development of economic thought through the 

developing material conditions of Europe, it can be seen that economic thought is situated 

within Europe’s mode of thought, and that it is a historically contingent form of thought that is 

part of the capitalist mode of life. This particular mode of life originating from Europe that 

through the historical and ongoing process of colonisation, has subsumed and attempted to 

eradicate non-capitalist modes of life around the globe. Through its dual strategies of non-

recognition and assimilation, economic thought colonises non-European modes of thought, and 

by assisting the development, expansion, and reproduction of capitalism through the object of 

the economy, economic thought aids, and in the case of the New Zealand company, instigates 

colonisation by materially enforcing its economic ideas. 

 

Thinking through decolonisation is a twofold process. It requires a critique of colonisation that 

identifies its roots and dynamics that includes the specificities of particular colonial situations. 

This side of thinking through decolonisation is what I have attempted in chapters three and 

four. This is the negative aspect of decolonisation, identifying what is colonising and how it 

colonises, in order to demonstrate what needs opposing and why it needs to be stopped. But 

for this opposition to be possible, there also needs to be a positive aspect of decolonisation, 

that prescribes an idea of what a decolonial future looks like, and how it is to be reached. This 

can also be framed as what decolonisation is fighting for, and it is this positive aspect of 

decolonisation that I will discuss in this chapter. In the previous chapter, I did discuss the 

mātauranga Māori of Te Uri o Hikihiki and Te Au o Morunga, detailing what their decolonial 
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efforts are opposed to and what they stand for, but my discussion and analysis of their 

mātauranga Māori was limited.  

 

I will attempt to enter further into the details of the decolonial thought of mātauranga Māori in 

this chapter. Instead of discussing multiple accounts and definitions of mātauranga Māori from 

across a wide range of iwi, I have decided that it would be more appropriate to base my 

definition of mātauranga Māori from Hetaraka and Māori Marsden. The approach that I will 

take will have a Te Tai Tokerau focus. This partly due to my relationship with the University 

of Auckland, as a place of learning for many thinkers of the North, and also due to my personal 

relationship with Hetaraka and the case study of Ngātiwai that I am looking at. Considering 

that my introduction to, and knowledge of, mātauranga Māori has come from Marsden, 

Hetaraka, Ngāpuhi kaumatua, Hōne Sadler, and to an extent, Margaret Mutu of Ngāti Kahu, 

drawing upon the thought of Te Tai Tokerau to construct a definition of mātauranga Māori has 

been the most appropriate approach to take in this thesis. As Marsden states, ‘The route to 

Māoritanga through abstract interpretation is a dead one. The way can only lie through a 

passionate, subjective approach’.1 With this methodological advice from Marsden, the most 

comprehensive explanation and definition of mātauranga Māori that I had engaged with 

presented itself to me during kōrero with Hetaraka. 

 

In this chapter, much of my engagement with mātauranga Māori is centred around and 

informed by my series of kōrero with Hetaraka. As a kaumatua and kaitiaki, Hetaraka holds a 

wealth of mātauranga, passed down to him from his tūpuna, as well as from his personal 

wānanga, and whakawhanaungatanga with other Indigenous peoples around the world. His 

mātauranga has breadth spanning the whakapapa of the peoples of Te Tai Tokerau, marine 

 
1  Marsden & Royal, 2. 
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ecological mātauranga, history of the colonisation of Aotearoa, to mātauranga concerning 

cosmology and wairuatanga. Upon recognising the depth of his mātauranga, it became more 

than appropriate to bring his mātauranga into dialogue with the other Māori thinkers that I draw 

upon in this chapter. 

 

It is also important to mention here my relation to Marsden. My first comprehensive 

introduction to mātauranga Māori was from Sadler in a course on mātauranga Māori taught by 

him. In this course, Marsden was one the primary thinkers that was used as a source, and for 

me, his chapter, ‘God, Man, Universe: A Maori View’, was very influential and was 

foundational to my understanding of te Ao Māori.2 Since then, many of the other Māori thinkers 

that I draw upon engage with the thought of Marsden, in particular Barber, and so Marsden’s 

mātauranga has been a consistent thread within my research. As a thinker of Te Tai Tokerau, 

and as a thinker that has influenced my thought, my attempt within this thesis has been to weave 

his thought with the thought of other Māori thinkers as Marsden is an important source of 

mātauranga Māori, and thus relevant to kōrero on decolonisation. 

 

To begin this chapter, I will frame my discussion of mātauranga Māori by introducing the co-

constitutive worlds of te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā. This is to clarify the relation between the 

capitalist mode of life that was brought to Aotearoa, enforced through colonisation, maintained 

by settler-colonial Pākehā society, and the mode of life that is Indigenous to Aotearoa, that 

developed over generations of intimate relations with whenua and moana, out of which 

mātauranga Māori has arisen. Following this, I will discuss the immanence of mātauranga 

Māori and the importance of wairuatanga to mātauranga Māori, and why this distinguishes it 

 
2  Māori Marsden, ‘God, Man, Universe: A Maori View’ in Te Ao Hurihuri: Aspects of Maoritanga, 

Michael King eds., Auckland: Reed Publishing, 1992, 117-137. 
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from European thought. In the proceeding sections I will then argue that the internal contents 

of mātauranga Māori decolonise. This is due to mātauranga Māori’s relational ontology, its 

materially grounded knowledge, and its integration of kaitiakitanga as a normative value that 

mediates and guides human and non-human relations. It is these three decolonial aspects of 

mātauranga, which I claim, make it a better way of thinking through economic issues for human 

and nonhuman wellbeing as they ensure that any economic activity is guided by the aim to 

reproduce being in a state of good relation with humans and nonhumans. 

 

In the previous two chapters, I have not mentioned my subject position. This is because I have 

primarily been discussing economic thought, situated within European thought and the 

capitalist mode of life. As a descendant of Europeans, it is more than appropriate that I am able 

to critique the way of life of which my ancestors have lived, and the culture of Europe of which 

they, and to an extension, myself, are part of. When I critique the capitalist mode of life and 

the actions of Europe, I am doing so as someone living under capitalism. In this chapter, 

however, I will be discussing a mode of life and it’s thought from which I do not descend from. 

But as Pākehā, I am also placed in relation with it. This mātauranga that I will be discussing is 

not mine to dissect, or to appropriate to use contrary to tikanga Māori. My intention is to 

tautoko the revitalisation and transmission of mātauranga Māori, and, to provide a defence for 

the decolonising potentiality of mātauranga Māori against colonising modes of thought. Few 

Pākehā researchers have engaged with mātauranga Māori, and so I aim to proceed with caution, 

respect and humility when engaging with this knowledge system that existed here long before 

my ancestors arrived on the shores of Aotearoa. 
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Te Ao Māori me te Ao Pākehā 

The expression, capitalist mode of life, expresses the expanse of capitalism, and indicates that 

it is more than a socio-economic system. It entails that it is a way of being in the world, and 

inscribes a certain ontology and way of life, consistent with capitalist production and ideology. 

Although the espression, mode of life, rather than, mode of production, has been popularised 

by the Indigenous thinker, Coulthard, mode of life, derives from Marx and Engels’, The 

German Ideology.3 While mode of production is the preferred expression by Marx, he 

understood that the capitalist mode of production extends beyond the immediate sphere of 

material production, and describes society in totality, including its social forms, social 

structures, and societal beliefs and ways of seeing the world: 

 

‘This mode of production must not be considered simply as being the production of the 

physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is a definite form of activity of these 

individuals, a definite form of expressing their life, a definite mode of life on their part’.4 

 

Coulthard claims that this accurately reflects what the Dene mean by their use of the term, 

culture, in their decolonial efforts for cultural recognition and self-determination.5 What is 

important here, for the purposes of decolonisation, is that by making use of, mode of life, 

Marx’s alternative to mode of production, Coulthard is attempting to highlight the distinct way 

of life that the Dene are fighting to protect against the settler colonial state of Canada. By 

stretching Marx’s concept, and emphasising the ‘interconnected social totality… 

encompassing the economic, political, spiritual, and social’, Coulthard repurposes Marx to 

 
3  Marx & Engels, The German Ideology. 
4  Ibid. 
5  Coulthard, 63. Marx & Engels, The German Ideology. 
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contrast different worlds and their contained worldviews of Indigenous peoples with settler 

colonialism, and in doing so, centres the experience of Indigenous peoples within decolonial 

discourse.6 As Barber explains, ‘The conceptual formation resulting from this conjunction is 

an expansive and relational indigenous reinterpretation of “mode of production” as “mode of 

life”’.7 

 

Drawing upon ‘Coulthard’s account of his people’s collective reading of Marx’, Barber claims 

that this can, ‘enable a provisional conceptual matrix with which to turn toward te Ao Māori’.8 

With this conceptual matrix, Barber uses it to differentiate and contrast the settler colonial 

mode of life of from the Māori mode of life, and in doing so, frames the colonial situation of 

Aotearoa as a meeting and entanglement of worlds.9 As Barber explains: 

 

‘The conjunction - mode of thought and mode of life – is (re)productive of what I refer 

to as a “world”. A “world”, then, references a nebulous zone of coherence between a 

mode of thinking and a mode of life, as opposed to the integrated whole or closed totality 

often implied by that word’.10 

 

It is in this sense in which I speak of te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā, as worlds constituted by 

distinct modes of life and modes of thought, open, and in relation, rather than closed and 

insular. 

 

 
6  Coulthard, 65. 
7  Barber, 19-20. 
8  Ibid., 19. 
9  Ibid., 5-33. 
10  Ibid., 28. 
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Another important aspect using the expression, te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā, for these worlds, 

is to centre the Indigenous position of Māori, rather than that of Europeans, within the colonial 

context of Aotearoa. In For Indigenous Eyes Only, Indigenous peoples, are encouraged as part 

of the process of decolonisation, to describe their colonial situation within their own language 

and terms.11 Within the settler colonial context of Aotearoa, te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā are 

localised expressions of this. However, this localised formulation is also useful because it goes 

beyond a categorical binary division of Māori/Pākehā and contains in it the interrelation of te 

Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā yet retains their distinction. In his work, Barber distinguishes 

between te Ao Māori and te Ao Pākehā to prevent one from being subsumed by the other, or 

defined through the lens of the other, while he also emphasises the way in which these two 

worlds are connected. ‘Māori and Pākehā are understood as relational terms that emerge amidst 

swirling forces of co-constitution. They bring each other into being rather than each expressing 

a prior essence impervious to alteration through interaction’.12 

 

What Barber means, is that these terms are co-constitutive and depend on each other. The 

arrival of Pākehā brought the category of Māori into being, and inversely, Māori living in 

Aotearoa before Pākehā brought the category of Pākehā into being. What this infers, is that 

Māori as a category only makes sense when in contrast to Pākehā and vice versa. This point 

made by Barber, draws upon the fact that Indigeneity is formed through colonisation. 

According to this view, peoples become Indigenous when they are colonised. This brings to 

light an important question of whether Māoritanga is essential or formed through colonisation. 

Although Māori as a category was formed through colonisation in contrast to Pākehā, 

Māoritanga is essential because the defining aspects of te Ao Māori existed well before 

 
11  Waziyatawin Angela Wilson and Michael Yellow Bird, eds, For Indigenous Eyes Only: A 

Decolonization Handbook, Santa Fe, NM: School for Advanced Research Press, 2005. 
12  Barber, 9. 
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colonisation. An important thing to point out in this regard, is that there is often a 

homogenisation of Māoritanga on behalf of Pākehā. To address this, my intended usage of 

Māoritanga refers to it in its plurality. 

 

Writing as a Pākehā researcher on the essentiality of Māoritanga, can also be problematic. 

Anisha Sankar, Arcia Tecun and Kassie Hartendorp point out that, ‘Conversations around 

essentialism tend to ignore the way that white essentialism plays an invisible role’.13 Further in 

the chapter they discuss the double standard of criticising Indigenous essentialism, the way that 

Western epistemologies criticise non-Western essentialism, and yet is unable and unwilling to 

examine its own essentialising of private property and capitalism.14 As Sankar, Tecun and 

Hartendorp claim, this has led to the assertion that, ‘indigenous essentialism or romanticism of 

the past is a way of resisting that imperialist, universal projection of a white nationalist future’.15 

They also claim, that by claiming an essentialism to Indigeneity, it puts it beyond the reach of 

white devourment and appropriation.16 While the majority of their argument focuses on the 

politics and strategy of claiming essentialism against European white supremacy coloniality, 

they do agree that there is an essentialism to Indigeneity: 

 

‘If we’re wanting to counter that power, we have to understand our own power, and we 

have to understand our own potency and our potency and power comes from, for lack of 

a better word, from a spiritual source, these unseen forces that are always kept out of this 

 
13  Anisha Sankar, Arcia Tecun, Kassie Hartendorp, ‘Imagining Elsewhere: A Critically Romanticized 

Conversation on Indigenous Futures’ in Whose Futures?, Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland: Economic and 
Social Research Aotearoa, 2020, 16. 

14  Ibid., 24-25. 
15  Ibid., 23. 
16  Ibid., 18-19. 
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Western idea, and they’re not religious, they’re something else, they’re relational, and 

they’re essential’.17 

 

While this may place Sankar, Tecun and Hartendorp at disagreement with Barber, or at least 

within a parallel strain of decolonial thought, this aligns them with the essentialism contained 

within the thought of Marsden and Hetaraka. For both of these thinkers, there is an essence to 

Māoritanga, that lies at the heart of te Ao Māori and the Māori worldview, and this was 

discussed by Hetaraka during our first kōrero.18 This essence is derived from whakapapa that 

connects Māori, within the realm of Te Ao Mārama back to the seed of creation that emerged 

from Te Kore, originating from the root-cause of creation, Io-taketake.19 Hetaraka and Marsden 

both hold that Io is immanent in the universe and that it is wairuatanga that connects Māori to 

Io and the universe, and thus is central and essential to Māoritanga. 

 

This immanence also extends to mātauranga Māori. Within te Ao Māori, a world whose 

cosmology is one of interconnectedness where everything is contained within, and has its roots 

in creation, mātauranga is not just a product of the mind, but emanates from the world itself. 

As Hetaraka explained in our first kōrero: 

 

‘That knowledge comes from pure light… the sky that we are looking at now, and all the 

lights in the night sky and the day sky, they are the physical manifestation of where our 

knowledge comes from… So, māramatanga – mā, being pure and undefiled, white and 

pure. Rā, meaning the power of the sun and light. Then, mā, again, so it's mārama – so 

 
17  Ibid., 26. 
18  Marsden & Royal, 19-23. 
19  Ibid., 31-33. 
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it's pure light derived of the light in the heavens. Then, tanga, is tapu. Ta, is tapu and, 

ngā, is the plural of tapu. Māramatanga – so everything is about all the light and 

knowledge derived of God that’s manifested in the heavens. To Māori, God dwells in 

the… in Māori we say Te Whetu Mārama.  To Māori, God sits in the immensity of space. 

He sits in the furthest part of this creation, which is all creation. All light and knowledge 

comes from his presence. That’s mātauranga Māori’. 

 

Just as the universe traces its whakapapa back to Io-taketake, so too does mātauranga Māori 

according to this view. What Hetaraka is claiming here, is that mātauranga is not positively 

constructed or produced, but is rather already immanent in the universe. In our first korero, this 

is what Hetaraka means when he explained that: 

 

“The light that comes from the stars is the same power that created Māori kōrero. The 

light that comes from the moon, is the same power that created it… the light that comes 

from the sun is the same power that created it; but it's the same power that gives light to 

your eyes and quickens your understanding, so that you can see everything.” 

 

For Māori, mātauranga is an understanding of the interconnectedness of the universe that 

through its whakapapa, can be traced back to the origin of creation. It is a conscious awareness 

of one’s place in the cosmos, within te Ao Mārama, and of the relations and responsibilities 

that comes with it. Emphasised by Marsden, and Hetaraka in our first kōrero, mātauranga 

Māori is not just about the mind and its cognition, but about wairua.20 As Marsden states, ‘A 

 
20  Marsden & Royal, The Woven Universe. 
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truly educated person is not one who knows a little about everything, or everything about 

something but one is truly in touch with his centre’.21 This is why Hetaraka claims that: 

 

‘If all the learning that you gain in your life is only from what you have seen and heard, 

well then you haven’t learnt anything; because there’s other knowledge there. We’re 

talking about the wairua. Māori don’t have a problem calling Io, God, because that’s an 

English word. We’ll call him Atua, which means before. Tū atu rā; he’s above all things. 

To us, you have to understand the whakapapa back to where knowledge and light comes 

from. Light is truth, and truth is knowledge. That wairua, that spiritual aspect of our 

being’. 

 

Mātauranga Māori, when explained in this way, cannot be secularised as wairuatanga is 

integral to mātauranga Māori. Within te Ao Māori there is considerable overlap with 

wairuatanga and mātauranga Māori as both serve to connect the subject to the universe through 

an understanding of their place in the universe. This is why wānanga is considered a spiritual 

activity, and why there is a degree of tapu involved with wānanga and mātauranga Māori. 

Compared to European thought and knowledge, its secularism contrasts with the wairuatanga 

of mātauranga Māori. In my first kōrero with Hetaraka, this was a point that was brought up 

during our conversation: 

 

‘That’s I guess why Māori struggle through Western paradigms of observation 

measurement and testing, which is what you do – you do a thesis and then you back it up 

with evidence from other people… But, for Māori if it doesn’t have God, which is what 

we said, “Where does mātauranga come from?” It comes from God, handed down right 

 
21  Ibid., 28. 
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through succession. So, it has their God in it, Atua, and then it has their tūpuna who it's 

been derived from and handed down, right to succession and it gives you rights of 

passage. Then the spirit. Mātauranga Māori is actually acknowledging first and foremost. 

What you are doing is, you’re acknowledging that there’s an architect, there’s actually a 

designer of this whole thing. Atua Io Matua Kore is the designer of the whole thing. He 

set it out for us’. 

 

As Hetaraka explains, while European thought is secular and not necessarily dependent on 

spirituality, wairuatanga is integral to mātauranga Māori and its thought. This view is shared 

across differing traditions, varying across iwi, within te Ao Māori. But for Hetaraka and 

Marsden, Io has a central and significant causal role for mātauranga Māori. While this account 

of mātauranga Māori is shared by many iwi within Te Tai Tokerau, and some beyond, not all 

iwi and hapū traditions place such an importance on Io, or even believe in Io. This is because 

disagreement exists concerning the role of Io within the Māori worldview. In Colonising Myths 

– Māori Realities: He Rukuruku Whakaaro, Ani Mikaere claims that the existence of Io within 

Māori cosmology is a contamination of Western influence.22 

 

Marsden and Hetaraka disagree. I mention this disagreement to contextualise within te Ao 

Māori a very important aspect of the mātauranga of Hetaraka and Marsden. Even though 

Hetaraka and Marsden are two Māori thinkers that I draw upon heavily in this thesis, I do not 

claim that the views of Marsden and Hetaraka are representative of te Ao Māori as a whole. 

These two thinkers are situated within the traditions of Te Tai Tokerau, and so their thought 

 
22  Ani Mikaere, Colonising Myths – Māori Realities: He Rukuruku Whakaaro, Wellington: Huia 

Publishers, 2011, 309-310. 
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needs to be connected to the lands, iwi and hapū they are from. However, many aspects of their 

mātauranga and whakaaro are shared across te Ao Māori.  

 

To integrate this into a wider understanding of te Ao Māori and mātauranga Māori, it is 

important to resist applying the logic and methodology of categorisation, separation, and 

division. This logic has been, and still is, applied to Indigenous peoples, which serves the 

purposes of colonisation and its classifying of the Other of Europeans. Instead, these 

considerations need to be understood within the framework of mātauranga Māori, that applies 

a logic and methodology of weaving and connecting things together while at the same time 

preserving and maintaining difference. Although discussed within the context of constitutional 

transformation, Barber claims that this approach appreciates the ‘gifts of our difference in 

relationality’.23 I will discuss in more depth this relational aspect of mātauranga later in this 

chapter, but the point being made here, is that the mātauranga and whakaaro of Marsden and 

Hetaraka emanate from Te Tai Tokerau and should be considered as a Te Tai Tokerau 

perspective. This does not limit their authority or expertise of mātauranga Māori but situates it 

within the wider diversity of intellectual traditions of te Ao Māori. 

 

The reason for this discussion of te Ao Māori, is to provide some necessary context of the 

world and worldview from which mātauranga Māori emanates out of. As Marsden explains: 

 

‘Cultures pattern perceptions of reality into conceptualisations of what they perceive 

reality to be; of what is to be regarded as actual, probable, possible or impossible. These 

conceptualisations form what is termed the “worldview” of a culture. The worldview is 

the central systematisation of conceptions of reality to which members of its culture 

 
23  Barber, 33. 
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assent and from which stems their value system. The worldview lies at the very heart of 

the culture, touching, interacting with and strongly influencing every aspect of the 

culture’.24 

 

As Hetaraka will explain in the following section, mātauranga Māori does not separately exist 

within te Ao Māori. It is contained within it, and an expression of it. As Barber explains: 

 

‘The relation between a mode of life and a mode of thinking is one of immanence. A 

mode of thinking is an expression of the rhythms, metabolisms, or grammars, of the flux 

or orchestration of a mode of life, amongst and as part of those patterns’.25 

 

A point that I wish to stress here, is that mātauranga Māori cannot be separated from te Ao 

Māori, and vice versa. As a mode of thought, mātauranga Māori is the conscious reflection of 

Māoritanga, and integral to the production and reproduction of te Ao Māori. With this point in 

mind, it can be inferred then, that the decline, displacement, and attempted eradication of 

mātauranga Māori would affect the mauri and reproduction of te Ao Māori. Considering that 

this has happened here in Aotearoa through colonisation, with a telling example being the 

Tohunga Suppression Act 1907, the reproduction of mātauranga Māori has suffered.26 

However, just as Te Kore holds the seed from which te Ao Māori may spring forth from, so 

too does mātauranga Māori holds the seed for its continued production and reproduction. This 

seed is its decoloniality and in the proceeding sections of this chapter, I will argue that the 

thought of mātauranga Māori is decolonial and that its reproduction emanates from this. 

 
24  Marsden & Royal, 56. 
25  Barber, 27-28. 
26  Tohunga Suppression Act 1907. 
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Mātauranga Māori Decolonises 

Beginning in 1796 with Captain James Cook’s arrival to Aotearoa, thinkers of te Ao Māori 

have theorised and attempted to understand te Ao Pākehā, the mode of life brought to Aotearoa 

by European settler colonists. This initially began through early encounters with Pākehā 

sealers, whalers, missionaries, and traders. Then, increasingly by the actions of the Crown, the 

settler colonial state, and by the actions of Pākehā settlements, in their violent expropriation 

and dispossession of Māori land through invasion and war, and suppression of Māori culture 

and ways of being. Despite the few early occurrences of Pākehā living with hapū in accordance 

with tikanga Māori and under the tino rangatiratanga of tangata whenua, te Ao Pākehā has 

pursued an antagonistic relationship with te Ao Māori.27 This means that te Ao Māori 

experiences te Ao Pākehā, not by what it says, but by what it does, through its actions. Unlike 

most Pākehā, Māori are under no false pretences that the rangatira o ngā hapū ceded 

sovereignty to the Crown and understand that the Crown’s political hegemony is due to 

colonisation, which is clearly demonstrated in the Matike Mai Report.28 

 

Although there is a degree of assimilation and integration into te Ao Pākehā, te Ao Māori 

remains at a distance, a threatening reminder for Pākehā settlers that they are not Indigenous 

here, alienating Māori in their own lands through what Turner terms, supernumeracy, the 

weight of settler numbers constantly rationalising settlement.29 This functions as part of the 

desire for land and its commodification, the foundation for the capitalist mode of life and te Ao 

 
27  For historical accounts of early Māori-Pākehā communities, see; Vincent O’Malley, The Meeting Place: 

Māori and Pākehā Encounters, 1642-1840, Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2012; and Anne 
Salmond, Between Worlds: Early Exchanges Between Māori and Europeans, 1773-1815, Auckland: 
Penguin, 2018. 

28  The Independent Working Group on Constitutional Transformation, He Whakaaro Here Whakaumu Mō 
Aotearoa: The Report of Matike Mai Aotearoa, Matike Mai, 2016, 33-67. https://nwo.org.nz/wp-
content/uploads/2018/06/MatikeMaiAotearoa25Jan16.pdf. Last accessed 15/07/21. 

29  Stephen Turner, ‘Settler Dreaming’, Memory Connection vol. 1, no. 1 (2011): 115-126: pp. 116. 
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Pākehā. This is why, as Barber asserts, ‘For Māori, the commodification of labour is further 

downstream from the commodification of land’.30 The aim in colonising Aotearoa was not so 

much to proletarianise Māori labour, but to seize control of the land, although the conversion 

of whenua into private property is a double process that also produces the landless wage-

labourer.31 The reason why it is a double process is because as a result of having their land 

expropriated, Māori are deprived of the ownership of the means of production and so they are 

compelled to sell their labour in order to buy their means of subsistence. This process of settler 

colonialism places te Ao Māori within a co-constitutive relationship with te Ao Pākehā, as I 

have previously discussed, but it also places it outside of te Ao Pākehā. According to the 

genocidal logic of settler colonialism, Māori and Māori lands must be eliminated for the 

homeland of New Zealand to be complete. Within this settler colonial schema, te Ao Māori, 

and by extension mātauranga Māori, have no place, and so they are outside of te Ao Pākehā. 

 

Another aspect that places mātauranga Māori, within te Ao Māori, outside of te Ao Pākehā, is 

its intellectual whakapapa. While it is true that mātauranga Māori integrates mātauranga 

Pākehā into its thought, rather than categorically distinguishing and separating it, the 

whakapapa methodology by which this occurs is due to it origins in te Ao Māori. The need for 

the conceptual framework of te Ao Māori/te Ao Pākehā to discuss and theorise mātauranga 

Māori speaks to the fact that the intellectual tradition of mātauranga Māori is unique and 

outside of Europe’s mode of thought. It is from this place that Māori thinkers draw upon the 

mātauranga, wisdom, and methodologies of their tūpuna to make sense of te Ao Pākehā and 

the colonisation of Aotearoa. 

 

 
30  Barber, 96. 
31  Ibid. 
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Thinking of thought regarding being inside of/interior to or outside of/exterior to, is useful 

when placing thought in relation to critiquing a colonising mode of life and its thought. 

Critiques can be made from both within the colonising mode of life and from outside of it. Due 

to their different positioning within the colonial situation, each will produce their own unique 

insights that can be attributed to the place from which they think, the mode of thought and 

mode of life from which their thought emanates from. For example, the thought of Marx and 

his critique of capitalism comes from within the capitalist mode of life, and as such, this makes 

the Marxist critique of capitalism and its application to critiquing te Ao Pākehā and its 

economic thought one of immanent critique. On the other hand, when mātauranga Māori 

critiques te Ao Pākehā and economic thought, this is done from the position of being outside 

of te Ao Pākehā, while still being in relation with it, which will give it insights that may be 

unobtainable from within. 

 

Mātauranga Māori recognises the social, ecological, and spiritual problems of te Ao Pākehā 

caused by economic thought. As Marsden states: 

 

‘there is a disjunction between the material and spiritual, between the secular and sacred. 

This disconnection is linked to the capitalist mode of production and expropriates and 

commodifies the land, its resources and people. All have a price in the market place. In 

a market driven economy prime values are thrown out the window and values that 

revolve around economics rank uppermost. This value overrides spiritual and human 

considerations and the profit motive becomes the prime value’.32 

 

 
32  Marsden & Royal, 68. 
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What Marsden correctly identifies from his non-Marxist critique of capitalism is that all other 

social values are instrumentalised to further profit and capital accumulation. As Marsden 

continues to explain: 

 

‘the capitalistic values that drive its adherents in the obsessive pursuit of increased 

production, expansion, consumption, growth and efficiency as advocated by 

“Rogernomics” and Treasury is fast becoming endemic in Western capitalistic society. 

Time is money and who’s going to waste time on the intangibles of spiritual and cultural 

values. It is a case of the “survival of the fittest”. Efficiency, ability, profit, achievement; 

these are the laws and gospel of the modern efficiency-orientated society’.33 

 

For Marsden, his position reflects the view of mātauranga Māori, that values, tikanga, and 

relationships must come before the instrumental rationality of economic thought. This is 

because he views economics as only instrumental to meeting social, spiritual and cultural 

needs. Marsden believes that tikanga Māori and whanaungatanga, when unhindered, contribute 

towards the fulfilment of these needs. He does not believe that te Ao Pākehā is devoid of values, 

but that its values are subsumed and placed behind capital’s prime value of profit which is 

antithetical to social, environmental, and spiritual well-being. Part of what makes this possible 

is what Marsden calls, the symbol economy. By this, he means the increased financialisation 

and globalisation of markets in Aotearoa and their furthered abstraction from material reality 

since the implementation of the economic policies of the fourth Labour government. Symbols, 

‘are an indirect reference to some other reality’, which makes them, ‘two steps removed from 

reality’.34 

 
33  Ibid., 48. 
34  Ibid., 125, 126. 
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This symbol economy as Marsden argues, is apprehended by speculation, driving finance 

capital investment. Marsden does not have an issue with symbols as such, but for him, their 

usage within the abstraction of economic thought and the particular logic of finance as means 

to distribute resources in society are concerning. As Marsden states, ‘symbols are not attached 

to those primary realities which are based on the natural resources which supply our basic needs 

for food, shelter, clothing and our psychological and spiritual needs’.35 This position that 

Marsden takes against economic thought also leads him to claim that: ‘The view that resource 

conservation is to be considered according to the law of the market or of supply and demand, 

or of when the economy is right – that the market is self-regulating – is a pipe dream’.36 

 

What is interesting here, is that from within his own mode of thought, drawing upon 

mātauranga Māori, Marsden has reached very similar conclusions to the Marxist critique of 

capitalism and its reproduction through economic thought, economic thought abstracts away 

from material reality from within its own logics, has no regard for the intrinsic value of the 

environment, and is not concerned with meeting human need and allocating resources 

accordingly. As well as this, Marsden also understands that capitalism is not just an economic 

system but extends to thought and how the world is perceived which limits what is considered 

to be possible. He claims that ‘There is no allowance for other alternatives and allows the world 

to remain “as it is”. Its limiting parameters have an inhibiting effect upon the solutions 

offered’.37 What this demonstrates is an understanding of a dynamic way of life that is not only 

produced but reproduced through thought. 

 

 
35  Ibid. 
36  Ibid., 52. 
37  Ibid., 53. 
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While Marsden does not explicitly use the expression, economic thought, although he does use 

the term, economics, he identifies an economic way of thinking that is derived from capitalism 

that places capitalist value before all other values. As I have previously argued, this is economic 

thought reproducing the capitalist mode of life through its idea of the economy, and its 

rationalisation of putting the needs of capital before the needs of humans and the environment. 

Hetaraka also has a similar view, and during my kōrero with him, he claimed that this way of 

thinking is antithetical to a mātauranga Māori approach to development. As Hetaraka explained 

in our first kōrero: 

 

‘It’s economics first. That’s what drives all development, is economics. Then they have 

to look at the negative ecological impacts, the social outcomes, and then the cultural stuff 

is added in there; and that’s to give us Māori, the tangata whenua, a stake in it. What we 

do, is we tip that paradigm right upside down and we put the culture first, because we 

believe that cultural, principles and values will umbrella – korowai and be a foundation 

for anything to do with economics, ecology and the social outcome’. 

 

Rather than placing the economy first as economic thought does, mātauranga Māori subjects 

any economic activity to tikanga, kawa, and social, ecological and spiritual wellbeing. This is 

why, as Marsden explains, ‘Before any economic activity, it was customary to say prayers, 

adhere to the kawa and to reflect on the intentions and outcomes of a particular enterprise’.38 

In te Ao Māori, production, resource extraction and exchange are guided and grounded by both 

material need and wairuatanga. Unlike European thought, within mātauranga Māori these are 

not separate, but intrinsically and immanently interwoven. With the context of mātauranga 

Māori, the material is the spiritual and the spiritual is the material. As Hartendorp argues: 

 
38  Ibid., 48. 
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‘If we have unseen force that reminds us constantly that we are connected to the world 

and the Earth and to each other, and that that preserves us, why wouldn’t we embrace 

wairuatanga, why wouldn’t we embrace spirituality. It actually has practical and tangible 

consequences and benefits and material realities’.39 

 

So far, in this section I have argued that mātauranga Māori experiences economic thought 

through its exterior, yet interrelated exposure to te Ao Pākehā. Because of this, its critique of 

economic thought and capitalism is not an immanent critique like Marx’s critique of capitalism, 

but a critique from outside of capitalism. This is because it emanates from mātauranga Māori, 

a mode of thought whose origins are independent of capitalism. This means that due to its 

positioning, it produces unique insights and a different critique of economic thought and 

capitalism. 

 

From its experience of capitalism through colonisation, mātauranga Māori accurately 

understands the problems of economic thought and its relation to material reality. Through 

Marsden and Hetaraka, I have argued that mātauranga Māori views economic thought as an 

inadequate way of thinking to ensure that human, ecological and spiritual needs are met. This 

is due to, as I have simply put, the fact that economic thought places the economy first while 

mātauranga Māori places economic thought and its economy secondary to meeting human and 

nonhuman need. I have ended this section with the conclusion that this is attributed to the 

integration of the material and the spiritual within mātauranga Māori. However, I have not 

explained how this is the case. 

 

 
39  Sankar, Tecun, Hartendorp, 27. 
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In the following three sections I have identified three aspects of mātauranga Māori that 

integrates its spirituality with its materiality. As is the case with all aspects of mātauranga 

Māori, these are not separate, but mutually enforcing and interdependent. These three aspects 

of mātauranga Māori are: (1) its materially grounded thought, (2) relational ontology, and (3) 

inherent kaitiakitanga. It is especially these three aspects that make its thought decolonial and 

a better way to think though the things that economic thought considers to be its sole domain. 

 

Materially Grounded Thought 

With its centrality of wairuatanga, it may seem counterintuitive from a materialist position to 

claim that the thought of mātauranga Māori is materially grounded. But the separation of 

materiality from spirituality is a separation of European thought, not of mātauranga Māori. 

Mātauranga Māori does not have this dichotomy. When Marsden states that, ‘The ultimate 

reality, therefore, is Io, and the expression of this reality is the cosmic process in which all 

things are immersed and find their reality’, he is not claiming that material reality is a lesser or 

mere reflection of an ultimately truer reality, but that material reality is an immanent part of 

this ultimate reality.40 Therefore, for wairuatanga, the connection to the cosmic process of the 

universe, concern for the material is an integral part. This view held by mātauranga Māori, in 

regards to its thought relating to material production, exchange, and resource distribution, 

brings with it the understanding that if people’s material needs are not met, the pursuit of 

wairuatanga and the production, reproduction and dissemination of mātauranga Māori is not 

possible. If people are not fed, clothed and housed, it is not possible to pursue many of the 

integral cultural and social aspects of te Ao Māori that extend beyond the material.  

 

 
40  Marsden & Royal, 22. 
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During my first kōrero with Hetaraka while discussing mātauranga Māori, he explained that 

the real power of mātauranga Māori is understanding the importance of ensuring the 

reproduction of the material conditions that make it possible for the reproduction of mātauranga 

Māori: 

 

‘There’s two storehouses of knowledge in Māori. You know how you have the wharenui 

and whare whakairo. All the carvings and all the symbolism is a wānanga in itself. But, 

the whare with all the juice is actually the pātaka where the kai is. There’s two 

storehouses of knowledge; one is the wharenui and the other one is the pātaka. When you 

think to yourself, “Shucks, the pātaka used to be intricately carved out the front”, this is 

because it actually held more knowledge. What they held in that… so, basically, the 

whole set of the whare whakairo – because you’ve seen it in it's splendour – there’s a 

kōrero for everything; from outside how it stands. The koruru, the tekoteko on the top, 

and arms that are open. It's a wealth of knowledge and mātauranga. But, when you look 

at the storehouse for the kai and the pātaka, that’s where the juice is. You can’t have a 

whare with all that knowledge if you haven’t got anything there to sustain physically – 

without kai. When they say, he aha te kai o te rangatira [conversation is the food of 

chiefs], the kōrero happens in the whare. But, you’ve actually got to know how to sustain 

that whare with kai’. 

 

Hetaraka continued: 

 

‘So, in the pātaka, the rangatira would keep kūmara – number one prize possession the 

kūmara. That’s Rongomaraeroa, the guardian of that, Rongomātāne. The kumara is 

symbolic of knowledge, because that kūmara sustained us and it's nice. But what they 
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used to do was, when they grew it they’d grade it. They would grade it to different grades. 

The people who grew it, the kaimahi, all got the lowest graded kūmara. Then the manuhiri 

got the higher graded kūmara – the visitors, because that’s how you hosted people. Then 

what happened was, the rangatira would give a little bit of the best to their distinguished 

guests, the highest born guests that would come. But what the rangatira would do, or the 

leaders, is they would keep the best kūmara and let it go to seed, so they maintained the 

old super crop. They did that for every bit of kai that they had. They maintained the best 

kai would go to seed, so that the knowledge that they were right into was how to preserve 

the seed. If you didn’t have the seeds, you were over. 

 

‘So, everyone looks at one place for the knowledge, but it was actually in the other whare. 

The rangatira held the keys, because he held the seed. Te kākano i ruia mai i Rangiātea. 

Because everything we believed was, all the seeds and everything on the earth was all 

designed by the architect before, and we were shown what they were. Everything here 

was planted before we were sent to this place to look after it. We knew everything before 

we came. That’s what we believe. We came here to look after it’. 

 

He then concluded: 

 

‘Māori say that this kai here is to feed your body, the kikokiko, the flesh, but what it 

does, he kai o te manawa, so you heart thinks, “bro, you’ve gone through some sort of 

detail here”. See, that’s manaakitanga – mana ki tanga. You’ve given mana to this 

tangata. You’ve got to know too that tānga means tapu, and ngā is the plural of tapu. So, 

everything is about not violating the sacred potential of the seed but enhancing it. 
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Addressing it if it's been violated; and enhancing it until it's restored. That’s what the 

whole mātauranga Māori is about’. 

 

With this explanation, Hetaraka makes clear that for mātauranga Māori, its ‘juice’ derives from 

its understanding that meeting material need is essential for human survival and flourishing. 

From this position, it appears highly unlikely that any economic activity organised and guided 

by mātauranga Māori would knowingly disrupt the sustainability of food production, or the 

cultivation and harvesting of any other resource that people depend on. 

 

This can be explained through the different way in which mātauranga Māori understands 

knowledge compared to economic thought. Unlike economic thought where its knowledge can 

be thought of as being separate from the world and a product of the mind, for mātauranga 

Māori, the world is knowledge. Rather than viewing knowledge as a state of knowing, situating 

it within the mind, mātauranga Māori holds that knowledge is both this and the material and 

spiritual processes, events and things that lead to this state of mind. It is a relational view of 

knowledge whose logic extends its definition of knowledge to include the world itself. This is 

what Hetaraka means when he claims that the light from the sun that hits the eyes is the same 

that quickens its understanding. 

 

According to this view, knowledge is immanent and to be found everywhere in the world. This 

means that for mātauranga Māori, the kūmara is knowledge. To have a harvested kūmara is to 

have the knowledge to grow kūmara. Entailed in this is the preservation of the seed and its 

potency to reproduce, thus maintaining its own survival and through this, the survival of the 

growers of kūmara. When this knowledge is lost, then the material conditions that serve as a 

basis for this knowledge is degraded, and thus the immanent reproduction of knowledge and 
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its materiality is severed. Mātauranga Māori acutely understands this, which is why Hetaraka 

states that, ‘everything is about not violating the sacred potential of the seed but enhancing it’. 

What this demonstrates, is that mātauranga Māori grounds its thought in the material conditions 

from which it emanates and is thought from. 

 

For mātauranga Māori then, many of the economic practices and activities of te Ao Pākehā that 

derive from economic thought make no sense. It is confusing then for mātauranga Māori that 

economic thought would actively contribute to the deterioration of the material conditions that 

enable its thought to be possible. When economic thought says that it is interested in the 

material, this is incorrect. The material is instrumental for economic thought’s ideas. Even with 

its incredibly large data sets, the most comprehensive that there has ever been, economic 

thought selectively chooses which data to recognise and integrate into its thought. This is 

because it is premised on a priori commitments to reproducing capitalist production as I have 

argued. 

 

Economic thought actively disavows material realities in favour of its economic ideas that it 

attempts to breathe life into, and by doing so making them into material realities. That is why, 

for economic thought, there is never enough data if this data confronts its economic ideas and 

leads to the conclusion that meeting human and nonhuman need is essential for reproducing 

society and its knowledge. In contrast, unlike economic thought, mātauranga Māori is actually 

capable of comprehending and acting upon things such as the dual crises of climate change and 

the global ecological crises, poverty and inequality, and the unsustainable methods of industrial 

agriculture, horticulture, and fishing. Mātauranga Māori knows that if the last fish in the sea is 

caught, then the knowledge to sustainably do so will also disappear.  
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Relational Ontology 

The relational ontology of mātauranga Māori is fundamental to its decoloniality and it is 

especially this aspect of its thought that contrasts it with economic thought’s coloniality and 

legitimation of exploitation, oppression and domination. As part of te Ao Pākehā’s colonisation 

of te Ao Māori, economic thought attempts to replace the relational thinking of mātauranga 

Māori with its own thought, based in its logic of separation that produces its abstraction. As 

Burgess and Painting claim: 

 

‘Settler colonialism ontologically privileges isolation, reduction, separation, and 

severing, unnaturally placing the individual human (white, straight, cis, able-bodied, 

Christian, men to be more specific) at the pinnacle of existence. On the basis of such 

ontologies, whanaungatanga is replaced by settler colonial relationships that are 

premised on systems of domination, exploitation, possession, and commodification’.41 

 

This explains how it is possible for settlers to be so disconnected from the Indigenous peoples 

that they are colonising. By othering Indigenous peoples, settlers separate themselves from 

them and forget the relations in which they are already in, whether acknowledged or not. 

Isolated from the Indigenous people whom they are colonising, they are alienated, and so from 

their perspective, Indigenous people appear as an external threat, ensuing antagonism. In the 

context of Aotearoa, Pākehā can perpetrate structural and systematic colonial violence and 

oppression towards Māori because those Pākehā do not see themselves as being in relation with 

Māori. Within this context, economic thought does not conceive of itself as being in relation 

with te Ao Māori and mātauranga Māori, so it functions within this colonial dynamic. Isolated 

and insulated within te Ao Pākehā, economic thought is far from being in good relation with 

 
41  Burgess & Painting, 221. 
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mātauranga Māori. The reality of the ability to be an economist in Aotearoa without ever 

having to engage with the equivalent or parallel knowledge and thought of mātauranga Māori 

speaks to this. Through its separation and isolation, economic thought ceases to engage with 

other disciplines within Pākehā thought, let alone mātauranga Māori, and due to this, its 

thought and discourses becomes insular and increasingly abstract, disconnected from its 

relations with material reality. 

 

The relationality of mātauranga Māori, however, is an antithesis to this as it produces an 

inherent understanding of the interconnectedness and interdependence of thought and those 

who think. According to this understanding that emanates from the relational ontology of te 

Ao Māori, thought and materiality are in constant relation, described through whanaungatanga, 

the state of being in relation. Whanaungatanga, then, stands in stark contrast to the exploitative 

class relations of capitalism and the oppressive white supremacist relations of colonialism. 

These relations both belong to te Ao Pākehā, of which economic thought contributes to and are 

caused by either a disregard or unacknowledgement of relations. This is why Burgess and 

Painting claim, ‘settler colonialism is the antithesis of whanaungatanga, but in this, 

whanaungatanga becomes the antithesis of settler colonialism. Here, being in good relation is 

decolonisation’.42 

 

Understanding the universe through, and as, whakapapa, mātauranga Māori understands that 

there is no place within Te Ao Mārama for relations of exploitation, domination and 

oppression. Because of the interdependence of life, relations must continually be enhanced and 

restored if damaged. In Colonising Myths, Mikaere claims that: 

 

 
42  Ibid., 208. 
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‘A worldview that asserts the interconnectedness of all living things and that requires the 

perpetual nurturing of relationships to ensure the maintenance of equilibrium has no 

room for hierarchy as an organising principle, either amongst humans or between humans 

and the rest of creation’.43 

 

Drawing upon Mikaere, Barber also argues that hierarchy and whakapapa are incompatible, 

yet comparable. While whakapapa can be literally translated as, to lay flat, and, to place layer 

upon layer, hierarchy also places layer upon layer, but instead through creating a static and 

linear vertical ladder that creates superior and subordinate categories.44 As Barber explains: 

 

‘The difference between hierarchy and whakapapa is expressed, above all, in the different 

geometries of each concept. Hierarchy descends vertically from god in linear gradations. 

Whakapapa, on the other hand, suggests laying flat: a non-hierarchical web of 

interrelation constituted by multiple lines of connection. The associated meaning of 

layering adds an intergenerational temporality and works from the foundation (papa) 

upwards. Here, the movement is not one of vertical ascension but cyclical increase, nicely 

expressed in the coils of a koru’.45 

 

This non-hierarchical web of interrelation could not be any further from the hierarchies of 

colonialism and capitalism, except both expand their web of relations, but for colonialism and 

capitalism, their efforts are to expand and intensify their web of hierarchies. White supremacy, 

one of the foundations of colonialism, is premised on a supposed racial hierarchy. Intersecting 

 
43  Mikaere, 315. 
44  Barber, 40-42. 
45  Ibid., 42. 
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this are the hierarchies of patriarchy and ableism that are also essential to capitalism. 

Capitalism is premised on the capitalist-worker class hierarchy, a result of private property, 

and as capitalism is spread through colonisation, Indigenous peoples also become subsumed 

by the hierarchy of class. As Burgess and Painting argue, settler colonialism (and I would also 

argue of capitalism), places the individual white, straight, cis, able-bodied, man at the pinnacle 

of existence.46 

 

Colonialism and capitalism’s web of hierarchies also goes beyond the human and extends to 

non-human life. Settler colonialism has little regard for endemic and native species, introducing 

exotic species that have had devastating ecological impacts on Aotearoa. This is why many 

endemic and native species to Aotearoa are critically endangered and close to extinction, their 

lands and ecosystems destroyed and expropriated from them through colonial ecocide. The 

settler colonisation of Aotearoa has deemed the endemic and native species of Aotearoa as 

inferior to European species, mirroring the logic of white supremacy. This can explain why 

figures like Stewart Smith released thousands of invasive fish, devastating Aotearoa’s fresh 

water aquatic ecosystems, and why a large percent of the flat, farmable land in Te Ika a Māui 

and Te Waipounamu has been deforested and revegetated with exotic grasses for agriculture.47 

 

Largely driving the ecocidal changes in Aotearoa has, and continues to be, capitalism’s process 

of primitive accumulation, depleting the mauri of land and water, particularly exemplified for 

example by the New Zealand diary industry.48 Capitalist production is premised on the 

 
46  Burgess & Painting, 221. 
47  William Ray, ‘Invasive: the story of Stewart Smith’, Radio New Zealand, August 2, 2020, 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/black-sheep/story/2018756857/invasive-the-story-of-stewart-smith. 
Last accessed 17/9/2021. 

48  Matthew Wynyard, ‘Primitive Accumulation and the New Zealand Diary Industry: 1814-2018’, 
Counterfutures vol. 8, 2019: 11-41. 
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hierarchy of nonhuman life’s subordination to humans, in particular to the desires of capital 

through the capitalist class. Just as workers are hierarchically subordinated to capitalists, 

Papatūānuku and her nonhuman children are subordinated to capital. This is what Barber means 

when he argues that Papatūānuku should be understood as proletarian, made to work in 

capitalism’s planetary factory.49 Only from a mode of life and mode of thinking devoid of good 

relationality could arise such systems, processes and ways of thinking premised on hierarchy 

that force a destructively parasitic relation with the biosphere that ecological and environmental 

collapse resulting in mass extinction is a concrete possibility in the near future. 

 

Mātauranga Māori, however, holds no such premises of exploitative and oppressive 

hierarchies, and understands the interconnectedness and interdependency of all life of te taiao, 

including humans. Burgess and Painting explain: 

 

‘Our descent from ngā atua means the natural world makes up our whakapapa. Here, 

mana whenua and mana moana are integral to our existence. Our descent is layered 

through whānau, hapū and iwi, to the whenua, and the landscapes of these ancestral areas, 

including mountains, rivers, lakes and oceans. In turn, we exist not as separate 

individuals, but as wider collectives that emerge from, and are sustained by, our intimate 

relationships with the natural world’.50 

 

For mātauranga Māori, the shared whakapapa that people have with te taiao connects them to 

place, and with it, the relations of that place. This is why Burgess and Painting state that, ‘Being 

in good relation occurs in place’, because mana and the responsibilities that it brings comes 

 
49  Barber, ‘Māori Mārx’, 68-71.  
50  Burgess & Painting, 212. 
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from te taiao.51 As they further elaborate: ‘In knowing our whakapapa, we know our place in 

the world. This establishes important guidelines for being in good relation with the rest of 

existence, intergenerationally’.52 

 

To an extent, economic thought does know its whakapapa, however, it does not acknowledge 

the relations that it has with society and its descendants, in contrast to knowing one’s 

whakapapa in te Ao Māori. What the above quote from Burgess and Painting suggests is that 

guidelines for being in good relation come from relations themselves. This means that there is 

an immanence of what should be in what is. Informed by the understanding that all life is 

interdependent and connected through reciprocal relationships, this leads to the conclusion that 

the flourishing and reproduction of life is dependent on collective wellbeing. Therefore, the 

recognition of existing relations exists is required to move towards being in good relation. 

Burgess and Painting explain that: 

 

‘Through whakapapa, all existence is whanaunga, existing in a natural state of 

whanaungatanga. In this context, we interpret the concept of whanaungatanga as 

pertaining to the notion of “being in good relation”, which Kim TallBear draws from a 

Dakota understanding of existence’.53 

 

Being in good relation, as a concept, is not unique to mātauranga Māori, but is fundamental to 

it. I would also claim, being in good relation, pertains to Marx’s thought and other radical 

traditions of emancipatory politics of Europe. However, outside of Europe and its settler 

 
51  Ibid. 
52  Ibid., 209. 
53  Ibid., 210. 
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colonies, being in good relation, is much more common, and much more. ‘The notion of being 

in good relation, within and between generations, is a common thread amongst Indigenous 

peoples, weaving together the existence of Indigenous peoples, lands and oceans worldwide’.54 

 

Within the Māori worldview that weaves together all of existence into a web of interrelation, 

‘To be is to be in relation’.55 From this follows the ontological assertion that, ‘Relationships 

constitute who we are’.56 According to position, relations are essential and structure what is. 

Relationships are not between things, things are relationships. For example, an individual is 

never just an individual. An individual is a point along the continuum of their whakapapa, 

expanding back towards their tūpuna, forwards towards their mokopuna, as well as horizontally 

and in every direction as new relations are formed. Unlike the liberal concept of the individual, 

the individual does not exist and then enter in relationships. The individual is already in relation 

and a product of relations. As Burgess and Painting argue: 

 

‘In fact, the notion of isolation is a fallacy. Everything in existence is infinitely and 

complexly in relation all the time. This shapes a reality of interdependence, where the 

well-being of the whole is dependent on the well-being of its closely related components, 

and vice versa. When these relationships are at their natural state of balance, we are 

well’.57 

 

Because the wellbeing of the whole depends on the wellbeing of its components, mātauranga 

Māori then is concerned with integration. For example, this is why it is ridiculous for Māori to 

 
54  Ibid. 
55  Ibid. 
56  Ibid. 
57  Ibid. 
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conceive of a person being half an ethnicity, a quater another ethnicity and a quarter another. 

Within this way of seeing the world, a person is never an ensemble of fractured parts, but a 

whole being. This is why Burgess and Painting claim that ‘Whakapapa is fundamentally 

inclusive… In being fundamentally inclusive, whakapapa acknowledges wholeness’.58 

According to this, ‘Whakapapa is not concerned with difference, it is concerned with how we 

connect’.59 

 

The relational ontology of mātauranga Māori also raises an important point around the 

limitations of concepts of decolonisation. As Burgess and Painting explain: 

 

‘Here, instead of asking “how do we decolonise?” centring (the removal of) settler 

colonial ways of being, knowing and doing, we ask, “how can we be in good relation?”, 

centring whanaungatanga and whakapapa. Here, whakapapa not only helps us to expose 

settler colonialism for the lie that it is, but gives us somewhere to anchor once our vision 

becomes clear, and deceptive lies fall away.’60 

 

Moana Jackson also discusses this in, ‘Where to Next? Decolonisation and the Stories in the 

Land’. He writes that: 

 

‘Decolonisation may not be the most appropriate word for that kind of remedy because, 

like colonisation, it came from somewhere else. Perhaps it could be replaced with the 

ethic of restoration. The use of this term would seek to replace colonisation not by merely 

 
58  Ibid, 214. 
59  Ibid. 
60  Ibid., 227-228. 
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deconstructing or culturally sensitising the attitudes and power structures that it has 

established, but by restoring a kawa that allows for balanced relationships based on the 

need for iwi and hapū independence upon which any meaningful interdependence must 

rest’.61 

 

Relating to this, Jackson also makes the point that Māorification instead of decolonisation, is a 

better term to use within the context of Aotearoa because rather than framing it as a removal 

of something, it is localised and includes in it what is being struggled for. Inversely, the reason 

why I have chosen decolonisation instead of Māorification is because it names what is being 

struggled against, colonisation. Decolonisation, as a term, also connects the colonial situation 

in Aotearoa to international struggles against colonisation. As well as this, Pākehā also need to 

decolonise themselves and this cannot be done by becoming more Māori, rather they need to 

learn their unique ancestry and identity which is not Māori. Drawing from Jackson, it is my 

conclusion that decolonisation can only be achieved through relationality. 

 

Within the colonial context of Aotearoa and its thought, mātauranga Māori recognises that it 

is in relation with mātauranga Pākehā and so it understands that it needs to be in good relation 

with it. Economic thought, however, does not recognise that it is in relation with mātauranga 

Māori due to its coloniality stemming from its inherent strategies of non-recognition and 

assimilation. Compared to this, the relational ontology of mātauranga Māori is an aspect of its 

thought that makes mātauranga Māori a better way of thinking than economic thought to ensure 

that reciprocal and non-hierarchical relations are being fostered, enhanced and restored, in turn, 

promoting the mauri of human and nonhuman life. 

 

 
61  Jackson, ‘Where to Next? Decolonisation and the Stories in the Land’, 149. 
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Kaitiakitanga 

Kaitiakitanga can be translated as guardianship or stewardship, although it is more than that, 

and it is the final aspect of mātauranga Māori that I will discuss in this chapter. My 

understanding of kaitiakitanga has come from my lived experience of observing, being taught 

and participating in kaitiakitanga, despite that it was not conceived of as kaitiakitanga through 

a Māori worldview, and, from learning about the concept of kaitiakitanga from Māori thinkers, 

especially in relation to rangatiratanga. My parents, both being committed conservationists, 

raised me with the belief that the environment is intrinsically valuable and that our survival as 

a species depends on the relationship with our environment of which we are a part of. Growing 

up I learnt this through participating in many local planting days at Te Henga and along 

Waitākere river, pest animal control and monitoring to eradicate mammalian predators in the 

northern areas of Te Wao Nui a Tiriwa, and by caretaking the regenerating forest where my 

family home is situated. Later, learning about kaitiakitanga through my studies of mātauranga 

Māori at university, it was an easy process as it simply makes sense to care for the place where 

you live. For me, learning about the concept of kaitiakitanga through mātauranga Māori has 

expanded my intellectual vocabulary and thought to enable me to think of ecological 

restoration, conservation and sustainable environmental management beyond European 

science. 

 

Within the relational ontology of mātauranga Māori, humans are intimately connected to te 

taiao, always part of it, never separate from it. As Marsden explains: 

 

‘Papatuanuku’s children live and function in a symbiotic relationship. From unicellular 

through to more complex multicellular organisms each species depends on other species 

as well as its own, to provide the basic biological needs for existence. The different 
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species contribute to the welfare of other species and together they help to sustain the 

biological functions of their primeval mother, herself a living organism. They also 

facilitate the processes of ingestion, digestion and waste disposal’.62 

 

This mātauranga Māori understanding of the interconnectedness and interdependency of 

different life is similar in many ways to how ecology comprehends ecosystems and ultimately, 

the biosphere, as a multi-specied dynamic, cyclical, self-reproducing system. As well as this, 

both Jackson and Marsden acknowledge that there is a European tradition or conceptualisation 

of the biosphere as Mother Earth, or Gaia.63 Within this biospheric system of Papatūānuku, 

according to mātauranga Māori, humans have a unique position because of their self-

consciousness. Marsden explains by claiming that: 

 

‘In our relationship with Mother Earth we must understand we are: the conscious mind 

of Mother Earth and our contribution is to enhance and maintain her life support systems; 

to treat her with love and reverence as our primeval mother; that we are not owners or 

despots over mother earth but recipients and therefore stewards’.64 

 

The implication of this, is that land should not be owned as private property. To consider land 

and natural resources as private property, according to mātauranga Māori, would be to place 

one’s mother and whanaunga under your private dominion, a hierarchical relation of 

dominance. This is why, as Marsden explains: 

 

 
62  Marsden & Royal, 45. 
63  Moana Jackson, ‘We have come too far not to go further’, interview by Dylan Taylor & Amanda 

Thomas, Counterfutures vol. 4 (2017): 27-52, pp. 46. Marsden & Royal, 44. 
64  Marsden & Royal, 46. 
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‘Ownership of property in the pre-contact period was a foreign concept. The closest idea 

to ownership was that of the private use of a limited number of personal things such as 

garments, weapons, combs. Apart from this all other use of land, waters, forests and 

fisheries, was a communal and/or tribal right. All natural resources, all life was birthed 

from Mother Earth. Thus the resources of the earth did not belong to man but rather, man 

belonged to the earth. Man as well as animal, bird, fish could harvest the bounty of 

mother earth’s resources but they did not own them. Man had but “user rights”’.65 

 

‘User rights’, as used by Marsden, employs a usufructian conception of rights to resource use. 

Usufruct is a conception of rights to use and enjoy resources held in common ownership.66 

According to this conception, there is the right to use but not to abuse. If a person or persons 

are using a resource, then they have the right to do, so long as they do not deplete or damage 

the reproductive capacity of that resource. Within this framework, this does not give people the 

right to exclude access as private property does. Instead, the sharing and caring of resources is 

encouraged. But as Marsden expresses: 

 

‘The tragedy, however, is that when these first principles are forsaken and Mother Earth 

is perceived as a commodity and her natural resources seen as disposable property to be 

exploited, then there is no avoiding the abuse and misuse of the earth. Man becomes a 

pillage, despoiler and rapist of his own mother. Forests are denuded, the land, sea and air 

are polluted, her surface is scarred and the resources are depleted’.67 

 

 
65  Ibid., 67. 
66  Kopel Kagan, ‘The Nature of Usufructus’, The Cambridge Law Journal vol. 9, no. 2 (1946): 159-170. 
67  Marsden & Royal, 69. 
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It seems then, that the way that economic thought conceives of the environment and natural 

resources, as sources for resource extraction to provide the materials for capitalist production, 

is antithetical to mātauranga Māori’s conception of the earth as one’s mother. As Marsden 

makes clear, the commodification of the earth and its resources encourages a view of them as 

disposable property, encouraging a view that one is not intrinsically connected to the earth and 

its resources. This is why Marsden claims that: 

 

‘Māori are therefore extremely sceptical regarding the government’s resource 

management plans, its conservation policies and sustainable management efforts. Based 

as they are within a society driven by market considerations, conservation and sustainable 

management policies must eventually fail. So long as the prime values are based on 

economics, then the values implicit in sustainable management plans are diametrically 

opposed, and the latter must eventually succumb’.68 

 

What Marsden points out is the contradiction that exists with attempting to conserve and sustain 

resource extraction and consumption within a mode of life that does not care for ecological and 

environmental sustainability, except as instrumental to its own ends, capital accumulation. This 

is why economic thought, functioning as part of capitalism, is far insufficient compared to 

mātauranga Māori. Economic thought is contributing to the deterioration of the environmental 

health that sustains its thinkers and ultimately its thought. That is why the thought of 

mātauranga Māori provides a better way to think of people and their relation to their 

environment. Hetaraka claimed in our second kōrero that: 

 

 
68  Ibid., 68. 
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‘You’ve got to look at the relationship between everything and its connection to each 

other. Therein lies the answer through Māori and Indigenous eyes. They call it 

Indigenous biodiversity because it’s holistic. Indigenous biodiversity means that we look 

at every species and its connection to each other in a geographical area. That’s how you 

decolonise economics’. 

 

To decolonise economic thought in Aotearoa, then, is to be kaitiaki, to be aware of the myriad 

of ecological and environmental relations that humans are in, and with that awareness, to 

recognise that a state of whanaungatanga with te taiao must be brought about. In our first 

korero, Hetaraka explained: 

 

 ‘Once you do that, what happens is, you have a responsibility to share that plan with 

other people. That’s what kaitiakitanga is. Kai is the worker and tī is to see for the first 

time. Tītiro. Tīmata, to start. You start to see for the first time, that you have to akiaki 

people. You have to persuade people to come on-board with what you’re thinking. When 

you see where this fits into the economic development space, you’ve got to acknowledge 

Atua. That’s where authority comes from. With that, your role is to persuade people to 

see what you see, and to see what your tūpuna sees, and to see what Atua sees. Once you 

have persuaded people, to see what the plan is, and to come on-board, then what happens 

is there has to be accountability that goes with it. You’re accountable to your tamariki 

and mokopuna. You’re accountable to your mum and dad, to your tūpuna and then back 

to God. It's just like that all the time – holistic’. 

 

He continued: 
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‘But it’s heavier than that, because you know how you’re responsible as a kaitiaki to your 

tamariki and mokopuna, and that’s the rising generation, your prodigy. Because you’re 

accountable, for Māori it's heavier than that, because there comes a time when you leave 

this body and your body goes back to Papatūānuku. Of course we’re all about wairua and 

tūpuna and Atua. Your wairua has to stand before tūpuna and Atua and give an account 

of kaitiakitanga. Say, “What sort of kaitiaki were you?” Then you give an account. What 

we say in Māori is, that our hope is that you’re taught properly, so you’ll greet your 

ancestors without fear; as you greet Atua and go, “I did well in my kaitiakitanga, my 

stewardship’. 

 

For Māori and mātauranga Māori, kaitiakitanga goes beyond physical survival and has deep 

spiritual significance as Hetaraka explains. This means that physical survival through 

sustainable resource use and being in good relation with the land and ocean is intimately bound 

up with wairuatanga. Kaitiakitanga as a principle, practice and way of being, centres place 

within mātauranga Māori as being in good relation with the environment pertains to both 

materiality and spirituality. Accordingly, mātauranga Māori’s relational ontology cannot be 

understand without reference to, or through, place. Mātauranga Māori, then, could also be 

described as having a place-based ontology. The importance of place and even having relations 

based on place can also be found in other Indigenous modes of thought. In Red Skin, White 

Masks, Coulthard discusses this through the thought of Vine Deloria Jr who attempts to: 

 

‘explicate the position that land occupies as an ontological framework for understanding 

relationships. …land or place… ought to be understood as a field of “relationships of 

things to each other.” Place is a way of knowing, of experiencing and relating to the 

world and with others; and sometimes these relational practices and forms of knowledge 
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guide forms of resistance against other rationalizations of the world that threaten to erase 

or destroy our sense of place’.69 

 

Although this relationality connected to place as described by Coulthard comes out of the 

traditions of the Indigenous peoples of North America, it also accurately describes the 

centrality that place has to whanaungatanga within mātauranga Māori. As Coulthard continues: 

 

‘Furthermore within this system of relations human beings are not the only constituent 

believed to embody spirit or agency. Ethically, this meant that humans held certain 

obligations to the land, animals, plants, and lakes in much the same way that we hold 

obligations to other people. And if these obligations were met, then the land, animals, 

plants, and lakes would reciprocate and meet their obligations to humans, thus ensuring 

the survival and well-being of all over time’.70 

 

This quote from Coulthard very much captures what kaitiakitanga is all about, upholding 

obligations to nonhuman life and entities to ensure that holistically, all is well. This wellness, 

as articulated by mātauranga Māori is ora, deriving from mauri, energy from which all life 

springs. Marsden explains that, ‘Immanent within all creation is mauri – the life-force which 

generates, regenerates and upholds creation. …It is the bonding element that holds the fabric 

of the universe together’.71 To be a kaitiaki, is to promote, enhance and restore mauri to the 

collective wellbeing of all. This means that mātauranga Māori will always put the collective 

wellbeing of life before resource use, production and exchange, unlike economic thought. 

 
69  Coulthard, 60-61. Vine Deloria Jr., God Is Red: A Native View of Religion, Golden, CO: Fulcrum 

Publishing, 1992. Vine Deloria Jr., ‘Power and Place Equal Personality’ in Power and Place: Indian 
Education in America, Vine Deloria Jr. & Daniel Wildcat, Golden, CO: Fulcrum Publishing, 2001. 

70  Coulthard, 61. 
71  Marsden & Royal, 44. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have argued that decolonising economic thought in Aotearoa is not making 

economics more culturally sensitive or culturally appropriate. Instead, I have argued that 

economic thought should be put in its place through place. Through the framework of te Ao 

Māori/te Ao Pākehā, economic thought should be understood as European thought. As 

European thought, economic thought is a manuhiri here in Aotearoa. However, economic 

thought acts as a bad guest to its host, mātauranga Māori, and so it does not know where it is. 

Because mātauranga Māori is the Indigenous mode of thought to Aotearoa, it belongs here, 

with Aotearoa being its tūrangawaewae. This means that it should be considered as having tino 

rangatiratanga, having never ceded its epistemological sovereignty to European thought and 

knowledge. While I would argue that action following from this would constitute 

decolonisation, I claim that mātauranga Māori itself is decolonial, and thus provides a better 

way to think than economic thought does. This due to, as I argue, three important aspects of 

mātauranga Māori; its grounding in materiality, its relational ontology, and its inherent 

kaitiakitanga. 

 

Mātauranga Māori is materially grounded because it understands and does not lose sight of its 

knowledge that knowledge production and reproduction is only possible if material needs are 

met. This implies an understanding that for mātauranga Māori to even exist, human need must 

be met. However, this is not a point that meeting material need comes before knowledge, but 

that knowledge is an immanent part of materiality and cannot be separated from it. 

 

The relational ontology of mātauranga Māori situates it as antithetical to economic thought. 

The hierarchies of colonialism and capitalism, of which economic thought seeks to reproduce, 

is incompatible with the horizontal relationality of whakapapa. Through whakapapa, 
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mātauranga Māori conceives of the world as whanaungatanga, being in a constant state of 

interrelation, with the aim being to be in good relation. 

 

From its understanding of the world as an ever-expanding web of interrelation, mātauranga 

Māori recognises that people must be in good relation with te taiao and with each other. 

Because of the unique position of humans, as the conscious mind of Papatūānuku, we have an 

obligation to guard, enhance and restore the mauri of Te Ao Mārama. Kaitiakitanga is a 

knowledge of this, and according to Hetaraka, the persuasion of others to join this plan to 

ensure accountability to tūpuna and mokopuna. These three aspects of mātauranga Māori place 

it far beyond the narrow and insular thinking of economic thought. Through its spirituality, 

mātauranga Māori is deeply invested in the material world, the very same world that economic 

thought disavows, positioning itself alongside science as an authority over it. 

 

The fact that there is no such thing as a distinct discipline or area of thought within mātauranga 

Māori called economics, or a direct equivalent of it, speaks to the wisdom of mātauranga Māori. 

Not just knowledge, but wisdom, integrating all areas of its thought into a holistic worldview. 

When a way of thinking or being is disconnected from the material world, it commits the fallacy 

of isolation, severing its connection with what it is, where it is, and where it comes from. 

 

In an interview with Moana Maniapoto, Genesis Te Kuru White, a Black Power gang member 

learning his taha Māori, is asked by Maniapoto, ‘What’s your vision for your kids?’, to which 

White responds, ‘To first and foremost understand, nō hea, nō wai, nā wai’; where are you 

from, whom are you from, and what do you stand for.72 This is the wisdom of mātauranga 

 
72  Moana Maniapoto & Genesis Te Kuru White quoted in Te Ao with Moana, series 3, episode 27, Māori 

Television, aired August 9, 2021, https://www.maoritelevision.com/shows/te-ao-moana/S03E027/te-ao-
moana-series-3-episode-27. Last accessed 15/8/21. 
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Māori. Unlike economic thought, mātauranga Māori knows where it is, where it came from, 

and what its values are. Because of this, it is able to enter into relation with other modes of 

thought and knowledges without attempting to assimilate or displace them. Mātauranga 

Māori’s ability to answer, nō hea, nō wai, nā wai, is its decoloniality. From this basis, a 

decolonial engagement and kōrero between other modes of thought is possible. As Hetaraka 

explained in our final kōrero: 

 

‘your pepeha is so important, ‘cause your pepeha gives your rights of succession to your 

mountain, to your river, and to your bloodlines that are given the kaitiakitanga over those 

areas. … you have to have pepeha ‘cause that gives you your identity and your 

whakapapa to the responsibility that you have. If a person doesn’t understand his own 

home, how can he possibly understand other people and what their home means to them?’ 
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Conclusion 

Decolonising economic thought in Aotearoa is part of the wider project of decolonisation. 

Decolonisation is a global process as there are no peoples on the planet left unaffected by 

colonisation. These effects range from the ecological and environmental, to relations and forces 

of production, to culture, customs and traditions, to thought and knowledge. From discussions 

within any particular aspect of colonisation or decolonisation, it becomes clear that these 

aspects and their affects intersect and are interrelated. That much, has become apparent from 

this thesis. But to address these multiple aspects simultaneously, and especially on a global 

scale, would require a project with significant scope and depth, much more than is possible 

within this thesis. This is partly why I have chosen to focus on Aotearoa, and why I have chosen 

to write upon thought as a certain aspect of colonisation/decolonisation. However, even this is 

a large task, hence why I have chosen to focus on economic thought as a particular example of 

thought that plays a colonial role in Aotearoa. 

 

Focusing on the coloniality economic thought has been an attempt to analyse and critique the 

way in which economic thought attempts to displace and assimilate how mātauranga Māori 

thinks of similar things. While focusing on the decoloniality of mātauranga Māori has been an 

attempt to demonstrate that it is a better way of thinking than economic thought for being in 

good relation socially and ecologically, the general overarching issue of this thesis is the need 

for a theoretical framework in order to have engagements and discussions across different 

modes of thought. For European thought in particular, this is of primary importance if it is to 

overcome its coloniality. Because of Europe’s colonial history, violently exterminating, 

enslaving, displacing, subjugating, and oppressing Indigenous peoples around the globe, 

ultimately forcing them into the capitalist mode of life, it should be unsurprising that such a 
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theoretical framework, or even an attitude of respecting the different ways that peoples think 

and the diverse knowledges that they hold, has been largely absent during this history. 

 

Due to the efforts of Indigenous thinkers, European thought is increasingly confronted with 

having to engage with non-European thought. While this certainly should be considered a step 

towards decolonisation, so long as European thought remains as the central interlocutor for 

non-European thought, European thought retains its hegemonic colonial position. This 

positioning, where non-European thought has to engage first with European thought before it 

can engage with other non-European thought and knowledges, preserves the racialised 

hierarchy of colonisation, based in white supremacy. If European thought is not superior to 

non-European thought, then why must it mediate relations and engagements between modes of 

thought?  

 

Santos’ Ecology of Knowledges and Intercultural Translation 

In Epistemologies of the South, Santos confronts this exact issue by arguing that dominant 

Western-centric understandings of the world need to be challenged by an epistemic break from 

the hegemony of Western-centric ways of thinking.1 As Santos argues, this needs to be done 

by valorising and celebrating what he expresses as, the epistemologies of the South, the diverse 

knowledges and ways of knowing belonging to the Global South have suffered from capitalism, 

colonialism and patriarchy. Aligning himself with decolonisation, Santos claims that there 

cannot be global social justice without global cognitive justice.2 To achieve cognitive justice, 

Santos advocates for two interrelated procedures; an ecology of knowledges, and intercultural 

transmission. As Santos explains, ‘the ecology of knowledges confronts the logic of the 

 
1  Santos, Epistemologies of the South. 
2  Ibid., iix. 
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monoculture of scientific knowledge and rigor by identifying other knowledges and criteria of 

rigor and validity that operate credibly in social practices pronounced nonexistent by 

metonymic reason’.3 

 

Here, Santos means that an ecology of knowledges recognises that there are different ways of 

thinking and that pertaining to these modes of thought, are different methodologies by which 

knowledge is tested. What is being confronted here, is European thought as the basis by which 

non-European thought and knowledge is validated. Santos emphasies that modes of thought 

have their own epistemic criteria of rigor which their forms of thought and knowledge should 

be subjected to. This is only possible, according to Santos, if knowledge and thought is 

approached through ecology, and, ‘By ecology I mean sustainable diversity based on complex 

relationality’.4 Although in ecology this would be considered biodiversity, as an approach to 

ensuring the sustainable diversity of thought and knowledges, ecology is a very appropriate 

term because of its relational methodology. Relationality and its plurality, and the concept of 

being in good relation, is evident in Santos’ thought. This is why he explains that: 

 

‘The utopia of interknowledge consists of learning new and less familiar knowledges 

without necessarily having to forget the old ones and one’s own. Such is the idea of 

prudence underlying the ecology of knowledges. The ecology of knowledges assumes 

that all relational practices involving human beings and human beings and nature entail 

more than one kind of knowledge’.5 

 

 
3  Ibid., 188. 
4  Ibid., 175. 
5  Ibid., 188. 
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This shows that for an ecology of knowledges, as an approach to thinking through the 

differences between modes of thought and knowledges, there is an inherent respect for different 

modes of thought and knowledges, and a recognition of their inherent validity according to 

their own criteria. This does not mean that these criteria should not be debated, but that it should 

be recognised that these criteria have developed from long standing intellectual traditions with 

self-critical capacity. Within this theoretical framework that Santos lays out, it makes possible 

what he expresses as, intercultural translation. By this, he means that: 

 

‘intercultural translation consists of searching for isomorphic concerns and underlying 

assumptions among cultures, identifying differences and similarities, and developing, 

whenever appropriate, new hybrid forms of cultural understanding and 

intercommunication that may be useful in favouring interactions and strengthening 

alliances among social movements fighting, in different cultural contexts against 

capitalism, colonialism, and patriarchy and for social justice, human dignity, or human 

decency’.6 

 

Intercultural translation, as advocated by Santos, is similar to what I have called engagement 

in this thesis. By engagement, I mean decolonial kōrero across modes of thought that holds 

modes of thought and their knowledges as equally valid on their own terms, and by using 

immanent analysis and critique to approach the thought and knowledges of other modes of 

thought. As Santos explains, it is an attempt to have dialogue between modes of thought to 

produce new relational forms of thought and knowledge that emanate from respectful and 

reciprocal interactions in the space that exists between different ways of thinking. This is only 

possible through engagement, not from a supposedly respectful retreat away from epistemic 

 
6  Ibid., 212. 
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interrelationality and the segmentation of thought and knowledges. By doing so, this leaves 

intact the racialised epistemic hierarchies of colonisation as different modes of thought and 

their different forms of thought and knowledges are prevented from questioning the differing 

statuses of thought and knowledge in regards to their relationship towards making truth claims. 

As Santos points out: 

 

‘Intercultural translation questions both the reified dichotomies among alternative 

knowledges (e.g., indigenous knowledge versus scientific knowledge) and the unequal 

abstract status of different knowledges (e.g., indigenous knowledge as a valid claim of 

identity versus scientific knowledge as a valid claim of truth)’.7 

 

For example, if mātauranga Māori cannot converse with European science under the epistemic 

hegemony of European thought in Aotearoa, the science (here I mean science as systemic 

inquiry) of mātauranga Māori cannot be brought into conversation with European science as 

an equal of thought, equally capable of making truth claims about material reality. So long as 

mātauranga Māori is prevented from engagement or intercultural translation with European 

thought, then for te Ao Pākehā, mātauranga Māori will remain, as Santos claims, just a valid 

claim of identity rather than a valid claim of truth.  

 

Santos’ theoretical framework of an ecology of knowledges and intercultural translation is 

significant because it directly addresses the issues entailed in engaging between modes of 

thought within the context of colonialism, capitalism and other systems and structures of 

oppression. Because Santos is writing in response to these and the dimensions of their global 

cognitive injustice, his framework is intended as part of the efforts to challenge and transform 

 
7  Ibid., 212-213. 
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the material, and by extension, epistemological, conditions of the globe. As a result, Santos 

produces a framework that is necessarily global in scope as are his intentions. For the peoples 

of the global South, and for Indigenous peoples living under settler colonial states within the 

global North, Santos’ framework can be applied and used to subvert the colonisation of thought 

as provides a decolonial framework for engagements between modes of thought. 

 

In claiming this, I do not intend to prescribe Santos’ framework as the solution to decolonising 

thought in Aotearoa. The reason why I am discussing Santos and his framework is to 

demonstrate that globally there exists the need to develop theoretical frameworks in order to 

facilitate respectful and reciprocal engagements between different ways of thinking and 

knowing. This is not a fault of the peoples of the South, Indigenous and colonised peoples, but 

the fault of colonialism and capitalism, as I have argued. The logics of colonialism and 

capitalism are world-destroying and global in scale. They prescribe solutions that defy plurality 

and in doing so, homogenous the multiple into the singular. With this in mind, I am hesitant to 

advocate for Santos’ framework as the global solution to decolonising relations between 

thought and therefore the solution to the colonial situation here in Aotearoa. However, Santos’ 

contribution is an invaluable resource and inspiration that should be learnt from, and drawn 

upon when necessary. Conceptualising thought as multiple and diverse, and as complexly 

interrelated, as Santos does, should be the starting point for any project aimed at decolonising 

thought. Only with this as a basis for engagement or intercultural translation, can new hybrid 

forms of thought and knowledge be created in these spaces of relationality. 

 

Te Tino Rangatiratanga o Mātauranga Māori 

Here in this section, my intention is to make the move from the global to the local, and return 

the focus back to Aotearoa. While it is important to listen to decolonial thinkers such as Santos, 
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it is crucial not to ignore the decolonial thought of mātauranga Māori. Rather than searching 

elsewhere for answers, these can be found here, in this place, Aotearoa, and its endemic 

thought, mātauranga Māori. Thinking from place is not unique to mātauranga Māori, but it is 

central to its thought. Over the course of around six hundred to seven hundred years, 

mātauranga Māori emerged and developed in relation to, and as an expression of te taiao o 

Aotearoa. 

 

In ‘Where to Next? Decolonisation and the Stories in the Land’, Jackson discusses stories that 

‘seep through the land’, that Māori since their arrival to Aotearoa, have told, retold and passed 

down to knit together the social fabric of te Ao Māori.8 As Jackson recounts: 

 

‘From the moment that the ancestors began to know this land as the Mother, 

Papatūānuku, stories have had the capacity to guide and teach as well as entertain or 

warn. In the earliest stories there are lessons about how iwi and hapū became the “we” 

that is tangata whenua, and how they established whakapapa as the source of 

relationships and knowledge’.9 

 

These stories are not simply stories in the shallow sense of the term, but are a complex weaving 

together of tikanga, whakapapa, kawa, and mātauranga, that can be engaged with at multiple 

levels depending on the listener and context. A story can be entertaining, yet also convey 

complex ideas and concepts. Over time, these stories have ‘merged into what writer and 

academic Rarawa Kohere has called a distinctive “tūrangawaewae of thought”’.10 

 
8  Moana Jackson, ‘Where to Next? Decolonisation and the Stories in the Land’ in Imagining 

Decolonisation, 133-155. 
9  Ibid., 137. 
10  Rarawa Kohere, cited in Jackson, ‘Where to Next? Decolonisation and the Stories in the Land’, 137. 
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Tūrangawaewae can be literally translated as, a place to stand, but its full meaning can be 

translated as, a place where one belongs through rights of whakapapa. 

 

As part of the stories of the land, mātauranga Māori belongs and has a right to stand here in 

Aotearoa. Aotearoa is the tūrangawaewae of mātauranga Māori. The whakapapa of mātauranga 

Māori ties it back to the tūpuna of Māori who crossed Te Moana Nui a Kiwa to arrive here, but 

also to the land and ocean itself. In this way, mātauranga Māori can be understood as endemic 

to Aotearoa, it exists nowhere else. Just as Māori are tangata whenua, people of the land, 

mātauranga Māori is mātauranga whenua – mātauranga mai i te whenua – knowledge from 

the land. What this means, is that regardless of the utility and usefulness of the content of its 

thought to te Ao Pākehā, mātauranga Māori, as part of te Ao Māori, belongs and has a place to 

stand in Aotearoa. Its existence, use and legitimacy needs no justification from the European 

thought of te Ao Pākehā. Through its own stories and simply by its own existence, mātauranga 

Māori legitimises its place in Aotearoa. 

 

A useful way to think of the role and status of mātauranga Māori in relation to place, here in 

Aotearoa, is through the concept of rangatiratanga. Rangatiratanga can be translated as 

sovereignty, or self-determination, but its meaning as a concept extends beyond that. As 

explained to me by Margaret Mutu, rangatiratanga can be understood by etymologically 

looking at the root word of rangatiratanga, rangatira. Ranga, from raranga, means to weave 

together and can mean a shoal of fish, and tira also means a shoal of fish, or travelling group. 

The role of the rangatira is to weave people together co-operatively.11 Jackson explains that, 

‘The political power of mana or tino rangatiratanga became the art of recognising the 

 
11  Personal correspondence with Margaret Mutu, 2017. 
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interdependence of relations, while preserving the independence of each iwi and hapū polity’.12 

In the Matike Mai report on constitutional transformation, authored by Mutu and Jackson, the 

report explains that rangatiratanga (or mana, as a site of power): 

 

‘implied an independence that Dame Mira Szazy once defined as “the self determination” 

implicit in “the very essence of being, of law, of the eternal right to be, to live, to exist, 

to occupy the land”. The concept of mana as a political and constitutional power thus 

denotes an absolute authority. It was absolute because it was absolutely the prerogative 

of every polity, but it was also absolute in the sense that it was commensurate with 

independence and an exercise of authority that could not be tampered with by any other 

polity’.13 

 

Although rangatiratanga as a concept is primarily used within the context of politics and law, 

mātauranga Māori should be viewed as having tino rangatiratanga. This means that it is the 

sovereign and self-determining mode of thought across Aotearoa. Just as rangatiratanga cannot 

be ceded, neither can the rangatiratanga of mātauranga Māori.14 Māori have never relinquished 

their mātauranga and its importance to te Ao Māori. 

 

Despite this, through the process colonisation, European thought, in particular, economic 

thought, has attempted to undermine the tino rangatiratanga of mātauranga Māori. Even though 

it has been recognised that mātauranga Māori is the thought of this place, the implications of 

this have not or cannot be acknowledged. For economic thought to acknowledge the 

 
12  Jackson, 140. 
13  The Independent Working Group on Constitutional Transformation, 34. 
14  Ibid., 35. Margaret Mutu, ‘Constitutional Intentions’, 31. 
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implications of place in regards to thought, it would have to come to terms with the fact that it 

is situated within a mode of thought that is foreign to Aotearoa, and only a recent arrival here. 

Decolonising economic thought in Aotearoa is putting economic thought in its place, through 

place. 

 

By this, I mean that decolonising economic thought necessitates thinking of economic thought 

as a recent arrival in comparison to the long-standing existence of mātauranga Māori in 

Aotearoa, and its thought, knowledge and expertise around many of the same things that 

economic thought is concerned with. This does mean that economic thought does not 

necessarily belong here, but that it is not from here. Economic thought is unable to accept this 

though, due to its place within Pākehā consciousness, or what Stephen Turner calls, ‘settler 

memory’. Turner focuses on the ‘collective memory’ of Pākehā settler culture and argues that 

it undergoes an active process of what he expresses as, ‘settler dreaming’, an ongoing revision 

of history and relation to place that secures itself against any real knowledge of colonisation or 

how Aotearoa has been made over in the image of Europe.15 As Turner shows: 

 

‘Being at home for settlers involves more than having a house or property in a new land. 

The new place must be made into a “homeland”, which requires a history to support it. 

The memory of home suggests a particular problem for settlers, where home, in the sense 

of identity and belonging, is not given but made. Collective memory of settlement is not 

passive or received but active—an activity and a process of settlement. It is a constant 

processing of settlement in the sense of an intentional, purposeful, needful 

remembering’.16 

 
15  Turner, ‘Settler Dreaming’. 
16  Ibid., 117-118. 
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It can be seen with the example of the New Zealand Company’s efforts to settle Aotearoa, that 

the intention was to make Aotearoa, through the importation of English social relations, into a 

new homeland for settlers, New Zealand. As I have discussed, economic thought played a 

crucial role in these efforts, and when understood in light of Turner’s analysis, these efforts 

should be understood as an ongoing process that continues with the continuation of the Pākehā 

settler colonial state. Economic thought, functioning as part of the process of settler dreaming 

to make-over again a New Zealand that has always been, is continually disconnected from 

place. As such, economic thought does not know where it is or whom else is fully there. 

 

To confront economic thought within its context of settler memory and dreaming, thinking 

thought through place must be undertaken as a necessary pre-condition for decolonisation. But 

to do so, a place-based framework is required. Within economic thought, this is not possible 

due to its abstract universality and inherent coloniality that I have discussed previously. 

However, such a framework does exist within mātauranga Māori. In his thought, Jackson uses 

the analogy of the marae to think through constitutional arrangements in relation to place. He 

explains that when Pākehā arrived in Aotearoa, ‘They were also coming into our home and on 

to our collective marae.’17 As he further explains, iwi and hapū, ‘looked to the marae to decide 

what kind of relationship might be possible’.18 

 

In 1835, with He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Nu Tireni, Pākehā were accorded the 

status of manuhiri on the marae. Five years later, ‘Like the kawa on the marae, the kawa of Te 

Tiriti envisaged the cementing of relationships that recognised the facts of iwi independence 

 
17  Jackson, 143. 
18  Ibid., 144. 
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and the hopes for an inherent interdependence’.19 The analogy of the marae to frame relations 

between Māori and Pākehā through place also appears in the Matike Mai Report. As the Report 

explains of the rangatira signing Te Tiriti in 1840 in accordance with tikanga Māori: 

 

‘The nexus of that reality may be likened to the kawa or tikanga of the marae. Just as a 

marae would expect the rangatira of any manuhiri to monitor the behaviour of his or her 

rōpū and ensure it accepted the jurisdiction of the marae they were on so the Iwi and 

Hapū were keen to treat with the Crown so that it would bring order to the Pākehā 

manuhiri who came onto the “marae” that is Aotearoa. Like any manuhiri the Crown’s 

authority, its “mana”, would be acknowledged when it entered the marae but it would 

ultimately be subject to the kawa or tikanga which prevailed there’.20 

 

Further, the Report explains that, Māori, through Te Tiriti o Waitangi: 

 

‘offered Pākehā a place to stand and that seems logical as well because it’s about 

manaaki…it’s not about them trampling on our manaaki and us not trampling on their 

right to be here which Te Tiriti gave them’.21 

 

This marae analogy provides a framework to understand the roles of Pākehā and Māori in 

relation to place. Māori, as tangata whenua, are the hosts whose marae is Aotearoa. Pākehā, as 

tangata Tiriti, people of Te Tiriti, are manuhiri on this marae when they are in Aotearoa. Being 

manuhiri does not denigrate one’s mana. On the contrary, it can be increased by being a 

 
19  Ibid. 
20  The Independent Working Group on Constitutional Transformation, 51. 
21  Ibid., 53. 
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respectful guest. This is achieved by knowing where one is. As manuhiri, you are a visitor to 

lands that you do not whakapapa to, and by accepting the host’s invitation, you accept the local 

kawa and tikanga, and are weaved into already existing relations. 

 

Although I have explained this in personal terms, and while this framework has been used by 

Jackson and the Matike Mai Report in the context of constitutional arrangements, this is the 

framework that should be used to understand the relationship between mātauranga Māori and 

economic thought, belonging to the Pākehā mode of thought. Mātauranga Māori is mātauranga 

whenua and the host to foreign modes of thought and knowledges as it is the mode of thought 

that belongs here in Aotearoa. Economic thought, as a recent arrival, is manuhiri here, and that 

brings with it obligations to be a respectful guest. Economic thought has not, and continues to 

not be a good guest because of its coloniality and disrespect for its host, mātauranga Māori. As 

long as economic thought continues this, within this marae framework, economic thought does 

not belong in Aotearoa, and according to tikanga Māori, there is little reason to consult 

economic thought over mātauranga Māori due to its self-denigrated mana.  

 

Using this marae framework to put economic thought in its place through place, is but one way 

to demonstrate the priority that mātauranga Māori should be given over economic thought due 

to the indigeneity of mātauranga Māori. It is the mode of thought that is sovereign and self-

determining in Aotearoa, thus, it should be conceived as having tino rangatiratanga, unceded 

to any Pākehā thought or knowledge. While this argument has been deployed using Māori 

terms, concepts and ideas that derive from mātauranga Māori, this same argument could be 

made in other settler colonial contexts, without necessarily being framed through localised 

Indigenous terms. The argument can be generalised into the following claim: Indigenous 

modes of thought belong in the lands from which they arose, and should not be displaced by 
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other, newly arrived modes of thought. In regards to thought, acknowledging this is a necessary 

pre-condition for decolonisation, and acting in support of this is decolonisation. 

 

But beyond putting economic thought and mātauranga Pākehā in their place through place, this 

marae framework provides a tangible theoretical framework that can and should be used to 

structure and facilitate engagements between mātauranga Māori and foreign modes of thought. 

This is because the marae framework is an extension of the tino rangatiratanga of the hapū of 

Aotearoa and their mātauranga Māori. Just as decolonisation is not possible without Indigenous 

self-determination, the decolonisation of thought requires the self-determination of Indigenous 

modes of thought. This has led such thinkers as Viveiros de Castro to call for the ‘ontological 

self-determination of the world’s peoples’, as a call to defend the inherent right of Indigenous 

peoples to retain their worlds of which thought, knowledges and worldviews are an integral 

part.22 Only when Indigenous modes of thought and their knowledges are respected as self-

determining, is any engagement between modes of thought possible. 

 

This is why the marae framework should be used in Aotearoa, because it inherently recognises 

the tino rangatiratanga of tangata whenua and the place where you are thinking from. To step 

onto the marae and accept the wero laid down by tangata whenua is to acknowledge their tino 

rangatiratanga, their mana – mana tūpuna, mana whenua, mana moana – and therefore their 

relations to place that accord them the status of tangata whenua. In the pōwhiri process, 

manuhiri cross the thresholds of the marae, symbolically and metaphysically crossing through 

the realms of Te Kore, Te Pō and into Te Ao Mārama. Entering into Te Ao Mārama, and with 

the sharing of hau through hongi, manuhiri are brought into relation with tangata whenua, 

 
22  Eduardo Batalha Viveiros de Castro, ‘Science and Anthropology’, Manchester Papers in Social 

Anthropology 7, 2003. 
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weaving new relations into already existing ones. When non-Māori modes of thought and 

knowledges are conceptualised as manuhiri on the marae of Aotearoa, the tūrangawaewae of 

mātauranga Māori, and when these foreign modes of thought act in accordance with the kawa 

and tikanga of this marae, they are brought into good relation with mātauranga Māori. Only 

within this framework of whakawhanaungatanga, grounded in the principles of mutual respect 

and reciprocity can the epistemic conditions of thought in Aotearoa be such, that engagements 

between modes of thought, producing new hybrid forms of thought and knowledge can occur.  

 

This marae framework is not new, but an extension of the kawa, tikanga and protocols of te Ao 

Māori. By creatively applying the marae to constitutional transformation, Jackson, as an 

extension of his tūpuna, represents a dynamic and adaptive example of the forward-thinking of 

mātauranga Māori as it walks backwards into the future, facing the past. My usage of this 

framework as a way thinking through how the different modes of thought in Aotearoa can 

engage, on a basis of decoloniality, is little more than an extension of the thought of mātauranga 

Māori and the tikanga that it has developed to ensure sustained whanaungatanga.  

 

Much more work is needed to develop this framework which should be led by Māori thinkers 

as it is a framework emanating from their thought and knowledge, mātauranga Māori. 

Developing this framework should also include conversing with, and drawing upon, other 

decolonial and Indigenous thinkers such as Santos in order to learn from epistemic decolonial 

struggles overseas and to connect it the wider global decolonial movement. With the general 

resurgence of te reo Māori, mātauranga Māori and kaupapa Māori research, the dominant 

settler historical narratives of the colonisation of Aotearoa being increasing challenged, and 

the looming date of 2040, proposed by the Matike Mai Report for constitutional transformation, 

less than two decades away, there is a critical need for this framework if Pākehā are to move 
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beyond the coloniality of their thought, and for there to be an intellectual space in Aotearoa 

where differences and similarities of thought can be worked through for the benefit of all. 

 

Conclusion 

Settler colonialism harms both settlers and Indigenous peoples. With this claim, I do not intend 

to equate harms suffered from colonisation, but to point out that in the process of colonising 

others, colonisers internally colonise themselves. This is what Césaire means when he claims 

that colonialism has a boomerang effect.23 By oppressing, exploiting and dominating 

Indigenous peoples, settler society begins to do this internally to itself. As Burgess and Painting 

explain, ‘By upholding settler colonialism, settlers are doing themselves and, more seriously 

their mokopuna, a great disservice. Because ultimately, in settler colonial societies, if 

Indigenous peoples are not well, no one is’.24 

 

What Burgess and Painting refer to here is the relationality of society and the way in which the 

wellbeing of its subjects are interdependent. According to this logic, wellbeing is not solely 

located with the individual, but extends collectively to all of society and its parts. This is a 

conception of society based on complex relationality where it is conceived as a totality of 

different parts, in a constant dynamic state of relation. It is important to distinguish this 

conception of society from colonial conceptions of society based respectively in the laws of 

identity and non-identity. In her article, ‘Ontological Quarrels: Indigeneity, Exclusion and 

Citizenship in a Relational World’, Salmond discusses the law of identity (A = A) and non-

 
23  Césaire, 41. 
24  Burgess & Painting, 221-222. 
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identity (A ≠ B), and their social consequences in Aotearoa.25 Speaking of the law of identity, 

Salmond claims that: 

 

‘When combined with the idea of the nation-state, the notion of pure essences can lead 

to the argument that each “culture” or “ethnicity” or “people” must have its own bounded 

territory, and in order to protect its internal coherence, that non-members should be 

segregated, assimilated, relocated or even exterminated – the kind of logic that has led 

elsewhere to tribal reservations or “ethnic cleansing”’.26 

 

This kind of logic that Salmond is discussing is the logic found within ethno-states and settler 

colonial states. These states have an assumed homogenous identity and any ethnic or cultural 

diversity is seen as a threat to the cohesiveness of its identity. As opposed to the open-ended 

relationality of whakapapa, this law of identity struggles to conceive of difference. This is why, 

as Salmond explains, peoples who are different (non-white) must be excluded, exterminated or 

made the same. As a way of thinking, it struggles to comprehend and work through difference, 

which makes this certain conception of society dangerous for anyone who is not white. The 

law of non-identity, however, and its conception of society, is also not free from coloniality. 

Salmond claims that: 

 

‘At the same time, the law of non-identity (e.g. ‘Pākeha ≠ ‘Māori’) builds inequality into 

the very structures of reality, making imbalances in power relations difficult to contest. 

 
25  Anne Salmond, ‘Ontological Quarrels: Indigeneity, Exclusion and Citizenship in a Relational World’, 

Anthropological Theory vol. 12, no. 2 (2012): 115-141, pp. 124-125. 
26  Ibid., 125. 
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The absolute dualism, exclusions and asymmetries that characterize this style of 

reasoning have many practical consequences’.27 

 

One of these consequences is the idea of being half caste. For many Māori who have European 

whakapapa, and for Pākehā and tauiwi who have Māori whakapapa, they are confronted with 

having to divide themselves into parts pertaining to their non-identical ancestry. Rather than 

being a whole person, both Māori and non-Māori, they are half this, quarter that, etc. As the 

law of non-identity plays itself out in politics, as Salmond alludes to, its duality forecloses any 

relational sphere where imbalances of power can be contested. Salmond continues to argue that 

such dualisms lead to the maintenance of real inequalities caused by colonisation through 

notions of abstract equality. As she explains: 

 

‘While ideas of racial and cultural superiority have been strongly contested in New 

Zealand and hierarchical relationships between Māori and European “cultures” have 

been re-imagined as an equality (for example, in the idea of a “bi-cultural” nation), this 

is still within a singular sovereignty – two cultures, one law, one power in Parliament. 

Given the inequality built into such dualisms, it is not surprising that the claim that “we 

are all New Zealanders” stands alongside arrays of statistics showing stark inequalities’.28 

 

This is why the dualistic thinking of colonisation must be overcome and replaced by relational 

thinking that can conceive of the relation within difference. Thinkers such as Marx represent 

such attempts within European thought, and due to this, their thought should be considered as 

compatible with the aim of decolonisation, to build relational spaces between modes of life and 

 
27  Ibid. 
28  Ibid., 131 
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modes of thought where new ways of thinking and being can emerge. While such attempts 

within European thought should be welcomed in Aotearoa, it needs to be recognised that te Ao 

Māori and mātauranga Māori have always attempted to foster relational spaces. As Salmond 

explains: 

 

‘The flexibility and open-endedness of relational ontological assumptions have also 

fostered experimentation and rapid adaptation (the very antithesis of fossilized 

“tradition”) since first European arrival, posing questions about whether and how to hold 

onto and adapt tikanga Māori, while exploring the wider world and forging relations with 

those who live differently’.29 

 

Te Ao Māori and its thought has never been static and fixed in its ways. As Salmond continues 

to explain, this ‘relational mode of being remains generative and dynamic, if marginalized in 

New Zealand, and effective relationships continue to be forged, mind-hearts changed, mana 

upheld and domination disrupted’.30 This is why it is so crucial to facilitate engagements across 

modes of life, across worlds. As Burgess and Painting demonstrate in ‘Onamata, Anamata’, 

whanaungatanga is antithetical to colonialism and capitalism. And as Mikaere and Barber 

show, whakapapa is antithetical to hierarchy. Be realising that we are always in relation, we 

can be in good relation.  

 

Collaboration, then, across different ways of being bring us closer together, and thus closer to 

our shared emancipation. If the current oppressive systems and structures of the world are to 

 
29  Ibid. 
30  Ibid., 132. 
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be overcome, then better futures must be imagined and brought into being.31 This imagining 

does not emerge from segregated, isolated thinking, but from thought produced collectively 

and collaboratively. Salmond explains that: 

 

‘Collaborative styles of practice and genuinely shared projects are perhaps most likely to 

open up innovative forms of thought and experience. As Henare et al. suggest, “[we] 

might seize on these engagements as opportunities from which novel theoretical 

understandings can emerge” – and perhaps, new ways of living’.32 

 

Here Salmond does not mean new as a break from a past, but as a non-linear continuation of 

the past. In this regard, new forms of thought and new ways of living that emerge from 

experiments across worlds are never new. This is true in the ontological sense, but also 

historically as Salmond discusses in her book, Tears of Rangi.33 Since the early nineteenth 

century, tūpuna Māori and early Pākehā ancestors have attempted to experiment across worlds 

by creating new ways of being in the spaces made possible by interrelation and engagement. 

 

We should take up the wero presented to us by the examples of our ancestors. New, decolonial 

ways of thinking and being are possible if Indigenous self-determination is acknowledged and 

supported, and these relational spaces and experiments are fostered. Pākehā need to pick up the 

courage to go beyond our settler identities and whakawhanaungatanga with te Ao Māori and 

the place that we have found ourselves in, Aotearoa. 

  

 
31  Sankar, Tecun, Hartendorp, ‘Imagining Elsewhere’. 
32  Salmond, 134. 
33  Salmond, Tears of Rangi. 
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